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BEST-SELLERS



BEST-SELLERS 



and then there’s the old whaling station abandoned decades ago. Their lovers’ adventure is turning into a nightmare. How will they survive in such a strange, alien environment? And for how long? How will they fight hunger and exhaustion?



Isabelle Autissier SOUDAIN SEULS (Suddenly, Alone) Stock, May 2015, 252 pages



And if they survive, how will they return to the human world? How will they describe the indescribable? Isabelle Autissier is the first woman to have sailed solo around the world in competition. She has written novels, short stories and essays, including KERGUELEN (Grasset, 2006), SEULE LA MER S’EN SOUVIENDRA (Grasset, 2009 ; Livre de poche, 2011), L’AMANT DE PATAGONIE (Grasset 2012, Livre de poche, 2013), and with Erik Orsenna: SALUT AU GRAND SUD (Stock, 2006) and PASSER PAR LE NORD, (Paulsen, 2014). She is chairwoman of WWF France.



“Isabelle Autissier sails at literature as she sails at sea around the globe, with passion” — Figaro littéraire “Captivating. Embark on this novel and you won’t be able to put down.” — L’Obs “A gorgeous pen. Impressive.” — L’Express Style “A provocative novel, half way between Jules Verne and Stevenson.” — Le Parisien Magazine ◊



Rights sold to Czech Republic (Argo), Germany (Mare), Italy (Rizzoli), Japan (Shueisha), Korea (Jaeum & Moeum), Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Romania (RAO), Russia (Phantom Press), Slovakia (Inaque), Spain (DeBolsillo)



◊



Film rights sold!



◊



45,000 copies sold!



◊



The survival theme in a thrilling adventure novel with a strong psychological tension.



Louise is an experienced mountaineer, Ludovic a well-built young man. They’re not faint-hearted and give up their Paris apartment to set out on an adventure: travel the world together on their sailboat Jason. The island where they land to the south of the “roaring forties” captivates them with its wild beauty: snow-capped mountains, ice-filled craters, dry lakes. Only, there’s a little black cloud appearing on the horizon... The storm hits and destroys everything, their boat disappears. They find themselves suddenly alone. For only company they have penguins, sea lions, elephant seals and rats, 6
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Baptiste Beaulieu ALORS VOUS NE SEREZ PLUS JAMAIS TRISTE (And You Will Never Be Sad Again)



to survive. But Sarah did, at least a little longer. Sarah’s death arms Mark with a



Fayard, February 2015, 300 pages



Baptiste Beaulieu is a junior doctor writing a blog to tell us with humour small stories about life in a hospital. His goal: to reconcile people with the medical world. He already published a novel with Fayard in 2013, ALORS VOILÀ: LES 1001 VIES DES URGENCES. In his second novel we rediscover some of his medical experience with the theme of imminent life and death.



new strength, he starts over with a new identity somewhere far away to help his fellow being.



“ Il écrit, soigne et réussit a nous embarquer sans barguigner” — Revue Hospitalière de France “Un conte poétique et émouvant, rythmé comme un troublant compte à rebours” — Page



◊



Rights sold to Spain (Grijalbo Mondadori), Poland (Amber), Korea (Book21), English (India) and Hindi language (Rajpal & Sons).



◊



Appealing characters: an antihero hurt by life and an old eccentric lady trying to fix him.



◊



A humorous and elegant writing that manages to discuss a delicate and universal theme, death.



◊



A burst of enthusiasm, a pray for life and the livings.



A former doctor devastated by his wife’s death decides to end his life, but still has to live seven more days after making a pact with Sarah, an old and extravagant taxi driver. Sarah is a full of life millionaire who will drag Mark into strange adventures. From making him chose his own coffin to giving away all his belongings, she manages to mess up with Mark’s head. Is he going crazy or learning how to live again? At the end of the week we discover that Mark’s wife had all this planned out with Sarah before she died. The two women had met in a hospital where none of them was supposed 7



BEST-SELLERS



Jean-Philippe Blondel 6H41 Buchet Chastel, January 2013, 240 pages



In the fraught hour and a half that ensues, their express train hurtles towards the French capital. Cécile and Philippe undertake their own face to face journey—In silence? What could they possibly say to one another?—with the reader gaining entrée to the most private of thoughts. This is a psychological thriller about past romance, with all its pain and promise. “A strong plot and a touching portrayal of how any of us might feel when unexpectedly confronted by the detritus of young love … The 6:41 to Paris is a timely reminder that the past is always waiting to ambush us.” — The New York Times Sunday Book Review “Perfectly written and a remarkably suspenseful read … an absorbing, intriguing, insightful book for all readers.” — Library Journal (Starred review) “A compelling story … examining what happens in our minds when we undergo unexpected encounters that are both awkward and personal. Memory, pain, love, and privacy all permeate the clear, clever prose.”— World Literature Today



◊



We do not handle Polish rights.



◊



Rights sold to the US (New Vessel Press), Germany (Deuticke Verlag) Italy (Einaudi), Spain (La Esfera de los Libros) and Israel (Keter Books).



◊



Ongoing offer from Slovakia!



◊



Full English translation available!



◊



"The 6:41 to Paris is a timely reminder that the past is always waiting to ambush us". New York Times.



“Clever and gripping, The 6:41 to Paris offers an intimate look at what happens when, during a fateful meeting, two old flames are unexpectedly forced to face their lives and the choices they’ve made in the past. Through his masterful use of a dual narrative, Blondel takes the reader on an intense emotional journey, and, as the train rumbles down the tracks, the suspense builds. Unputdownable.” — Samantha Vérant, author of Seven Letters from Paris: A Memoir Cecile, a stylish 47-year-old, has spent the weekend visiting her parents in a provincial town southeast of Paris. By early Monday morning, she’s exhausted. These trips back home are always stressful and she settles into a train compartment with an empty seat beside her. But it’s soon occupied by a man she instantly recognizes: Philippe Leduc, with whom she had a passionate affair that ended in her brutal humiliation 30 years ago. 8



“A fast, yet deep journey through the characters’ experiences of anger, triumph, remorse, and forgiveness, Blondel’s novel … reminds us that even long-ago heartbreaks have the power to ignite our most powerful emotions.” — Kirkus Reviews “A taut, suspenseful psychological journey from which there is no escape. The 6:41 to Paris shatters any illusions that acts of cruelty committed in our youth are of little consequence later in life. A gripping yarn for our time.” — Kati Marton, author of Paris: A Love Story “A terrific read. Jean-Philippe Blondel writes masterfully about the astonishing private realm, with two alternating monologues that echo one another.” — L’Express “A book for the heart that from the first until the last sentence you can’t put down.” — Westfälische Nachrichten “Avoids the trap of sentimentality … It also reads as the reflection of our contemporary condition.” — Le Nouvel Observateur “Blondel has written a comedy about an awkward encounter that’s a must-read. Funny, wise and conciliatory.” — Stern “A fine book, in wonderfully precise and sensitive language, unpretentious and full of small truths.” — Die Presse
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Jean-Philippe Blondel UN HIVER A PARIS (One Winter In Paris) Editions Buchet Chastel, January 2015, 288 pages



Jean-Philippe Blondel shows how a tragic event can disrupt a tight-knit social milieu. He describes a young man’s suicide as an event that affects people’s relationships and changes how they see their place in the world. An English teacher in Troyes, Jean-Philippe Blondel writes novels for adults and for young adults (Actes Sud Junior). This is his fifth novel published by Buchet Chastel after THE BABY-SITTER, G229 (Virgin Prize - Version Fémina), ET RESTER VIVANT and 06H41. Translation rights for 06h41 were sold to the US (New Vessel Press), Germany (Deuticke Verlag), Italy (Einaudi) and Spain (La Esfera de los Libros).



“Un livre à la fois sensible et tendre” Livres Hebdo “Cruel et Lucide” Femina “Un récit qui a du corps et une âme, du caractère et un héros attachant. ” Télé Z



◊



A modern coming-of-age novel in which a young man comes to Paris to start his adult life but winds up choosing to go back to his home town in order to be himself



◊



Readers will find the fast-talking, sharp-witted narrator very endearing



◊



The relation that grows between the narrator and the father of the young man who committed suicide is complex, unhealthy and artificial: they act out an idealized father-son relationship rather than being who they really are



“Un ton tout en finesse avec la juste dose d'humour qui permet d'effectuer une pirouette du cœur pour mieux contrebalancer les zones de grandes turbulences émotionnelles. ” Psychologie magazine “un roman très émouvant qui sonne juste et laisse son empreinte une fois refermé. ” Page



A young man from the provinces decides to go to school in Paris to escape his milieu. In his latest book, Jean-Philippe Blondel revisits the coming-of-age story. Victor, a young provincial who is passionate about literature, decides to go to a prestigious school in Paris. Alone in a social and cultural environment that is totally unfamiliar to him, he is under constant pressure. Then he meets Mathieu, another provincial, who is a year younger than he is, and the two seem destined to become close friends. But a tragic event shatters the boys’ blossoming friendship: in the middle of French class, Mathieu leaves the room and jumps to his death. Victor takes on a role that is not really his, but which he accepts. Suddenly everyone sees him as that poor boy’s best friend, and Victor’s life changes dramatically: he becomes popular, and Mathieu’s father begins to confide in him.



9
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Jean-Philippe Blondel MARIAGES DE SAISON (The Wedding Season) Buchet Chastel, January 2016, 192 pages



When he meets Aline Dulong at her wedding to Christophe Célesta, his first impression is that of a little gray mouse, plainly dressed. But he changes his mind when she requests that he film her alone, talking to the camera about her feelings for her new husband. Her words flow easily and lovingly, transforming her face into something beautiful. Inspired by Aline’s willingness to open up in front of the camera, Corentin decides to film his friends and family confessing their stories and feelings about friendship, love, former marriages, and new marriages.The project allows him to rekindle old friendships and learn about his family at the same time as it renews his creative identity as a filmmaker. It soon proves to be a turning point in his life, as everything else begins to fall into place. An English teacher, Jean-Philippe Blondel writes novels for adults and for young adults. His latest novels have all been published by Buchet Chastel: The Baby-sitter, G229, Et rester vivant, 06h41 and Un hiver à Paris. 06h41 was translated into various foreign languages (Spanish, Italian, English, Hebrew) and entered the best-sellers’ list in Germany.



◊



We do not handle Polish rights.



◊



Rights sold to Germany (Deuticke Verlag).



◊



English translation sample available.



Corentin, 27 years old and at a crossroads, is going back to his summer job as a wedding videographer. Five weekends will structure this bittersweet chronicle of provincial life. Twenty-seven-year-old Corentin’s seasonal job as a wedding videographer allows him to lead a comfortable life: to drink champagne, eat smoked salmon canapés, and watch loving couples toast the beginning of their lives together. Attending ceremony after ceremony, he records the joy, love, and intimacy of countless happy—and sometimes not-so-happy—couples. He may be adept at finding and filming the optimism of others, but he can’t seem to find it in his own life. He’s at a standstill, both professionally and personally. With only a vague, nagging sense of discontent, he has put aside his artistic ambitions of making “real” films in favor of the safe, easy, comfortable job working alongside his godfather— the job that was supposed to be temporary. Meanwhile, all of his relationships, romantic or otherwise, quickly disintegrate due to his lack of commitment and effort.
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Miguel Bonnefoy LE VOYAGE D'OCTAVIO (Octavio’s Journey)



The epic trials and tribulations of Octavio, an illiterate Venezuelan man who will take charge of his own life and learn to understand his country thanks to the people and the problems he’ll meet over the course of his travels.



Rivages, January 2015, 130 pages



Having overcome the shame of not knowing how to read or write thanks to a woman he fell in love with, Octavio, who comes from a sleepy village, gets caught up in a robbery and has to get out of town. On his way west, he meets people who symbolize Venezuela. Working tirelessly, he changes the lives of each and every one of them. Exposed to individuals’ and communities’ joys and tragedies, he gets closer both to nature and to his fellow man and decides to go back to his hometown. The village still has complete faith in the origin myth that most Venezuelans have lost touch with except when it is periodically revived by particularly symbolic events (the transformation of the country’ s oldest church into a theatre, the theft and return of a wooden statue of the Nazarene, etc.). Buoyed up by what others expect from him, the power of the natural world and the intelligence of his country’s origin myth, Octavio winds up turning into something that brings them all together: a wooden statue of Christ that saved the village from the Plague long ago. A legend with overtones of marvelous realism, in the same vein as Alejo Carpentier, and of magical realism, a genre that recently lost its grand master, Gabriel García Márquez.



◊



Ongoing offer from Venezuela!



◊



Rights sold: Italy (66thand2nd), Greece (Utopia), World English (Gallic Books).



◊



Winner of Prix Edmée de la Rochefoucauld and the Prix de la Vocation 2015.



◊



Long-listed for Prix Ouest France, Prix Orange 2015 and Prix Goncourt du premier roman 2015!



“ Un premier roman époustouflant bourré de trouvailles insolites et merveilleuses. ” — Page



◊



More than 15,000 copies sold!!



◊



A enchanting journey to the heart of Venezuela, with its symbols, its communities and its territories, a country where unifying myths are currently in cruelly short supply.



“ Ce Vénézuelien transforme une fable naïve en parabole morale, historique et politique. ” — Lire



◊



A simple, exploited man’s road to emancipation depends on acquiring knowledge and learning to be in harmony with nature and his fellow man.



◊



Characters that symbolize key figures in Venezuelan culture, like Venezuela herself, a remarkable, larger-than-life woman.



Miguel Bonnefoy, 26, has a Venezuelan mother and a Chilean father. He produces cultural events for the city of Caracas, Venezuela. He also teaches at the Alliance française, and won the 2013 Young Writer in French Prize for a short story published by Buchet Chastel, ICARE.



“ Sa manière de polir chaque phrase comme un objet précieux, de l'incruster de mots chatoyants et poétiques qui font sonner son texte comme des bijoux sonores. ” — Elle



11



BEST-SELLERS



Kamel Daoud MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE (Meursault, Counter-Investigation) Actes Sud, May 2014, 160 pages



The man talking to himself in a bar night after night is the brother of the Arab killed by a certain Meursault in a famous 20th century novel: Camus' THE STRANGER. Seventy years later, with all his pent-up anger and frustration, the old man gives the dead man his name back and brings to life a figure that literature has ignored: the Arab. MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE plays with doubles and subterfuges to discuss identity issues. Kamel Daoud, known for his controversial newspapers' articles, chose literature this time to reflect the complexity of the legacies that shape the present of contemporary Algeria. Born in Algeria in 1970, Kamel Daoud lives in Oran and is a journalist for the Quotidien d’Oran – the third largest Algerian daily in French. His articles are regularly reprinted across the world (Libération, Le Monde, Courrier international). He has written several narratives, some of which were collated in the collection LE MINOTAURE 504 (2011), which was first published in Algiers and won the 2008 Mohammed Dib Prize for the best short story collection.



“From now on, THE STRANGER and MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE will be read as a two-part literary work.” —Le Monde ◊



English samples available!



◊



Prix Goncourt finalist 2015.



◊



Winner of the Goncourt Orient Choice, Goncourt Romanian Choice, the Prix François Mauriac and the Prix des CinqContinents de la francophonie.



◊



Long-listed for the Prix Renaudot and Prix Goncourt des Lycéens.



◊



Rights sold in Greece (Patakis), Italy (Bompiani), Hungary (Ab Ovo), Turkey (Epsilon), UK (Oneworld Publications), USA (Other Press), Germany (Kiepenheuer & Witsch), Denmark (Turbine), China (Shanghaï 99), Slovenia (to MKZ), and Poland (to Karakter), Portugal (Teodolito), Czech Republic (Odeon/Euromedia Group), Serbia (Akademska Knjiga), Arabic (Barzakh/Dar El Jadeed), Croatia (Fraktura) and Albania (Bota Shqiptare).



◊



Norway : under negotiation.



◊



A superb tribute to literature and a lesson of tolerance.



A novel inspired by Albert Camus' THE STRANGER yet creating its very own atmosphere. This is not a sequel. This is an original vision of all that the narrator in Camus' THE STRANGER did not see. 12



“Le court roman du journaliste algérien Kamel Daoud est né d’une grande ambition, celle de décoloniser la littérature. (…) Il a au passage inventé une très belle écriture, originale, entre colère sourde et poussées d’exaltation.” — Les Échos “Le chroniqueur du Quotidien d’Oran ne manque ni d’armes théoriques, ni du sens de la formule. Il aurait pu composer un essai sur Camus et l’Algérie. Mais cette affaire flotte dans une façon de clair-obscur dont seul le roman peut rendre compte.” — Le Monde diplomatique “Rétrospective en accéléré de l'histoire algérienne, brossée avec maestria par l'orannais Kamel Daoud. Qui ensorcelle le lecteur par ses allers-retours entre le roman camusien et sa propre fiction.” — L'Express



Lester Agency / 2016 Fiction Backlist Catalogue



Dominique de Saint Pern BARONNE BLIXEN (Baroness Blixen) Stock, January 2015, 432 pages



Not one Karen Blixen, then, but a multitude of them. Supported by thoroughly researched documents, by trips to Denmark and Africa and by her immersion in Blixen’s writings, Dominique de Saint Pern resuscitates not only the woman and writer, the lover and the shedevil, but also the spirit of a golden age when people knew how to love, write and die beautifully. Dominique de Saint Pern has worked as a journalist for L'Express, Elle, and Marie-Claire where she was editor in chief. She is the author of L'EXTRAVAGANTE DOROTHY PARKER (Grasset, 1994), LES AMANTS DU SOLEIL NOIR (Grasset, 2005) and POUR L'AMOUR D'UN GUERRIER (Grasset, 2007).



“The author reincarnates Karen Blixen with the talent of a story-teller and the confidence of a journalist.” — Le Figaro Littéraire “A novel you can’t put down.” — Lire “Thrilling.” — L’Obs



◊



English sample chapter available!



◊



Rights sold to the Czech Republic (Metafora), Poland (Czytelnic) and Spain (Circe).



◊



A beautiful homage to renowned author Karen Blixen, the result of 4 years of research.



◊



We discover Blixen as an aristocrat, a rebel, an intellectual and sensitive woman.



“Baronne Blixen is the novel on the life of Karen Blixen, both engaging and thrilling” “ With a mesmerizing and magnificent style Dominique de Saint Pern lets us follow in the footsteps of this baroness who has had such a curious destiny.” Madame Figaro Karen Blixen. Yes, but which one? The African hunter at her Kenyan farm, Mbogani? The baroness who received crowned heads at her table in Africa or at Rungstedlund, her more austere home in Denmark ? Tanne (her nickname), thwarted in love but a passionate mistress whose body crippled with syphilis could still love Denys Finch-Hatton before he died in a plane crash? The writer baroness who came to literature at nearly 50, belatedly discovering this font of glory, and known worldwide for Out of Africa (1937), Seven Gothic Tales (1934) and Babette’s Feast (1958), but whose recognition would never quite erase her longing for the red glow of Africa? The ageing baroness, a tyrannical muse to a group of poets who, in a final tragic farce, fell in love with the most brilliant of them, Thorkild? 13



BEST-SELLERS



Joël Dicker LE LIVRE DES BALTIMORE (The Book of the Baltimores) Éditions De Fallois, October 2015, 450 pages



14



◊



Available in Slovakia!



◊



Rights sold to: the Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Denmark (Rosinante)Norway (Pax), Finland (Tammi), Spain (Alfaguara/Santillana) and Campana for Catalan, Portugal, Germany, Romania, Bulgaria (Colibri), Czech Republic (Argo), Poland (Albatros), Serbia (Laguna), Lithuania (Alma Littera), Russia, Latvia (Zvaigzne), Slovenia (MKZ), Albania (Dudaj), UK (MacLehose Press), Brazil, Korea, Croatia (Fraktura), Greece, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Serbia (Laguna), Taiwan.



February, 2012: Eight years after the dramatic events, Marcus Goldman leaves a New York winter for the tropical warmth of Boca Raton, Florida to hunker down to his next novel. This time he has decided to tell his own family’s story this time. A deeper exploration of some of the previous characters from LA VÉRITÉ SUR L’AFFAIRE HARRY QUEBERT. Until the day of the dramatic events, there had been two Goldman families. The Baltimore Goldmans and the Montclair Goldmans. The Montclair Goldmans, which Marcus Goldman, the author of THE TRUTH ABOUT THE HARRY QUEBERT AFFAIR, was a scion of, were a middle-class family living in a small house in Montclair, New Jersey. The Baltimore Goldmans, who had all the luck, lived in a mansion in an affluent suburb of Baltimore, Maryland: Marcus’s admiration for them knew no bounds. There was Uncle Saul, a well-known lawyer; Aunt Anita, a doctor at John Hopkins Hospital; Hillel, their son the troubled genius; and Woody, the former gang member taken off the streets and adopted by the Baltimore Goldmans. His dream was to become a professional football player. And then there was the girl next door, Alexandra, who would become a pop star, thanks to the Goldmans’ support to her dream. Guided by his childhood memories, Marcus explores the lives and fates of the Baltimore Goldmans, as well as the fascination he once felt for that wealthy American family: their Miami vacations, their summer home in the Hamptons and their private-school mischief. But with the passing years, the shiny façade began to crumble as the dramatic events loomed ever closer. Until the day everything toppled over. Ever since, Marcus has been haunted by this question: what really happened to the Baltimore Goldmans? Joël Dicker was born in Geneva in 1985. His first novel, LES DERNIERS JOURS DE NOS PÈRES won the 2010 Prix des écrivains genevois. In 2012, his novel LA VÉRITÉ SUR L’AFFAIRE HARRY QUEBERT was published. It won, in chronological order, the Prix de la Vocation Bleustein-Blanchet, the Grand Prix du Roman de l’Académie française and the 25 Prix Goncourt des Lycéens, and sold over 3 million copies. th



◊



Joel Dicker is back with a new novel after the hugely popular The Truth about the Harry Quebert Affair, which sold in 36 languages will soon be adapted for the big screen.



“We can see in this family portrait, an hommage to Woody Allen that Joel Dicker had only just outlined in The Truth About Harry Quebert” — Le Temps



◊



Readers will enjoy re-connecting with the character Marcus Goldman and learning more about his life, story, which is founded on family values, secrets, frustrations and rivalries… and the dramatic events they can lead to.



◊



A real page-turner involving several inter-connected stories that are revealed gradually, like Russian dolls, creating suspense and mystery without resolving things until the final pages.



“My goodness! That bloody Joel Dicker is really good. This is what we are forced to admit reading his latest novel [...] After the worldwide success of this bestseller, the 30 years old author was expected to publish something that would not disappoint… engrossing, smartly built, well written, his Book of Baltimore is a success.” — Tribune de Genève



Mathias Enard
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BOUSSOLE (Compass) Actes Sud, August 2015, 378 Pages



◊



A precise evocation of Orientalism and the Orientalists, from its 19th-century roots to the present, including the controversies and key figures (Goethe, Lawrence of Arabia, Louis Massignon, Edward Said and others).



Mathias Énard’s impressive writing career blossoms into full maturity in this epic saga that is also an ode to the Middle East. A passionate love affair told over a background brimming over with fascinating information about Middle Eastern culture.



◊



Rights sold: Spain (Literatura Random House), Germany (Hanser Berlin), Croatia (Fraktura), Netherlands (Arbeiderspers), USA (New Directions), UK (Fitzcarraldo), Italy (e/o Edizioni), Germany (Hanser Berlin), Portugal (Dom Quixote), Bulgaria (Prozoretz), Poland (Wydawnictwo Literackie), Slovenia (MKZ), Serbia (Akademska Knjiga), Greece (Stereoma), Catalan (Empuries), China (Shanghaï 99), Turkey (Can), Ukraine (Old Lion), Arabic (Al-Kamel), Albania (Buzuku) and Hungary (Magveto).



◊



More than 300,000 copies sold!



◊



Prix Goncourt 2015! Long-listed for the Prix Femina, the Prix Interallié, the Prix du roman Fnac, short-listed for the prix du Monde des Livres.



◊



The lush and masterful writing that is Mathias Énard’s signature style takes readers for a whirl on a passion-filled literary merry-goround.



◊



A dense and detailed saga bringing both Eastern and Western history to life that weaves them together with a tale of falling in love and journeys of self-discovery.



◊



A knowledgeable description of the arts and sciences of the Middle East, and of their contributions to western culture, which are still little-known and often ignored in the West.



Franz Ritter is unwell. Hunkered down in his Vienna apartment, this musicologist specialized in Middle Eastern influences is suffering from insomnia. All night long, he reflects on his love for Sarah, a French Orientalist who he first met at a conference in Austria. Their story unfolds over a background of the history of Orientalism, the modern Arab world and its upheavals (the Arab spring, the Islamic Caliphate the Iranian revolution and more) as well as his own travels to Istanbul, Damascus, Teheran and elsewhere, where he frequently runs into Sarah. The bumps in their relationship will be resolved in the morning, when Franz receives an e-mail from Sarah, announcing her arrival in Vienna and her love for him. A passion-filled inventory of the East’s incredible contributions to Western culture and identity, BOUSSOLE is a melancholic, enveloping novel that digs through memories of centuries of dialogue and artistic influences in an attempt to heal the wounds of the present. BOUSSOLE is a sublime tale, a Middle-Eastern variation on Claudio Magris’ DANUBE, in which the many disparate charms of a little-known world are intertwined. Born in 1972, Mathias Enard studied Persian and had several extended stays in the Middle East. He now lives in Barcelona. This is his sixth novel published by Actes Sud, after: LA PERFECTION DU TIR (2003, Prix des Cinq Continents de la Fancophonie; Babel n° 903), REMONTER L’ORENOQUE (2005), ZONE (2008, Prix Décembre, Prix du Livre Inter; Babel n° 1020), PARLE-LEUR DE BATAILLES, DE ROIS ET D’ELEPHANTS (2010, Prix Goncourt des Lycéens, Prix du Livre en Poitou-Charentes 2011) and RUE DES VOLEURS (2012).
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BEST-SELLERS



Jérôme Ferrari LE PRINCIPE (The Principle) Actes Sud, March 2015, 176 pages



discoveries of the century – as he looks backs over the career of this genius who has always fascinated him, the letter-writer tries to establish a connection between himself and the great scientist. Jérôme Ferrari brings out parallels between the two eras, thanks to characters who are neither all good nor all bad. Heisenberg’s creativity contrasts with the narrator’s mediocre school results. But while Heisenberg chooses to stay in Germany when the Nazis come to power, the author abandons his family, which has joined the Corsican independence movement. Two idealists aspiring to focus on abstraction are compromised by the material world and caught up in the violence of their times. An inspiring text that is well served by an elegant tone with a certain reserve, like an invitation to introspection. Born in Paris in 1968, Jérôme Ferrari, who has taught in Algeria, Corsica and Dubai, is now living in Paris. He won the 2012 Goncourt Prize for THE SERMON ON THE FALL OF ROME.



◊



Rights sold in USA/UK (Europa Editions), Germany (Secession Verlag), Italy (Edizioni E/O), Serbia (Carobna Knjiga).



◊



The controversial and highly contrasted career of Werner Heisenberg, the brilliant founder of quantum mechanics who nearly gave nuclear weapons to the Nazis.



◊



An atypical biographical novel that addresses the issues of scientific responsibility and collective guilt. th



A novel in the shape of a long letter to the 20 -century scientist Werner Heisenberg, a pioneer of quantum mechanics and key member of the Nazis’ nuclear energy project. The character who writes the letter is an aspiring, but disenchanted modern-day philosopher who is struggling to make sense of the material world. In 1932, a young and disenchanted aspiring philosopher tries to analyse the evil at work in the contemporary world as well as the incompleteness of his own existence in the light of the destiny of this great man. An overwhelming celebration of grace and raw beauty corroded by the cruel times of contingency. More details below. An unnamed man – failed physicist or aspiring philosopher – writes a long letter to the late Werner Heisenberg, Nobel Prize-winning physicist and pioneer in quantum mechanics. Drawing readers into the world of 1920s research laboratories – where legendary scientists like Einstein, Planck and Schrödinger are making the most important 16



“Ici, l’enchantement du style, dense, percutant, presque incantatoire, l’exaltation de se sentir, soudain, un peu moins ignorant, signent l’alliance rare du fond et de la forme. Ce court roman confirme Jérôme Ferrari comme l’un de nos écrivains les plus brillants” — Lire “Un curieux roman, bref et énigmatique, très beau, consacré au physicien allemand Werner Heisenberg.”— Libération “Le nouveau roman, bref et magistral, de Jérôme Ferrari. Précise et lyrique, l’écriture de Jérôme Ferrari cherche à restituer la complexité et le mystère d’un génie s’efforçant de regarder « par-dessus l’épaule de Dieu ». Dans une construction aussi précise qu’un théorème, Le principe dépasse la simple évocation d’une vie et ses zones de flou, pour mieux interroger les fondements de toute vérité.” — L'Express
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Lola Lafon LA PETITE COMMUNISTE QUI NE SOURIAIT JAMAIS (The Little Communist Girl Who Never Smiled) Actes Sud, January 2014, 320 pages



◊



Rights sold in Russia (Phantom-Press Publishers), UK (Serpent's Tail), USA (Seven Stories), the Netherlands (Signatuur), Germany (Piper Verlag), Italy (Bompiani/RCS); Romania (Trei), Spain (Anagrama, world-Spanish) and Hungary (Libri Kiado).



A fictionalized account of the life of the famous Romanian gymnast Nadia Comaneci, the living emblem of Communist perfection. This novel is neither a psychological analysis nor a biography in the usual sense of the word. Instead, the narrator imagines the experiences of the little girl who became a star. We follow the “girl with bones of silk” from her sudden rise to fame and fall back into rejection by the media, to her escape to the USA. But it is above all a way for Lola Lafon, who knows Eastern Europe well, to present a slice of contemporary history. Both a portrait of – and in a certain way, a tribute to – Romania in the 1970s and 80, this novel carefully avoids caricatures about Communism. Taking stock of our modern world, it intelligently describes the fragility of the symbols we endlessly build up and tear down. With French, Russian and Polish roots, Lola Lafon, who was raised in Sofia, Bucarest and Paris, started out as a dancer before turning to writing. Her first three novels are UNE FIEVRE IMPOSSIBLE A NEGOCIER (translated into Spanish and Italian, and winner of the “A tout lire” Prize), DE ÇA JE ME CONSOLE and NOUS SOMMES LES OISEAUX DE LA TEMPETE QUI S’ANNONCE, (Coup de Cœur de la 25ème heure Prize at the Le Mans Book Fair and short-listed for the Marie-Claire Prize), released in the USA in January 2014 by Seagull Books.



“Lola Lafon se bat contre les stéréotypes entourant les pays du bloc de l’Est et dénonce la chosification du corps de la femme.” Le Journal du Dimanche



◊



English samples available!



◊



Awarded the Prix de la Closerie des Lilas, the Prix des lecteurs de Levallois, the Prix Littéraire d'Arcachon and the Prix du roman Ouest-France / Etonnants Voyageurs!



“On dévore ce roman aux multiples facettes, réfrénant l’envie de remettre son justaucorps pour un dernier salto. ” Flavor



◊



Was short-listed for the Grand Prix de l’Héroïne Madame Figaro, Prix du Roman des Etudiants France Culture/Télérama and the Prix Relay des Voyageurs 2014.



“De cette légende du sport, Lola Lafon extirpe un portrait attachant, sorte de décryptage âpre et romanesque pas du tout complaisant. ” Le Nouvel Observateur



◊



A lively narrative as fast-paced as young Nadia’s gymnastic routines that enchanted the entire world in 1976.



“Quelle belle idée de choisir la fiction, de se débarrasser des obligations documentaires pour conserver l’essentiel. ” Lire



◊



The author precisely portrays the Communist regimes’ system for producing champions.



◊



A tribute to the girl who proved that innocence, talent and beauty could touch the entire world.



◊



The story of a nearly forgotten world that has so often been caricatured in the West: Eastern Europe’s history is now buried in a chapter closed by the fall of the Wall.



“Lola Lafon signe le roman le plus fascinant de cette rentrée.” Les Inrockuptibles



“Écrit comme un livre qu’on se passe sous le manteaux, un brûlot de résistance plein de sens caches, LA PETITE COMMUNISTE QUI NE SOURIAIT JAMAIS met en regarde la dictature communiste d’hier et l’asphyxie capitaliste d’aujourd’hui...” Télérama
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BEST-SELLERS



Pierre Lemaitre ROBE DE MARIÉ (The Groom Wore White) Calmann Levy, January 2009, 286 pages



One day, she awakens from a deep sleep and finds Loïc in his bed, strangled by a shoelace. Panic-stricken, Sophie runs away. A kind stranger crosses her path at the train station and invites Sophie to her house. There, Sophie steals her ID then wakes once again from a deep sleep to discover the young woman’s lifeless body. Did Sophie stab her ? She doesn’t recall anything. Knowing that the police are already searching for her, she goes into hiding. Is she a cold-blooded murderer? What is going on? Pierre Lemaitre is the author of Travail soigné (éditions du Masque, 2006) Prix du Premier roman du Festival de Cognac, Robe de marié (Calmann- Lévy, 2009) Prix du Meilleur polar francophone, Cadres noirs (Calmann- Lévy, 2010) Prix du Polar européen du Point, Alex (Albin Michel, 2011) & Sacrifices (Albin Michel, 2012), Dagger international Prize (2012&2015) and Rosy & John (Livre de Poche, 2013). Au revoir là-haut, his last novel published by Albin Michel, won the Prix France-Télévisions and the Prix Goncourt 2013. His novels have been translated to thirty languages and several are currently being adapted into movies and plays.



« Though the French suspense novel often seems a bit tentative next to the machine of English-language suspense, this one comes to shake away our misconceptions and demonstrate a morbidly efficient ‘French touch’. » – Atmosphères



◊



For Baltic countries



◊



Foreign Sales: Alfaguara (Spanish World rights), Azbooka-Atticus (Russian), Bungei Shunju (Japanese paper- back) Colibri (Bulgarian), Dasan Books (Korean), Editora Nemo – Autentica (Portuguese/Brazil), Fazi Editore (Italian), Fish+Fish (Complex Chinese), Kashiwa Shobo (Japanese), Könyvmolyképzö Kiadó (Hungarian), Lindhardt of Ringhof Forlag (Danish), MacLehose Press (English World rights), Muza (Polish), Ullstein (Ger- man), Xander Uitgevers (Dutch)



◊



French Sales: Paperback edition (LGF), Book-club editions (GLM & France Loisirs), Audio-book edition (CDL) Movie Sale : Alexandre Films



A masterpiece translated in 14 languages ! Sophie Auverney, the thirty-year-old nanny of little Loïc, feels she is losing her mind, she for- gets details, does or errands unexpected things. Sophie is haunted by her terrible past. Vincent, her husband, committed suicide after a tragic car accident had left him paralyzed and there have been other deaths too among her loved ones. 18
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Elizabeth Massie VERSAILLES LE RÊVE D’UN ROI (Versailles the dream of a king) Michel Lafon, November 2015, 352 pages



he would set a trap. Still haunted by the memory of the Fronde, an opposition lead by the nobility against his father, Louis lets his wariness turn slowly to paranoia. But Louis XIV proves himself to be an extraordinary strategist, manipulative and Machiavellian, and “reinvents” Versailles to keep the nobles out of Paris and under his control. He creates a gilded prison out of his famous palace. He is capable of great passions as well ˗ but how could he ever live them out freely when he is the most powerful king in the world? Court becomes a battlefield of sincere and tactical liaisons alike, while the Queen, Maria Theresa of Austria, fights to keep her King. Could she win him back against his powerful mistress, the sister of the King of England? From the prominent courtier to the humble villager, historical and fictional characters cross paths and lead us in a labyrinth of treasons and hushed secrets, of political schemes and declarations of war. A Versailles depicted in all its glory, in all its violence.



◊



25,000 copies sold in France.



◊



Rights sold in UK (Atlantic books), Italy (Rizzoli), Spain (Planeta), Poland (Dolnoslaskie / Ksiaznica), Russia (Azbooka Atticus), Bulgaria (Colibri) and Japan (Shogakukan), the Netherlands (Xanders) and Czech Republic (Euromedia).



◊



Reminiscent of The Pillars of the Earth or A Game of Thrones, Versailles, the dream of a king unveils the secrets of the world’s most beautiful palace’s construction and those of a libertine, remarkable king who, better than anyone, knew how to use his image to strengthen his power.



◊



A global event! The new Canal + TV series has received global acclaim. It’s the most expensive TV series ever produced in France with 27 million euros for ten 52 minutes episodes. The first season will be airing in November.



◊



The talent of its two renowned creators, David Wolstencroft and Simon Mirren, who based their series on Palace of Versailles Research Center scientific director Mathieu Da Vinha’s work and consulting.



British screenwriter David Wolstencroft is best known for his work on the TV series MI5. He is the celebrated author of two spy novels. Simon Mirren has gained global acclaim for his work on the hit TV series Criminal Minds. Together they sweep the reader away to the realm of the Sun King and unveil the secrets of the world’s most beautiful palace’s construction. American writer Elizabeth Massie has written several historical novels and the novelization of The Tudors TV series.



“Canal + latest production will be the TV event of 2015. A 27 million euros budget, a thrilling plot… The show is already full of promises.” — Les Échos “After four years, the work on Versailles has finally ended… and should allow France to place its production on the global TV map, along with the USA, the UK and Scandinavia.” —Première



Versailles 1667. Louis XIV is 28 years old. In order to tame the French nobility and enforce his absolute power, Louis launches the construction of Versailles just as 19



BEST-SELLERS



Romain Puértolas LA PETITE FILLE QUI AVAIT AVALE UN NUAGE GRAND COMME LA TOUR EIFFEL (The Little Girl Who Had Swallowed a Cloud As Big As the Eiffel Tower) Le Dilettante, January 2015, 256 pages



story with an unexpected plot twist; you’ll put this book down with a smile on your face. In this second novel, Romain Puértolas surprises us once again with the story of a young woman who will do anything to reach her adopted daughter, despite the ash cloud that has paralyzed European air traffic. A touching and poetical lesson in love that has plenty of unexpected plot twists, because the extraordinary adventures readers get caught up in turn out to be entirely made up! Providence Dupois is getting ready to fly to Morocco to bring back Zahira, the little girl she’s hoping to adopt. But an Icelandic volcano ruins her plans. So begins a journey fill of surprises that takes her from Paris to Marrakesh, on which she’ll bump into President Obama and Berbers in the Sahara. But things didn’t actually go quite like that. The truth is harsher, but more poetical, too: Providence did in fact get the plane to Marrakesh, but it crashed. A young man who is in love with Providence made up the whole story, with all its twists and turns and wonderfully off-beat encounters so that Zahira would be proud of her mother. Readers will get caught up in this funny and endearing rewriting of a life. Romain Puértolas leads us into a zany and inventive world, with a touch of the poetical too this time.



◊



◊
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Rights sold to Japan (Shogakukan), Sweden (Wahlström & Widstrand), Slovakia ( Fortuna Libri), Italy (Einaudi), Romania (Baroque Books & Arts); Spain (Grijalbo/PRH), Portugal (Porto Editora), Denmark (Rosinante), The Netherlands (Meulenhoff), Turkey (Can Yayinlari), Greece (Patakis), Germany (Hoffmann & Campe/Atlantik), Finland (Otava), Russia (Sindbad), Catalan language (Rosa dels Vents), Bulgaria (Obsidian), Korea (Balgasesung), Czech Republic (Rybka), Poland (Sonia Draga), Thailand (The Post). After the international best-seller, FAKIR, Romain Puértolas is back with a new novel that again displays his sense of humor and over-flowing imagination.



◊



The author creates a unique and colorful world of his own invention, on the cusp between a fairy tale and reality. He manages to enchant even the darkest aspects of daily life.



◊



The author takes us on a wild-goose chase for our own pleasure: it’s endearing, enjoyable and totally unexpected. A resolutely madcap



Romain Puértolas is the author of worldwide bestselling literary phenomenon L'EXTRAORDINAIRE VOYAGE DU FAKIR QUI ETAIT RESTE COINCE DANS UNE ARMOIRE IKEA (2013), 300.000 copies sold in France, published in 36 countries, translated into 35 languages.



“Once again Romain Puértolas leads us into a lively, pacy adventure, full of fantasy, in the clouds, between France and Morocco. It’s a story about a young postwoman who is game for anything to save her adoptive daughter, a little Moroccan girls suffering from cystic fibrosis. Even to take wing. In this book, we escape, we enjoy the mildly caustic picture Puértolas draws of today’s society. A very pleasant read that puts us in a mood as light as a cloud.” — Papyrus Bookshop, Namur (Belgium) “In this tale, the author of The Fakir is back with his characteristic effervescence. His second novel has something of a fairy tale for children about it that should delight fans of zany stories that end well.” Version Femina/JDD
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Céline Minard FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ (Almost Shot Dead) Rivages, August 2013, 326 pages



of other characters whose singular fates, like the entwined strands of a colorful skein of wool, are woven into a boldly revisited Western tale in which that mythically untamed American landscape becomes a shared, still-permeable space open to all sorts of trafficking, transits and wanderings. Céline Minard’s novels include LE DERNIER MONDE (2007), BASTARD BATTLE (2008, Prix Wepler Special Mention), OLIMPIA (2010) and SO LONG LUISE (2011). All of her books have been critically acclaimed for their demanding style and their narrative virtuosity. She is seen as one of the most unusual voices in contemporary literature.



“ Céline Minard handles things with admirably authoritative skill. She is by turns a painter, a geographer, a surveyor and a magician. In a word, a novelist.” — Livres Hebdo “ Faillir être flingué [is] a marvel of intelligence and originality, one of the gems of this year’s crop of new books.” — Le Monde des Livres



◊



German translation available!



◊



Rights sold: Germany (Matthes & Seitz VG), Spain (RBA) & Italy (66thand2nd).



◊



Awarded the 2014 Prix du Livre Inter & the 2013 Prix du Style



◊



Long-listed for the Prix Médicis, the Prix Femina & the Prix Wepler



◊



Over 70,000 copies sold & new reprint of 20,000 copies !!



“ With perfect aim, Céline Minard’s entertaining characters, drawn over a poetic and contemplative background, bring this unique western blazingly to life. “— Télérama



A Western with roots, a veritable founding saga that ranges from lyrical to dramatic to burlesque, FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ is first and foremost a vibrant celebration of the shifting limits of the imagination. On the outskirts of a burgeoning town that all trails lead to, a fresh breath is blowing over the inhospitable prairies of the Far West. That breath belongs to Water-RunningOver-the-Plains, a young Indian woman whose clan was decimated and who has been using her skills as a healer for the good of both Whites and Indians ever since. She will meet plenty of people: Brad and Jeff, brothers who are crossing the great open spaces along with their dying old mother in a rickety cart drawn by two stubborn old oxen; Gifford, who would have died of smallpox if Water-Running hadn’t saved him in the nick of time; Elie, who’s on the run from Bird Boisverd, whose horse he stole; Arcadia, a wandering musician whose bow was stolen by the Quibble Gang. And plenty 21



HIGHLIGHTS



HIGHLIGHTS 



political struggles that spoiled his childhood are those of the generations of Aderholds who preceded him. From the German deserter who moved to France before WWI to the activist actor in the 1960s, Aderhold fathers have always made their sons’ lives miserable. Carl struggles to overcome this family curse.



Carl Aderhold ROUGE (Red) Les Escales, January 2016, 320 pages



Born in 1963, Carl Aderhold is a historian specialized in the 18th-century. He found a large audience with his novel MORT AUX CONS (“Death to Squares”, Hachette littératures, 2009), which sold 170,000 copies, as well as LES POISSONS NE CONNAISSENT PAS L’ADULTÈRE (“Fish Don’t Know Anything About Adultery”, JC Lattès, 2010) and FERMETURE ÉCLAIR (“Zipped Up” JC Lattès, 2012).



« Rouge est un roman de belle littérature, avec une force, des émotions – sans rien de sentimental –, un œil juste comme on en voit rarement. L’écriture de Carl Alderhold est si fine qu’en deux ou trois mois il fait le tour de la question, il peint une époque, qui change et mue avec les pensées du jeune garçon narrateur, tout cela ne fait qu’un tout. Le portrait du père est formidable : ni à charge, ni rancunier, sans sensiblerie non plus, mais très touchant. Ce père qui pousse son fils à accuser son professeur de fasciste, qui lui interdit d’aller voir les films du fâcheusement à droite Louis de Funès, qui le dégoûte à jamais du fâcheusement capitaliste Monopoly, et qui perd la tête au moment où il aimerait tant la retrouver pour, peut-être une dernière fois, sauver le communisme de l’infamie où l’époque le condamne. »



◊



Rights sold in Germany (Arche) and Greece (Siolas).



◊



French pocket rights sold (Pocket)!



◊



Musings on how political passion is transmitted from father to son.



◊



Four generations of a family saga intertwining personal and political history. Along with the story of the Aderhold men, we get a refresher course in 20th-century French political history.



◊



The author combines a genealogical narrative with psychanalytic reflections on his identity as a father.



In this memoir of a French childhood, Carl Aderhold paints the portrait of a Communist family during the Fifth French Republic, from De Gaulle to Mitterrand. Carl looks back over a childhood lived to the rhythm of victories and defeats for the Communist cause around the world, and how they affected his alcoholic father’s violent moods. Haunted by the ghosts of the past, Carl decides to finally carry out his youthful project of writing a history of his family. Intertwined with the narrative of his father’s 22



[..] Rouge m’a amenée vers une réflexion riche et parfois douloureuse sur l’histoire des idéologies en France : comme si par son roman Carl Alderhold réglait une bonne fois pour toute le XXe siècle et son lot de croyances aux fameux lendemains qui chantent. Le sort du communisme français, vraie foi pour les uns, opportunisme pour les autres, est définitivement clos avec Rouge ; le communisme n’a plus de mémoire car toute mémoire lui est fatale, il n’est plus qu’un vieil homme pathétique qui, une fois disparu, aura laissé le souvenir d’une longue tyrannie, des névroses, des blessures mais aussi au fond une profonde tendresse. »
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Philippe Cavalier HOBBOES Anne Carrière, October 2015



breathtaking and suspense-filled fantasy thriller, the end of the world seems truly to be nigh. Far outside the cities, whose dwellers refuse to accept that things are no longer as they used to be, saints and corruptors desperately seek the child-prophet who will separate the wheat from the chaff. Passive and sheltered, Professor Raphael Banes is still blithely unaware that these events are already part of his destiny. A destiny that will demand sacrifices he couldn’t even imagine... A Road book, a terror-laden adventure novel, a reflection on the future of our society, a personal drama and a path to redemption... HOBBOES blends a palette of genres and references to depict the epic fresco of our world’s ordeal of re-enchantment. From the depths of chaos the legends that forge our future are born; but for every hero there is a monster, and for every Grail there is an indelible Stain. Philippe Cavalier’s talent lies in keeping his hero perilously suspended between these two extremes right up to the last page...



◊



Elaborate, cinematographic writing that transports us to the heart of a chaotic and fascinating world.



◊



A thriller/fantasy hybrid that resonates like a warning for future generations.



◊



The author paints a bleak portrait of humanity in crisis and introduces us to a character whose life will be irrevocably overturned, and who must struggle for a cause he doesn’t truly understand.



A former student at the Ecole pratique des hautes études en sciences religieuses and a graduate of the Institut national des langues et civilisations orientales, Philippe Cavalier, 42, lives in Germany. He is the author of authentic adventure books. He first attracted attention with his SIÈCLE DES CHIMÈRES (“The Chimeras’ Century”, Anne Carrière, 2005-2007), a 4-volume historical-esoteric-thriller saga, which he followed up with LE MARQUIS D'ORGÈVES (Anne Carrière, 2008-2012) a swashbuckling tale in the tradition of Alexandre Dumas.



In a world on the verge of apocalypse, a college professor’s life is overturned: drawn into a pitiless struggle for power, he becomes everybody’s target. After LES AVENTURES DU MARQUIS D’ORGÈVES, Philippe Cavalier returns to the supernatural with HOBBOES, a visionary, labyrinthine novel infused with epic grandeur. Economic crises and environmental catastrophes have pushed hordes of people out of their homes and onto safer ground. Raphaël Banes, a professor at Cornell University, is suddenly relieved of his teaching duties and recruited by the Farnsborough Foundation. Assigned to search for Milton Millicent, a former student who disappeared mysteriously, he will find out about the existence of a mystical book that predicts the advent of a new world after a cleansing apocalypse. In a season of oracles and preachers, Banes’s life is overturned when he acquires supernatural powers. Having become a hobboe he will have to go into hiding and prepare to confront his many enemies as the world splits into two warring sects, the Sheltas and the Fomoroï, who take no prisoners. In this 23



HIGHLIGHTS



Philippe Claudel DE QUELQUES AMOUREUX DES LIVRES (Of A Few Booklovers) Finitude, 120 pages, November 2015.



MONSIEUR LINH (Stock, 2005), Brodeck’s Report (Stock, 2007, MacLehose Press, 2009), L’ENQUÊTE (Stock, 2010), all successful novels that won many prizes. Claudel was born in 1962 in Lorraine, France, where he still lives. He has been a member of the Académie Goncourt since 2012.



« Une merveille de malice, de profondeur, de poésie. Un délice. » Augustin Trapenard « Le plus drôle et sans aucun doute le plus audacieux des livres de Philippe Claudel. [...] Il se régale, et nous aussi. » Livres Hebdo « C’est Borges égaré au pays de Woody Allen. Un ouvrage enlevé, cruel, beau, profond et fantaisiste. » François Busnel, L’Express « Là, la littérature se déploie en creux, à travers les multiples figures de son impossible naissance. » Le Monde « Une série de miniatures savoureuses, concentrés d’humour et d’absurde. » Le Magazine littéraire



◊



Rights sold in The Netherlands (Bezige Bij) and Spain (Editorial Minuscola).



◊



A surprising and unclassifiable book that will have you laughing out loud from the first page to the last.



◊



A universal declaration of love of Literature and of Writers, and above all, of those who will never be writers.



◊



Ranging from serious to surreal, each of these stories is both incredibly funny and terribly moving.



In just 120 pages, Philippe Claudel humorously paints the portrait of some hundred writers who either never wrote anything, or never got their work read. The author meanders from country to country – from England to Turkey, via Japan, Germany and Portugal – enumerating the sad fates of these magnificent potential writers. The reasons for their failure are many: from the woefully prosaic to the dramatic, hilarious or even completely ludicrous. These micro-fictions sketch the stories of these literary outcasts with both humor and unlimited fantasy. Philippe Claudel is a filmmaker and a playwright as well as being an author whose work has been translated around the world, including, most notably: LES AMES GRISES (Stock, 2003; Anchor Books/Random House: By a Slow River, 2007), LA PETITE FILLE DE



24
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Oscar Coop-Phane ZÉNITH-HÔTEL (Zenit Hotel) Finitude, March 2012, 128 pages



« Oscar Coop-Phane signe un premier roman dans lequel il arpente les rues sales et pauvres de l'existence, dressant un portrait tendre mais sans concessions de ses habitants. Une belle découverte.» Page des libraires «Le ton vif, syncopé, de cette galerie de portraits témoigne d'une belle maturité et d'une empathie certaine. Étonnant, pour un premier roman d'un auteur de 23 ans ! » L'Express “Oscar Coop-Phane oozes affection for his characters, from their beautiful humanity to the depths of their weaknesses” Huffington Post “One of the most intriguing and exciting new voices on the French literary scene” Seymour Magazine “He’s only 23, but Coop-Phane’s sparse style cuts to the bone and reveals a sensibility far beyond his years” Le Point



◊



Awarded the Prix de Flore!



◊



Rights sold in Turkey (Ayrinti Yayinlari) and the United Kingdom (Arcadia).



◊



English translation available.



“A melancholic and vulgar novel that marks a rigorous, vigorous entrance into contemporary French literature” Le Figaro



Oscar Coop-Phane draws a gallery of endearing and sincere portraits, of ordinary people dealing with a world to big for them. Each character is broken, they are not very beautiful not very bright, but they are all unforgettable. Nanou is a prostitute in Paris. Just a regular prostitute, not a high class escort. She doesn’t have illusions on her life and her customers’. She is there to give a little bit of love, and the customers to receive it. Her clients, Dominique, Emmanuel, Victor, Luc, Jipé or Robert only require tenderness, just to escape reality for one moment, to forget and live for a little while. Oscar Coop-Phane was born in 1988. ZÉNITH-HÔTEL is his first novel, awarded the Prix de Flore when he was only 24!



« On dirait des personnages de Calet errant sur les trottoirs de Bove [...] C'est beau, et surtout prometteur. » Le Nouvel Observateur « Il n'a que 23 ans. Mais, dans sa prose, il pose déjà le regard glaçant et sans concessions de l'homme qui a vécu. Il récure sec. Il racle à l'os. » Le Point 25



HIGHLIGHTS



Oscar Coop-Phane DEMAIN BERLIN (Tomorrow Berlin) Finitude, January 2013, 89 pages



three of them end up in Berlin. Life seems simple, girls smoking in cafes, talking for hours, in all languages, painting, writing a little, looking for a bed for the night. And when alone and it’s snowing outside, there is still the opportunity to dance to exhaustion at the Berghain-Panoramabar. It’s warm, you meet a friend, you swallow something stronger to live and forget the past, forgotten. Life is good. Tobias, Armand and Franz have found a new family. The ‘‘druffis’’, this is how they are called. One day, they will leave Berlin... but not just yet. Oscar Coop-Phane was born in 1988. His first novel ZÉNITH-HOTEL, was awarded the Prix de Flore and was short-listed for the Prix Wépler. With DEMAIN BERLIN, he signs a novel about his generation.



‘‘Oscar Coop-Phane achieved a rare feat : a beautiful novel, written in a classic and splendid language, dealing with trendy topics. It seems almost supernatural that a young author – he is 25 – has shuch a mastery of the style, such a knowledge of the human soul [...] read Demain Berlin, you won’t get off.’’ Elle



◊



Rights sold in Germany (Metrolit/ imprint of Aufbau) and United Kingdom (Arcadia).



◊



French pocket rights sold (La Table Ronde, Petite Vermillon).



◊



German translation available!!



◊



English translation available!!



◊



’I prefer writing it in black and white to be sure to be understood : Oscar Coop-Phane is the literary revelation of the year. What a beginning! He had the Prix de Flore for his first novel and here he is confirming his talent with a dark and festive text.’’ Frédéric Beigbeder



« Épris d'une littérature qu'il a bien digérée, Oscar Coop-Phane possède déjà une petite musique bien à lui, un sens évident du récit et un goût prononcé pour le spleen, les dérives et les illusions perdues. De quoi lui assurer un bel avenir. » Sud Ouest



◊



Underground Berlin and its hardcore artificial paradise-like parties as a background to an aspiring romantic young generation desperately looking for happiness.



« Certains livres traduisent une génération, la révèlent même. Demain Berlin est de ceux-là. Coop-Phane sublime par sa plume épurée une génération de jeunes adultes un brin désabusés. » L'Humanité Dimanche



◊



Berghain is an emblematic part of Berlin: cradle of electronic music, especially house and techno.



Three young men, landed in Berlin by chance, look for a fresh start. Each finds a new normality, almost a new family. Tobias, Armand and Franz are three twenty-years old. The first one was born in Germany and lived in France and the US, Armand is from Paris, Franz is German. All 26



‘‘Oscar Coop-Phane, with his lost characters, aspire to a form of vanished romanticism ; the one of the accursed artists, of the artificial paradises, of the desperate quest for happiness.’’ Culturebox « Ce deuxième roman confirme son auteur parmi les romanciers qui compteront, qui comptent déjà. [...] Ce qui d'ores et déjà l'intronise parmi les premiers de la classe de notre paysage littéraire ? Le style, dont suinte à chaque ligne cette fiction piégée. » Livres Hebdo



« Oscar Coop-Phane est un vrai feu follet, saisissant les âmes esseulées. Il donne corps à un second roman sur le fil du rasoir. Un shoot de mots, où un trio d'amis se noie dans Berlin by night. Bravo ! » Kerenn Elkaïm, Le vif / L'Express (Belgique)
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Oscar Coop-Phane OCTOBRE (October) Finitude, September 2014, 144 pages



With his masterful and poetic writing, Oscar Coop-Phane takes us on an intimate journey, Jacques’ last wandering days in Paris, and the strange, distanced look one suddenly has when the end is close. Oscar Coop-Phane is a young promising author who’s first novel, ZÉNITH HOTEL was awarded the 2012 Prix de Flore. After DEMAIN BERLIN (2013), OCTOBRE is third novel.



« Un des plus prometteurs stylistes de ce temps. » Livres Hebdo « OCTOBRE ressemble à la rencontre de Jacques Rigaut, David Goodis et Neal Cassady dans la chambre de l’Hôtel du Nord de Carné. » Technikart « En peu de mots, sans esbroufe, Oscar Coop-Phane va à l’essentiel. Il possède une maturité qui rend dérisoires les efforts de beaucoup de ses pairs pour exister. Lui avance, sûr de son talent. Il a bien raison. » Bruno Corty, le Figaro littéraire



◊



A glimpse at a man’s last days, and the whole of his life that unveils with a uncompromising and intimate point of view, reminding us of Drieu La Rochelle’s FEU FOLLET.



◊



With its poetic, melancholic tone, and sometimes biting bitterness, Oscar Coop-Phane’s beautiful writing makes this journey in the streets and cafés of Paris both moving and captivating.



◊



With this third novel, Coop-Phane is established as one of the most promising authors of his generation.



A man’s last days in his intimate Paris. Jacques knows he’s about to die. All he has is one week, just a few days left to say goodbye to the world as he knew it. As he walks around Paris, its streets, cafés, art galleries, he thinks back on his life, and the people who have shared it, sometimes fleetingly, sometimes as recurring figures: Marie his lover, his friends, the cafés and bars where he ate, and drank, as normal people do.



27



HIGHLIGHTS



Daniel Grenier L'ANNÉE LA PLUS LONGUE (The Longest Year) Le Quartanier, September 2015, 432 pages



alcohol smuggler during Prohibition, a soldier, an inventor, a person of independent means and a bashful lover. He has also seen Comet Halley three times, fought on the battlefield and known a long life full of “bends and truncated episodes”. With his debut novel, Daniel Grenier signs here a great Northern-American saga encompassing nearly three centuries, an indelible story about lives too short and longlasting ones. Daniel Grenier is altogether a writer, a translator and a bookseller so he knows it all about “causing a sensation”. After a collection of short-stories (Despite it all we keep laughing in Saint-Henri) noteworthy in their variety, he has put a lot into this book and hasn’t spared anything to make it big.



“Daniel Grenier proposes a first novel with an epic breath and a masterfully controlled pen. (...) L’ANNÉE LA PLUS LONGUE goes with enthousiasm through the centuries and the North American continent, from Tennessee to Québec. A solid and captivating work: one of the great surprises of this autumn.” — La presse ◊



Offer from Spain!



◊



Rights sold in Canada (English, to House of Anansi), France (Flammarion) and Israel (Hakibbutz Hameuchad).



◊



Awarded the Prix littéraires des collégiens (equivalent to the French Goncourt des lycéens) and long-Listed for the Prix des libraires and the Prix France-Québec.



◊



An unforgettable voice, an ambitious and intricate plot, a story that delights, provokes, and entertains. It reminds us of the pleasure of reading and it gives us the chance to get lost in another world.



An ambitious debut with this epic novel written in a dense skillful style, both sweeping and intimate, packed with action and psychological refinement. A saga that goes over two centuries or so embarks on a journey from Montreal to Philadelphia to New York, from the British invasion through the Patriots’ War till the Civil War. The hero, Aimé Bolduc, enjoys an exceptional life expectancy. Born on February 29th 1760, he doesn’t get old but on leap years. This curse that removes him from the rest of the world makes him a mix between a wandering Jew and a wandering Canadian. When his descendants go looking for him, the references to historical characters and events increase and it seems Aimé Bolduc might have actually existed. He was in turn an 28



“An ambitious novel, epic, with a dense and controlled writing, as large as intimate, made of action and psychology. A tour de force making us go through eras and borders, that does not hesitate to flirt with fantasy. (...) Passionate, the author uses all available means. Even his encrypted literary nerd/geek references could go unnoticed without the pleasure of reading being made heavy nor diminished. It’s a simple coat that the wishful reader could scratch.” — Le Devoir “It is a tale of burned bridges and lost family ties, of belonging and not, of personal tragedies and major world events, of too many parallel stories to list here but not too many to lose track of, all combined in a satisfying blend of the everyday and the enchanting. (...) But make no mistake: this is not science fiction. (...) Grenier is first and foremost a storyteller, bringing to life the poetry of the everyday in a story that is intricately put together without ever appearing convoluted or contrived. (...) This is a fine story, well told. What more could we ask for?” — Review by Peter McCambridge
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Étienne Guéreau LA SONATE DE L'ANARCHISTE (The Anarchist’s Sonata) Denoël, October 2015, 368 pages



A well-known musician, Etienne Guéreau, 38, has a degree in philosophy and his own blog. Après LE CLAN SUSPENDU (2014), LA SONATE DE L'ANARCHISTE is his second novel.



“Un roman captivant où la musique est dotée de pouvoirs extraordinaires, voire diaboliques, le tout raconté sur un sacré tempo.” L'est-Eclair “Tandis que les bombes des anarchistes ensanglantent Paris, la réputation d'un jeune pianiste ne cesse de grandir. (...) Troublé par la fougueuse Solange que le destin a placée sur son chemin, Fedor va devoir mettre ses talents au service d'une puissance occulte. Il découvrira qu'une sonate peut parfois provoquer un massacre.”– Ouest France



◊



A fascinating portrayal of Paris’s artistic circles and the inner workings of the Third Republic.



◊



A lush, well-handled plot with characters that are actually subtler and more complex than they seem at first glance.



◊



A novel that draws you into its world, with both philosophical and political aspects. th



Paris, late 19 -century. In a Third Republic riddled with scandals, corruption and terrorist attacks, Fédor, who is entirely devoted to his piano playing, wonders despairingly if he will ever become a famous soloist. Although he is well known, audiences don’t love him for his interpretations of classical pieces, but for his own compositions, which have a strangely hypnotic power over those who hear them. This power has caught the attention of several people who want to use it for their own purposes: a boorish corrupt cop who wants to use Fédor as a double agent; an ageing musician’s agent who sees Fédor as his own last chance for fame and fortune; a young woman anarchist who wants truth to triumph – through bombs if need be. As Fédor finds himself caught in a violent plot in which everyone is trying to manipulate him, he gradually realizes the extent of his own power: he can read and influence people’s inner feelings. In a sort of adult coming-of-age story, this naïve, selfish man must come to see his role in a complex world and take responsibility for his own actions. 29



HIGHLIGHTS



Héloïse Guay de Bellissen LES ENFANTS DE CHOEUR DE L’AMÉRIQUE (American Choir Boys) Anne Carrière, August 2015, 230 pages



Chapman and Hinckley are lost souls in an America fascinated by new faces, money and fame. These rosy-cheeked young men with their choirboy looks describe their childhoods: Chapman, the fat little kid who had only imaginary friends; and Hinckley, the solitary student who was obsessed with Jodie Foster. As for Holden Caulfield, he’s fed up with being stuck inside the heads of these nutcases who latched onto his life while reading The Catcher in the Rye. He’s also fed up with Salinger, the reclusive, egotistical genius, for keeping him permanently stuck in his youthful rage. He wants Salinger to write what comes next. Both young men say they drew their weapons out of love: one for the Beatles, the other for Jodie Foster. Too much love, clearly: a pathological kind of love, which would lead them into destructive madness. LES ENFANTS DE CHŒUR DE L’AMÉRIQUE is Héloïse Guay de Bellissen’s second novel. In the first, LE ROMAN DE BODDAH (Fayard 2014, Pocket 2016), she looked at another pair of out-of-control children: Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love.



◊



Was long-listed for the Prix de Flore!



◊



A quixotic interpretation of the lives of two modern heroworshippers with vibrant but tortured souls. The main characters are tormented, but at the same time so endearing that readers will want to forgive them their folly.



◊



Brimming with dark, satirical deadpan humour, the novel also paints a portrait of American society while critiquing some of its foundations.



◊



The writing is so light-hearted, intertwining reality and the author’s imagination, that the pages fly by and you’ll have finished it before you know it.



◊



A novel that will make you want to read, or re-read, Salinger’s CATCHER IN THE RYE.



In 1980, Mark David Chapman assassinated John Lennon; just four months later, John Hinckley shot Ronald Reagan. Nothing connected the two gunmen besides an obsession with J.D Salinger’s THE CATCHER IN THE RYE. 30



“Cleverly constructed, written in a chic, colloquial style, driven by a demythifying urge, the form the author chose to give this novel was a bit of a gamble. Original, cunning, it will make you want to listen to Instant Karma all over again.” — Livres Hebdo “What audacity to seize that unique voice [Holden Caulfield’s], revered all over the world, and put it into her own book. That is undoubtedly the most splendid achievement of Héloïse Guay de Bellissen’s second novel.” — Le Monde des Livres
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Paola Pigani VENUS D’AILLEURS (From Elsewhere) Liana Lévi, September 2015, 224 pages



the outskirts of town, where he tags the walls with angry graffiti. And that is how he meets Agathe, begins to stroll around the city with her, and, in the face of the still raw after-effects of war, manages to share a fragile kind of love. With great restraint, this novel recounts the stages in the life of refugees in the city that has been the preferred home for Kosovar exiles in France since 1999. Along the way, the beauty of the city, art, immigration, difference, liberty, and faith in humanity. Paola Pigani grew up in France’s Charente region, in a family of Italian immigrants. Today she lives in Lyon, where she divides her time between her work as an educator and writing. Her critically acclaimed first novel, N’ENTRE PAS DANS MON ÂME AVEC TES CHAUSSURES (Liana Levi, 2013), which won seven literary prizes, traces the story of a gypsy family interned in Alliers from 1940 to 1946. VENUS D’AILLEURS is her second novel.



“Ce roman tout en retenue raconte les étapes du parcours des réfugiés dans une métropole devenue dès 1999 un point d'accueil privilégié des réfugiés kosovars en France.En filigrane : la beauté de la ville, l'art, l'exil, la différence, la liberté, la foi en l'humain.” — Le Figaro ◊



A necessary novel that resonates painfully accurately with the fates of thousands of migrants fleeing the war-torn regions of today’s world.



◊



A reserved style that manages to recreate the different stages in learning a new language and a radically different culture, the hardships of integration, and the open wound of exile.



◊



By choosing to have not just one, but two main characters, the author explores differing perceptions that converge, conflict and in the end, manage to break free of each other.



“Ces deux trajectoires opposées traduisent une empathie profonde de l'auteure envers les migrants. Elle explore ce monde méconnu et trop souvent déshumanisé. Avec VENUS D'AILLEURS, c'est une histoire pleine d'humanité que nous conte Paola Pigani, servie par des personnages poignants, subtils, torturés. C'est également une thématique du déracinement traité sans pathos.” — Page “Chronique magnifique et terrible d’une vie laissée derrière soi pour des raisons politiques, VENUS D’AILLEURS suit avec précision et tendresse l’adaptation des deux personnages principaux, dont le sort s’améliore doucement au gré du travail et de bonnes rencontres.” — Toutlaculture.com



The author of N’ENTRE PAS DANS MON AME AVEC TES CHAUSSURES, selected for the 2014 Goncourt First-Novel Prize and winner of seven literary prizes, is a back with a second, timely novel about emigrants being uprooted, then coping with integration in their new land. In the spring of 1999, Mirko and his sister Simona, twenty-something Albanians from Kosovo, flee their war-torn country. The road to exile leads them for a time to Italy, then to a transit camp in the Loire region of France. In 2001, they decide to try their luck in Lyon. Enthusiastic Simona is a fighter. She quickly finds work, makes friends, and learns French with astonishing determination. She deliberately chooses integration, while her more-reserved brother has more nostalgia for what he left behind in Kosovo. For him, French is the language of his foremen, and of the street. During the day, he works on construction sites. At night, he sleeps in a shelter. In his free time, he heads for 31



HIGHLIGHTS



Romain Puértolas RE-VIVE L’EMPEREUR (Re-Live the Emperor) Le Dilettante, October 2015, 350 pages



Napoleon Bonaparte is back in business to save the world against the Jihadists. In present-day Europe, a Norwegian Findus trawler catches in its nets Napoleon Bonaparte and his horse, Vizir, perfectly preserved by the North Sea's icy waters. The return of the Emperor of France coincides with a wave of Jihadist attacks that has been sweeping over the country in recent months. Invited by a secret Corsican fraternity to retire in the sun, Napoleon, jacked up by the Diet Coke he drank to relieve his heartburn, and on a stopover in Paris, can but be concerned by the plight of his people. He therefore decides to launch a war against these Islamic fanatics. Evicted by Hollande's government, he determines to build up another Grand Army, which turns out to be far different from the one he imagined. The reader will be drawn into the author’s madcap story and strongly moved by the author’s very personal way to honour the victims of the recent Charlie Hebdo attacks and his vivid attack on jihadism and all sorts of radicalism.



◊



Rights sold in the Netherlands (Meulenhoff), Portugal (Porto Editora), Romania (Baroque Books & Arts), Germany (Atlantik/Hoffmann & Campe) and Poland (Sonia Draga).



◊



Romain Puértolas latest novel, a politically whimsical and solemny fanciful novel shows his humor and creativity with an unusual way of addressing a weighty current topic with such lightness and verve.



◊



The author resuscitates Napoleon. This latter tackles stubbornly against our modern world’s radicalism and intolerance and shows there is a way to all live together in peace.



◊



The author shares his very own catharsis of dramatic events like the Charlie Hebdo attacks by doing what he does best: using his unrestrained imagination and hilarious touch to bring (back) to life offbeat characters and take the reader through his world.



After the international best-sellers, FAKIR and LA PETITE FILLE QUI AVAIT AVALÉ UN NUAGE GRAND COMME LA TOUR EIFFEL, Romain Puértolas is back with a new novel that displays his sense of humour and over-flowing imagination, this time with a strong politically committed background. 32



Romain Puértolas is the author of worldwide bestselling literary phenomenon L'EXTRAORDINAIRE VOYAGE DU FAKIR QUI ETAIT RESTE COINCE DANS UNE ARMOIRE IKEA (2013), 300.000 copies sold in France, published in 36 countries, translated into 33 languages, soon to be adapted into a movie by Marjana Satrapi. His second novel LA PETITE FILLE QUI AVAIT AVALÉ UN NUAGE GRAND COMME LA TOUR EIFFEL has been translated into 20 languages.



“His second comedy in 2015 should continue to gain him the widest possible following. (…) Romain Puértolas has decided to take the reader by surprise, then to go all out as he thrusts poor old Napoleon into a civilization in full decline. For our greatest pleasure.” — Livres Hebdo “Puértolas deploys his inventiveness, even though laden with slightly slapstick humour, as efficiently as Napoleon’s army at Austerlitz.” — L'OBS “And that’s why Puértolas is so unique. In boxing, we would say he is fighting in the heavy-lightweight category. In fiction, we’ll say he writes like no other, for comedy is freedom. When you can laugh about everything, you are free. Freedom is being able to laugh about everything. With everyone!” “Romain Puértolas’s sense of humour is more and more refined, his style, more flowing. A bit of a history lesson but not overtly. Highly entertaining.” — Librairie du Coin
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DISCOVERED WRITER Gabriel Chevallier LA PEUR (Fear) Le Dilettante, 1930, 328 pages



◊



The events and objects, described in such accuracy and detail, are mainly attributed to the author's own experience in the war. He has also inserted incidents based on documented historical events.



Published in 1930, LA PEUR was a sensation in France. The novel is told retrospectively through the voice of Dartemont, a cynical intellectual who enlists simply out of curiosity. From the shifting roles of grenadier, messenger, reconnoiterer, and hospital patient (the result of a light injury that brings him and readers barreling into the visceral horrors of war-torn soldiers), Chevallier’s protagonist is a lightly disguised version of the author himself, tracing his own experiences as a soldier. 1915: Jean Dartemont heads off to the Great War, an eager conscript. The only thing he fears is missing the action. Soon, however, the vaunted “war to end all wars” seems like a war that will never end: whether mired in the trenches or going over the top, Jean finds himself caught in the midst of an unimaginable, unceasing slaughter. After he is wounded, he returns from the front to discover a world where no one knows or wants to know any of this. Both the public and the authorities go on talking about heroes—and sending more men to their graves. But Jean refuses to keep silent. He will speak the forbidden word. He will tell them about fear.



◊



English samples available!



◊



Pocket rights sold to Livre de Poche



◊



Bookclub rights sold to Grand Livre du Mois.



◊



Rights sold in Italy (Adelphi), Spain (Acantilado), Catalan (Quaderns Crema), Germany (Nagel & Kimche/Hanser Verlag), the Netherlands (Cosée), Taiwan (Asian Culture), UK (Serpent’s Tail/Profile Books) and the US (New York Review Books Classics).



◊



Winner of the Scott Moncrieff Prize for Translation (English translation).



◊



“Gabriel Chevallier, best known for his magnificent novel CLOCHEMERLE, has used his experiences during World War I to produce a work of great intensity, comparable to such great literary masterpieces of the period as Henri Barbusse’s Under Fire.” —The Daily Mail.



John Berger has called LA PEUR “a book of the utmost urgency and relevance.” A literary masterpiece, it is also an essential and unforgettable reckoning with the terrible war that gave birth to a century of war. “Qu’il s'agisse de la peur, la vraie, de la fausse bravoure, des rapports du front et de la barrière, de la bêtise hypertrophiée des galonnés, le récit, à la limite du simple journal, est prenant et poignant. Un très grand bouquin à pleurer de rage et à lire. ” — Charlie Hebdo “Au-delà du réel ce roman a la dent dure : il juge et il condamne. Et peu importe que ce soit parfois à l'emporte-pièce : il a l'accent de la sincérité. Mais le plus étonnant, c'est que, malgré l'horreur qu'il met à nu, et que la distance aujourd'hui dépouille peut-être davantage, ce témoignage peut se lire comme un roman (il en a la saveur et le rythme). Mais alors un roman tel que la vie en produit, et qui rappelle que parfois la réalité dépasse la fiction. ” — Le Matricule des Anges “Fear hardly feels like an object from the lost-and-found, which is why it has preserved its capacity to gobsmack. Chevallier’s protagonist, Jean Dartemont, a sardonic 19year-old student from Paris shoved into a uniform and rushed to the trenches, narrates the war with a bracingly modern sensibility. He is confessional, self-deprecatory, and a little bit vulgar. There’s a strong streak of Joseph Heller in his Erich Maria Remarque.” — Franklin Foer, The New Republic 33



DISCOVERED WRITER “All the phases of this particularly horrid war, phases that we have become accustomed to from later writing, are recounted here in a remarkable voice…And, in this prizewinning translation by Malcolm Imrie, his writing still has a ferocious power…Chevallier’s narrative remains radioactive with pure terror, frightening in a way later accounts don’t quite manage. It’s hard to believe, given the powerful, almost American casualness of his voice, that this is its first American appearance. His tone is so inveigling and so amiable as he inducts us like witnesses into that great European madness with which the past century began, decades before most who will read this translation were born. It’s also hard to believe, once we’re deeply engaged with the book, that Chevallier is dealing with events that are nearly a hundred years in the past, deploying prose that’s almost as old. We are lucky his voice came through.” — The New York Times Book Review



“Gabriel Chevallier’s autobiographical novel about serving in the bombed-out trenches of World War I still chills the blood. In indelible passages it describes the sensory degradation of war on the human body. Translated into English by Malcolm Imrie without a hint of stiltedness, Chevallier’s long-neglected novel is one of the most effective indictments of war ever written.” —Tobias Grey, The Wall Street Journal



"Chevallier’s book...represents that rarest of war narratives—one that is indispensable, nearly unprecedented, and painfully relevant....What makes Chevallier’s book a masterpiece is the lucidity of the author’s eyewitness account; its prose moves from practical concerns like picking lice to poetic reverie in the space of a paragraph, capturing the chaos of war and the stillness of the battlefield, revealing a terrible beauty." —Publishers Weekly starred review



“Gabriel Chevallier, best known for his magnificent novel CLOCHEMERLE, has used his experiences during World War I to produce a work of great intensity, comparable to such great literary masterpieces of the period as Henri Barbusse’s Under Fire.” —The Daily Mail



"A chronological burst of battle stories and vindictive reflections on the paradox of war, Fear is structurally similar to Ernst Jünger's Storm of Steel, while readers of Céline (a contemporary ofChevallier's) will catch whiffs of the sardonic misanthropy that runs through Journey to the End of Night. Dartemont deconstructs the notions of duty and heroism and draws their origins in fear and ignorance while letting us rifle through his blood-stained sketchbook with images from a war that grws ever more distant in our memories." —Booklist "Its first-person narration by a young soldier who, like the author, was wounded in battle, hospitalized, returned to the front and remained an infantryman until the armistice reads like a cross between the darkest humor and the bleakest reportage....the themes of what [Chevallier] calls “this anti-war book” are timeless: the folly of nationalism, the foolish pomposity of military leaders, the arbitrariness of death, the madness of war." —Kirkus Reviews “Reading Fear feels like being led through the damnation panel of Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights, the front line ‘blazing like some infernal factory where monstrous crucibles melted human flesh into a bloody lava.’ Fear remains a bravura work, fearless from start to finish, pitiless in its targets, passionate in its empathy.” —Neil Fitzgerald, TLS



34



“If Fear has an English equivalent it is THE MIDDLE PARTS OF FORTUNE by Frederic Manning or, in German, STORM OF STEEL by Ernst Jünger, each of which give a view of the war from the perspective of lowly infantrymen, and both of whom, like Chevallier, remain stoutly immune to the old lie that dulce et decorum est pro patria mori.” —The Sunday Telegraph
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Pierre Mérindol FAUSSE ROUTE (A last one for the road ) Le Dilettante, February 2016, 128 pages



There are some beautiful pages about nights in France and the volatility of emotions. Under Mérindol’s pen, a stroll through the flea market has the oscillating pain of a hammock, after driving four thousand kilometres. There are also some Blondin-like finds (a night-shift pump attendant in a glass cage is likened to a “lighthouse keeper”), suggesting an emotional affinity between the two writers, the happy conveyors of a simple, enviably delectable style. “The road smelt of wet grass, the smoke of the night express, the vegetated waters of the dead branches of the Rhône, overheated hoses, and wafts of ‘burned bread’ as they crossed towns”, Mérindol writes with melancholy, without ever sinking into Parisian ‘titi’ slang. This Jules and Jim at the wheel of a 10-tonne truck is as graceful as a feather fluttering in the air of the fifties.” —L’Express



◊



The author embellishes his prose with Parisian slang, swearwords and colourful images, but without deviating from his natural elegance.



◊



A road movie in the France of the fifties. A must (re)read. This novel radiates the charm of a France swallowed by the passage of time, urban and economic changes.



◊



We are reminded of Dabit, of Mac Orlan, of all that quality interwar literature. A “cold”, descriptive, almost veristic, naturalistic style. The author passes no judgements, only giving facts, bare, neutral facts that link together naturally.



“Fausse Route plunges us into post-war France when girls were called Marie-Suzon and Françoise, the elated lover who constantly cropped up in their conversations. In those years of black and white, the guys nonchalantly lost at cards before going to the ball at the Place de la Contrescarpe to find ladies of the night wearing patchouli perfume. Fausse Route is a book that delicately exudes nostalgia and red plonk. It does us a power of good and brings a tear to the eye.” — Lire “A beautiful example of painfully poetic French noir fiction that was soon to be dethroned by American gangster thrillers. A now forgotten literary genre, which shows that the French soul, though light, can also be serious and disconsolate in the face of destiny that dictates our lives.” — Valeurs Actuelle



Published in 1950, this little known social novel is modern by its subject: truckers and their horizons limited by the “austere monotony of the Nationale road”. The author is a figure of post-war bohemian Paris, a comrade of Robert Giraud and R. Doisneau, who dabbled in bric-a-brac. “All that to say that there are possible temporary suicides against moral hangovers and boredom. The life we led was continually filled with events such as parties, flat tires, fights, accidents, but it should not be assumed this is the real action, at most a distraction and, as the novelty wears off, we lapse back into boredom; or we can resort to daydreams of prodigious destinies, stories in which we are the imaginary heroes, love, detective films, belote or, better still, poer.” 35



DISCOVERED WRITER



Albertine Sarrazin L’ASTRAGALE (Astragal) Fayard, 1965, new edition 2013, 256 pages



worldwide, enchanting readers with its poetic, spirited and colorful prose. Anne is sprawled at the foot of a wall, gazing up at the window ten meters above her head.She’s just jumped from it. In this daring prison escape, she has broken a bone in her ankle, the astragal from which the book takes its name, and can only half crawl, half drag herself to the roadside. Picked up by the handsome Julien, she soon realizes that he too is familiar with the wrong side of the law; without hesitating, he takes this nineteen year old, wild-eyed stranger on the run. From hide-out to hide-out, through months of physical pain tempered by a growing love for the strong but tender man at her side, Anne uses all her nerve and cunning to keep hold of her increasingly precious freedom. Simple, poignant, tender, this story burns with a humor and irreverence that draw the reader in, and carry us along the incredible journey that Anne makes from the prison wall, and along the roads that lead her back. “A unique woman and a rare writer” — Figaro



◊



Full English translation available!



◊



Rights sold in Italy (Bompiani), The Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Turkey (EverestEnglish), USA (New Directions), UK (Serpent’s Tail), Germany (Hanser Berlin), Russia (Corpus), Greece (Patakis), Spain (Seix Barral), China (Shanghai Century Publishing), Sweden (Natur&Kultur), Norway (Cappelen) and Denmark (The People’s Press).



◊



Albertine writes with rage. She is committed and fascinating. She narrates her scandalous life with a smooth beautiful writing that intertwines slang vocabulary with poetic passages.



◊



A vibrant, impertinent character who chooses a passionate life, even burn their wings, like a French Bonnie & Clyde.



◊



Foreword by Patti Smith, adapted several times to the cinema (the latest film, directed by Brigitte Sy was released in April 2015). A cult autobiographical novel, in which the author artistically transcends her life.



A powerful novel first published in 1966. This autobiographical novel is a gripping tale smuggled out of prison on grubby pages and went on to sell millions of copies 36



“She has the serious and disciplined style of a young delinquent whose every word counts before a judge. Her human experience was as dark as her literary temperament was illuminated; a good mix that led her, hands and feet finally loosened, to achieve an immortal artistic beauty”— Patrick Besson “Sarrazin’s career may have been tragically curtailed, but her legacy is a novel that grateful readers are discovering now, almost 50 years after her death.”— PopMatters “Smith's essay and Sarrazin's crackling and incandescent prose make Astragal a gift, a memento of a decade that was both rough and radical, yet full of potential, and the testament of two astonishing lives, one real, one fictive, both self-invented and utterly extraordinary.” — Elle
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LITERARY FICTION 



Jérôme d'Astier published eight novels in French reputable publishing houses: Gallimard, Verdier, Mercure de France, Seuil, Le Rocher.



Jérôme d'Astier DANS UNE VILLE ÉTRANGÈRE (In Foreign City) Arléa, April 2016, 188 pages



◊



The author in sparkling language, gives us here a spellbinding novel about the search for self through, a chance encounter that will change forever the one who will be the storyteller.



Thomas, a twenty-three years old young man, just failed for the second time in the agregation's contest. His mother can’t provide to his needs anymore, so he finds a job with a landscape gardener. This one asks him to follow him to Amsterdam to provide tulips. And he meets Peter... On site, at the option of wandering in the city, Thomas is landing in a disco and met a young German, Peter. They speak little, their mutual presence is enough. Proximity is obvious and immediate. In this foreign city, they finish the evening in Peter's room. The conditions are suitable for confidence. Thomas confess to him. They met again the following night in a hotel room. But in the morning, Peter's heart stops beating. For Thomas, this sudden absence, this definitive retirement, can't remain without explanation. He must trace the history of the unknown man. Fortunately this one sowed clues. With the elements the dead man left him, Thomas keeps with him a contact, an unresolved dialogue. The items left for him is clearly an invitation to learn about Peter's life and find out what he has left behind on earth. 37



LITERARY FICTION



Chefdeville L’AMOUR EN SUPER 8 (Love in Super 8) Le Dilettante, January 2016, 270 pages



◊



Chefdeville’s direct, sometimes blunt style, and fabulous sense of humor.



◊



Interesting thoughts on alcoholism and amnesia are worked into the mystery plot.



◊



The book is filled with references to photography and cinema, introducing us into those worlds.



A one-time photographer and filmmaker is sliding into alcoholism and amnesia. Finding a photo-booth picture in his wallet of a woman he has no memory of will gradually prompt memories of both his past and his profession. The photo-booth picture of a woman called Emma will lead Chefdeville to a suitcase full of pictures of spell-binding Sarah, Emma’s grandmother. That gives Chef an idea: he can pretend to be the photographer, and show the pictures as his own. At the same time, Chefdeville shoots a Super 8 ode to the mysterious Sarah, with Ombeline, a Parisian actress, in the role of Sarah. Meeting Ombeline will wake up all sorts of ghosts. Soon it is the film of his own life and memories that Chefdeville sees developing right before his eyes. Thanks to this unexpectedly introspective viewing, which was actually orchestrated by his former agent and his psychiatrist, Chefdeville rediscovers his own past, his talent, and his love for a woman whose very existence he had forgotten.



38



With panache and dark humor, Chefdeville brings to a life a tragi-comic detective tale full of unexpected plot twists. Chefdeville was born last century in Auvergne. He grew up in the suburbs of Paris, in a family with six children. His previous books at the same publisher are L’ATELIER D’ÉCRITURE (The Writing Workshop, 2009) and JE ME VOYAIS DÉJÀ (I Nearly Made It, in 2012. He also wrote two earlier novels signed Serguei Dounovetz: MOVIOLA (1994, Le dilettante) and ODYSSÉE ODESSA (1999, Fleuve noir).
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Eric Chevillard JUSTE CIEL (Heaven Sent) Minuit, February 2015, 145 pages



◊



A madcap description of the after-life.



◊



An entertainingly funny and off-beat plot.



◊



A novel in the absurdist-humor tradition, along the lines of Benoit Duteurtre (SERVICE CLIENTELE, 2003) or Patrík Ouřednik (EUROPEANA, 2004).



MOURIR M’ENRHUME was published by Editions Minuit in 1987. He has written over 15 novels that have been translated into numerous languages.



“On suit sans peine et mort de rire, cette visite supraterrestre avec comme fils d’Ariane le typique burlesque ravageur de Chevillard.” Livres Hebdo



In JUSTE CIEL, Chevillard introduces us to an off-beat, unexpectedly funny afterlife, in a smoothly flowing tale that you just can’t put down. Albert Moindre is dead. Hit by an “Olives & Dates” truck. He’s in heaven. Or at least, that’s where he thinks he must be. Because he’s floating, bodiless and alone, in a complete fog. There’s nothing but his own awareness. Then he encounters Clarisse, an American woman who was almost crowned Miss Colorado 1931. Together, they wind up being taken to several different offices. Each in turn gets the mysteries of their life explained to them, through minor but revealing details. Albert Moindre finds out that as a bridge engineer, he was one of the best, but as a poet, one of the worst. So he is to be tortured for his offending literary oeuvre. But as it turns out, God needs for a bridge to be built, so Albert Moindre will be brought back to life, with no memory of his experience. Eric Chevillard was born in La Roche-sur-Yon (Vendee) in 1964. His first novel,



39



LITERARY FICTION



Julia Deck LE TRIANGLE D'HIVER (Winter’s Triangle) Minuit, September 2014, 177 pages



and start all over. As in VIVIANE ELISABETH FAUVILLE, Julia Deck toys with discourse and pronouns, cleverly manipulates the narrative and plays with the notion of a character in a way that is both captivating and unsettling. Readers will get caught in her trap and carried away by an unlikely story that won’t leave them unaffected. Julia Deck's first novel VIVIANE ELISABETH FAUVILLE, published in 2012, was received with great critical acclaim in France with 20,000 copies sold and was acquired by the USA (The New Press), Germany (Wagenbach), Italy (Adelphi) Romania (Vellant Publishing), Turkey (Norgunk), and Sweden (Sekwa)!



« Une intrigue puissamment littéraire, servie par une narration sèche et précise, cinématographique. […] Le lecteur est seul juge, qui sait infiniment gré à Julia Deck de l’avoir, jusqu’à la dernière ligne, à ce point mystifié. » La Croix « Julia Deck nous raconte une errance. Avec un charme fou. Et des interrogations surprenantes. Faut-il emprunter un autre nom, toujours chez Rohmer ? C’est un vertige personnel… Inquiétant. » Le Canard Enchainé ◊



Rights sold in Germany (Wagenbach), Turkey (Norgunk), Romania & Korea!



◊



Short-listed for the 2014 Prix du Livre Inter and the Prix du Premier Roman!



◊



Long-listed for the 2014 Prix du Roman Fnac the Prix des Libraires & the Prix Femina!



◊



A bold novel with an efficient virtuoso style that draws readers into an unlikely and surprising tale, a stunning literary achievement that is also a real page-turner.



◊



A novel based on a crazy idea that fleets across lots of people’s minds at one point or another: run away from a tough situation, change your personality and start all over.



◊



Mademoiselle’s character, perfectly logical in its madness, which nothing seems to affect and which rises above everything it encounters.



In her latest novel, Julia Deck once again explores insanity and the loose grip on reality of a woman who has built her own world, with its landmarks and laws. Mademoiselle’s back is against the wall: she’s out of money and doesn’t want to look for a job. She decides to shed her own personality to adopt another woman’s, 40



« TRIANGLE D’HIVER, vraie comédie légère, est, le retournement final le suggère, une tragédie de la mémoire enfouie sous les paquets de madeleines de supermarchés. C’est un drame de la fiction. Perdue entre une tragédie de Racine à peine lue, un film de Rohmer à demi oublié, et un roman vaguement envisagé, elle reste inaccessible comme ce triangle stellaire, qu’on atteint au prix de la folie. Ou de la littérature, la vraie, semble nous dire Julia Deck. » L’Humanité
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Jean Echenoz ENVOYÉE SPÉCIALE (Special Female Correspondant) Éditions de Minuit, January 2016, 316 pages



Bourgeaud, a general at the end of his career, and Paul Objat, counter-espionage agents, are looking for a woman to send on a secret mission to North Korea. They set their sights on Constance, who will be kidnapped and subjected to a period of isolation as training for the challenges that await her. She accepts the test with the passivity typical of the heroines of spy novels. Catapulted into the highest spheres of Korean power, her mission is cut short because of the extravagant amateurism and archaic practices of the secret services. The poorly organized operation fails, and Constance and Paul Objat are the only ones who manage to slip out of the country. This entertaining investigation offers readers all the pleasures they expect from a novel by Jean Echenoz, with comical twists on the genre’s clichés. Jean Echenoz was born in Orange (in the Vaucluse region) in 1947. He won the 1983 Prix Médicis for CHEROKEE, and the 1999 Prix Goncourt for JE M'EN VAIS (I’m Gone).



« On l’aura compris, on est dans un roman d’Echenoz, et depuis longtemps on n’avait pas autant ri. Non qu’Echenoz se résume à la rigolade, mais la moindre phrase, le plus petit paragraphe a la vertu de réveiller des images, de susciter des réactions joyeuses. » — En attendant Nadeau ◊



Awarded the prix de la Bibliothèque nationale de France 2016 for his entire work! Short-listed for the Prix du Livre Inter.



◊



60,000 copies sold!



◊



Offers from Greece and Korea!!!



◊



Rights sold in China, Italy, Germany, Spain (catalan & castillan), Poland (Noir sur Blanc), Turkey and the Netherlands (De Geus).



◊



With both humor and keen perception, the investigation offers a clever parody of spy novels, whose popularity hasn’t flagged in over a century.



◊



A darkly comic and off-beat style that plays with police and secretservice jargon to draw us into a world of terribly perilous ambitions.



◊



« En ces temps heurtés, commencer l’année 2016 avec un nouveau roman de Jean Echenoz, gorgé de fantaisie et d’aventure, est on ne peut plus bienvenu. Pour le dire simplement : Envoyée spéciale fait du bien. Comme de converser avec son auteur, romancier ultradoué et archi-reconnu, pourtant toujours modeste et étranger à l’esprit de sérieux, bien que fidèle à une esthétique exigeante. » — Politis « Plus sophistiquée, plus maîtrisée que jamais, la ‘machine à fiction’ de Jean Echenoz est une incomparable fabrique de sortilèges... » — Télérama « Jean Echenoz, lui, au contraire de son compositeur en panne, est en grande forme. Envoyée spéciale fait craquer les coutures du polar dans sa première partie, du roman d'espionnage dans la seconde. C'est drôle, jouissif, subtilement ironique. » — Journal du Dimanche « ENVOYÉE SPÉCIALE est une impeccable réussite. » — La Croix



Deliberately clichéd characters, from Constance the perfectly passive, manipulated female character in spy films, to Paul Objat, with his dubious methods.



Famous French novelist Jean Echenoz offers readers a biting parody of spy novels that reveals with a sly grin the arcana of a world which has become totally out-ofdate. 41



LITERARY FICTION



Vincent Engel LE MIROIR DES ILLUSIONS (Smoke And Mirrors) Les Escales, May 2016, 512 pages



Praise for RETOUR À MONTECHIARRO (100 000 copies sold) : “RETOUR À MONTECHIARRO impresses as much for the perfection of the reconstruction of events and decors as for the scope of its generous narrative.” — L’Express “The talent of Vincent Engel orchestrating - on more than 700 pages - lives in turmoils, tying a net of intimate resonances between them is admirable.” — La Croix



◊



Shortlisted for the French-Italian Marco Polo Venise prize.



From Venice to San Francisco, passing by Milan and New York, LE MIROIR DES ILLUSIONS follows the destinies of characters driven by their thirst for revenge, at the cost of happiness and peace; and in spite of their lives. In their attempts to play God, taunted men seek revenge.Can one ever shift destiny? Geneva, 1849. The young Atanasio, fresh from his Tuscan village, learns about the death of his forever mentor and protector, Don Carlo. He is given a sealed letter by his attorney, together with five portraits: that of three women and two men. The legacy of a father to his ignoring son. A legacy that soon becomes a mission: avenge Don Carlo’s death, and kill the ones who poisoned his existence. Venice,1800. As the Grand Canal rumbles, a child is born in a decaying palace: Alba. Dazzling and wild, she grows up mocking men and morale alike. A life she refuses to give up marrying the prince Giancalro Malcessati, alias Don Carlo. One night, around the corner of a shady street, Wolfgang appears like a bolt from the blue. He will fall in love with Alba. Between them however, there will be less adultery than crime. Vincent Engel lives near Brussels. He authored twenty books including RETOUR À MONTECHIARRO (Fayard, 2001, prix Rossel des jeunes et prix des Libraires du Livre de Poche). He is a playwright and a screenwriter. He is a frequent contributor to the Cirque du Soleil, and to the newspaper, Le Soir. He teaches in Brussels and at Louvain-la-Neuve University.
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Maxence Fermine ZEN



LA PETITE MARCHANDE DES RÊVES (The Little Dream-Seller) trilogy, he returns to adult literature with an ambitious saga borne by the wind of history and the melody of words.



Michel Lafon, October 2015, 138 pages



◊



Rights sold in Latvia (Zvaigzne)!



◊



A story that reads like a traditional legend, both universal and timeless, and leads us straight to the heart of Japanese culture.



◊



Stunningly simple writing that describes the Nippon lifestyle with the graceful beauty of Japanese haiku.



◊



Subtly-drawn, sincere characters, who discover love with restraint and innocence.



With the delicacy of a poet and the musicality of a story-teller, Maxence Fermine helps us discover the beauty of traditional Japan through a tale of a great calligrapher passionate love for his student. Master Kuro, renowned as the most eminent Japanese calligrapher, lives a simple and solitary life. One day he receives a letter from Yuna, a magnificent young woman who wants to pursue her apprenticeship in traditional calligraphy at his side. Her grace and talent gradually begin to trouble the older man’s spirit, threatening the exquisite balance of his peaceful existence. Upset to find himself in such a vulnerable state, he decides to stop teaching, and to distance himself from Yuna by retreating to a monastery. Assailed by doubt, Master Kuro will have to face the throes of love. A simple and spontaneous novel that alights like a breath of fresh air. Maxence Fermine, the author of the best-selling NEIGE (Snow), has composed a singular book combining poetry and fiction. After an incursion into children’s literature with the
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Laurent Gaudé DANSER LES OMBRES (Dance the Shadows) Actes Sud, January 2015, 256 pages



Then, just as everything seems to be resolved, the earthquake strikes. Everything is overturned once again: the dead rise up from under the ground, fraternizing with the living and offering a unique chance to heal old wounds and reestablish friendships before they sink back into their graves, because the world belongs to the future, and only the living have one. But Lucine gets stuck between the two worlds, a voodoo spirit who comes out every night, wandering in Matrak’s taxi, searching for Saul. Laurent Gaudé was born in Paris in 1972 à Paris. In 2004, he won the Goncourt Prize for LE SOLEIL DES SCORTA (The House of Scorta), which has since been translated in 34 countries. DANSER LES OMBRES is his eighth novel.



“Son récit sensuel et tragique laisse même planer les esprits vaudous pour se terminer par une marche fantomatique où morts et vivants se confondent, avant de se séparer dans la douleur.” — Paris-Match “Roman de vie et de mort, Danser les ombres est un chant d'amour à Haïti. Il y a quelque chose de solaire dans ce texte qui dit le refus du renoncement et le droit au bonheur.” — Le Figaro ◊



Shortlisted for the Prix des lecteurs L’Express / BFMTV and Prix Relay des Voyageurs, long-listed for the Prix Maison de la presse.



◊



After LE SOLEIL DES SCORTA, Laurent Gaudé once again draws us, with the same exceptional skill, into a disconcerting world.



◊



A tale that is lush with the social, historical and cultural realities of Haiti



◊



A book that portrays, in the chiaroscuro of its style and of voodoo magic, both the fragility and the beauty of the human condition.



With a huge array of characters, Laurent Gaudé, winner of the 2004 Goncourt Prize, allows us to feel the atmosphere and the very character of Haiti through a universal and accessible tale. Lucine has come back to Port-au-Prince to announce the death of her sister Nine. She had left the capital five years before. Almost as soon as she arrives, she realizes that she won’t leave again. Through her, we meet the book’s other characters: Saul – both a doctor and the illegitimate offspring of a bigwig and a housemaid, who becomes her lover; Lily, a rich girl with an incurable disease who has come back to Haiti to die; Matrak, a former tonton macoute (paramilitary militiaman) who is now a taxi driver… They all dance through their memories of the past and the dramas of the present. 44



“Un roman poétique et puissant.” — Métro “Un cortège funèbre beau à couper le souffle.” — L'Humanité “Un livre fort, incarné et bouleversant, porté par une plume magique.” — La Tribune de Genève “Laurent Gaudé signe un roman envoûtant. (...) au sommet de son art. Du sang haïtien coulerait-il dans les veines du Parisien Laurent Gaudé ? (...) Les morts se mêlent aux vivants dans un crépuscule surréaliste et magique.” — L'Express
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Sybille Grimbert AVANT LES SINGES (Before the Great Apes) Anne Carrière, January 2016, 210 pages



her unease affects the other guests. The doors close and they are all prisoners of a night where the borders between dimensions melt away, and time loses all logic. Should Sabine run away, or, on the contrary, find herself? Sibylle Grimbert creates a unique universe, at the crossroads of Loup des steppes by Hermann Hesse and Philip K. Dick’s Ubik. With a feeling for suspense and a wild sense of humour, she leads her characters and readers to the very borders of their humanity, where the great ape they meet many have a few revelations to make. Everything is possible in this novel, which invents a new way of reading the fragile beauty of existence on every page. AVANT LES SINGES is Sibylle Grimbert’s ninth novel. ‘This is fiction, of course, but the striking lucidity of the subject, combined with the superb sensitivity in the analysis of the psychological factors, is astonishing.’ — Le Nouvel Observateur « Loufoque, virtuose, le nouveau roman de Sybille Grimbert est une comédie grinçante où la satire familiale rencontre le fantastique à la Will Self et le nonsense de Lewis Carroll. » — Madame Figaro



◊



“Between a fantastic tale and inner speech, [this ninth novel] explores themes dear to the author: the wanderings of identity, the weight of destiny, lucidity and hyper-sensitivity. “ Marie-France



◊



A fascinating insight view on our most intimate and acute wonderings: have I made the right choice, is my life the way it was supposed to be? By putting her characters into all sorts of alternative and parallel paths, the author actually brings them some peace of mind by showing that the best choices were indeed already made.



◊



A genuine reading experience that leaves the reader contemplate with its own life and relation to others.



Zany, virtuoso, a black satire about family between Will Self's fantastic and Lewis Carroll's nonsense.



« Entre conte fantastique et discours intérieur, ce [neuvième roman] explore les thèmes chers à l’auteure, les errances de l’identité, le poids du destin, la lucidité et l’hyper-sensibilité. » — Marie France « Dans ce roman brillant, porté par une imagination visionnaire mais qui retombe toujours sur ses pieds […] Sybille Grimbert confirme son talent extrême et sa maîtrise de l’univers familial et des identités multiples. » —Marie Claire « Chacun prendra comme il veut ce livre loufoque et halluciné, mais en même temps très lisible, sans perte des repères ni confusion générale. » — Le Magazine Littéraire « Dans cette farce cauchemardesque, Sybille Grimbert livre une interprétation sidérante du paradoxe de notre existence éphémère confrontée à l’éternel engendrement des possibles. » — L’Obs



Sabine thought this week-end in a hotel lost in the middle of the mountains would mark the beginning of a new life. Her husband was to receive an award for his most recent miraculous invention. She would be associated with his triumph as she was with his work, and at last take revenge on a thwarted destiny. But in the first moments, the dream falls apart. Not only is his dreadful mother invited to the event for no reason, she is well placed in the congress agenda. An unknown woman seems strangely familiar to Sabine, she feels as though she’s looking in a mirror at a reflection that mocks her. Soon 45



LITERARY FICTION



Laurent Mauvignier AUTOUR DU MONDE (Around the World) Minuit, August 2014, 372 pages



in Dubai; hunting lions in Tanzania; having a romantic escapade in Rome; encountering pirates in the Gulf of Aden; trying one’s luck at a casino in Slovenia; getting lost in the jungle in Thailand; hitchhiking to Florida… The only connection between the characters doing all these things is the event that all eyes turned to on March, 2011: the tsunami in Japan and the media frenzy that created the illusion of sharing one world, even though each of them is anonymous. All of Mauvignier’s power and intensity is here in these stylistic and geographical journeys that make this novel absolutely unique. Laurent Mauvignier was born in 1967. All of his previous novels were published at Minuit, amongts which are DANS LA FOULE (2006, Prix du Roman FNAC), LE LIEN (2005), SEULS (2004), CEUX D'À CÔTÉ (2002), APPRENDRE A FINIR (2000, Prix du Livre Inter 2001) and LOIN D’EUX (1999). His very successful novel LES HOMMES (2009) was selected for numerous prestigious prizes such as the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Médicis, the Prix Femina and the Prix France Culture Télérama.



◊



Winner of the Grand Prix de la Société des Gens de Lettres for his entire life work !



◊



Rights sold in Italy (Feltrinelli), Germany (DTV) & Denmark (Arvids)



◊



Long-listed for the Prix Renaudot , the Prix Femina & the Prix Médicis!



◊



A political, diplomatic and literary journey: between the lines of this trip around the world, the author portrays a society in constant mutation.



◊



In our era of instant information and globalization, in which we are all connected, the author offers everyone a chance to disconnect – at least for the time it takes to read this book.



◊



A lively, playful style carried by a fast-paced narrative.



On March 11, 2011, as the Fukushima catastrophe strikes Japan and stuns the world, the Earth keeps spinning. In the four corners of the globe, fates brush past each other without meeting, while others cross paths, creating connections. Meeting a tattooed young woman in Japan; saving a man’s life on a cruise ship in the North Sea; swimming with dolphins in the Bahamas; making love in Moscow; working 46



« Cet état du monde contemporain fascine par la similitude des désarrois et des joies de chacun partout dans la planète. » La Croix « Plus douce, plus accessible sans doute, l’écriture de Laurent Mauvignier n’a plus les brisures ni la rage d’antant. […] Le passage d’une histoire à l’autre se fait avec une impressionante fluidité. » Télérama « Il faut imaginer, pour mesure l’ampleur de ce roman choral, la concrétion de LA RONDE, la pièce d’Arthur Schnitzler, de SHORT CUTS, le film de Robert Altman, et de l’USAGE DU MONDE, le récit de Nicolas Bouvier. […] Un grand livre, un grand écrivain aussi : à 47 ans, Mauvignier prend de la hauteur, il lâche du lest, et on a le vertige. » Le Nouvel Observateur
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Marco Peano L'INVENZIONE DELLA MADRE (The Invention Of The Mother) Minimum Fax, January 2015, 256 pages



events become obstacles that have to be heroically overcome. But in this journey, in which everything seems to be scandalously out of place (and revelatory at the same time), the relationship between Mattia and his mother is the deepest emotional dimension, a place of the soul where things, in the very same moment in which abandon us, finally reveal their true meaning. Marco Peano was born in Turin in 1979. He is editor of Italian literature for Einaudi. This is his first novel.



“We are beyond any rational bond, that is where literature should venture” — Giorgio Vasta, Il Manifesto “Theme, title, cover will last over and beyond book charts” — Grazia “An attempt of pacification with nature and life, all through one death” — La Repubblica



◊



12,000 copies sold!



◊



Rights sold in France (Phébus).



◊



English and French samples available.



◊



Winner of Premio Volponi Opera Prima.



◊



Awarded the prestigious Book of the Year 2015, given by the listeners of the radio show Fahrenheit (Rai – Radio 3), one of the most important and prestigious Italian literary prices



◊



Without withdrawing in front of the brutality of the illness, The Invention of Mother prodigiously gets to touch the opposite pole of the absence of belief. It’s not a low cost consolation, but the miraculous capacity of literature of giving shape (and sense) to what seems to be meaningless.



There is one test in life that everyone has to face: saying goodbye to the persons we love. Mattia is an everyday man. He lives in a small town, he works in a video store, he’s got a girlfriend, and he will maybe find one day the necessary power to realize his projects. His existence seems to be normal, until his mother gets a cancer. From that moment his life overturns like in a daily horror movie where even the most apparently common 47



LITERARY FICTION



Patrick Besson NE METS PAS DE GLACE SUR UN COEUR VIDE (Don’t Put Ice On An Empty Heart) Plon, January 2016, 192 pages



◊



A written style that will undoubtedly draw the reader into the story and will make a simple story turns into a detailed and humoristic tale.



◊



A main character with many flaws, which makes him very endearing.



◊



The novel’s structure, intertwining past and present, gives us an intense story.



When Karima decides to enter into Vincent’s life, his neighbor Philippe couldn’t expect such a tragic outcome; twenty years later, he gives us a powerful tale. In the 1990’s, Philippe, a literature teacher meets his neighbor Vincent who suffers from a heart disease. Totally different from each other, they become friends yet. The truth is Philippe has many adventures with Vincent’s girlfriends and all it’s going well until Karima arrives into their life. After Vincent has received a heart transplant, he feels finally ready for real love and gets married with Karima. Philippe, unable to stop seducing women, feels frustrated and starts suspecting her to want Vincent’s money. But he’s all wrong, what she really wants is getting pregnant from Vincent, who has been transplanted with her deceased husband’s heart and finally running away with this child. The author, through a tragicomedy full of suspense, plunges the readers into the 90’s. 48



Patrick Besson is a writer and journalist. Winner of Grand Prix de l’Academie Française for DARA in 1985 and Winner of Prix Renaudot for LES BRABAN in 1995, he has already published fourteen novels.
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Fabrice Colin LA POUPÉE DE KAFKA (Kakfa’s Doll) Actes Sud, January 2016, 272 pages



he is a literary critic and Editorial Director for Editions Super 8.



« Un père, sa fille, une vieille femme mystérieuse, et Kafka dans le rôle du spectre bienveillant sont les protagonistes de ce roman, merveilleux de style et de sensibilité.” — Télérama « Bien structuré, n’abusant pas des flash backs, alternant les focalisation avec grâce et écrit dans un style résolument contemporain, Fabrice Colin ficelle un bien joli thriller. A la fois très référencé et très fluide, complexe dans ses personnages et simple dans sa narration, La poupée de Kafka est une histoire d’amour de la littérature et d’amour filial, autant qu’un thriller historique évitant avec pudeur les affres du point Godwin. Un très bon bouquin à lire et à offrir sans modération.» — Toutelaculture.com, Yaël Hirsch



◊



The mystery of Kafka’s doll and lost manuscript honors the Prague writer while showcasing the modernity of his literature.



◊



A quest that leaves room for universal themes such as the fatherdaughter relationship and injuries of passionate and complex characters caught in the vortex of history.



◊



In a contemporary and sensitive style, the author weaves his plot from Prague to Berlin to the Alps, linking past and present.



« Partant de l'épisode, Fabrice Colin, maître des sortilèges littéraires, tire une envoûtante intrigue où vont s'opposer Abel Spieler, kafkaïen fanatique et sorbonnard libertin, sa fille Julie, errant d'un compagnon à l'autre, entre Paris et Berlin, et surtout Else Falkenberg, la fillette enfin retrouvée. Autour de la poupée aux lettres, œil magnétique de ce redoutable cyclone psychodramatique, Colin fait tournoyer en virtuose trois êtres marqués par le siècle, dont il cisèle les portraits et millimètre l'évolution psychologique. » — Le Monde des livres « C'est une histoire d'amour entre un père et sa fille, une histoire d'apprivoisement sur lequel plane la figure silencieuse et tutélaire de Kafka (…) c'est un très joli livre. » — Radio Classique



In a literary and yet saucy book, Fabrice Colin features a father and daughter struggling with the last secret of Franz Kafka: a hidden manuscript. A well-crafted novel that is a love story for literature and for family, as much as a historical thriller. During a stay in Berlin, young Julie Spieler, hoping for a very unlikely reconciliation with her father – a disappointing husband, impenitent womaniser, inveterate liar, and a teacher of German literature at the Sorbonne – finds the presumed recipient of some unpublished texts by Kafka, a writer who fascinates her father to the point of obsession. She embarks on the difficult process of approaching this especially recalcitrant old woman who harbours memories of a whole century of wars, exiles and horrors. These three characters end up together in a chalet looking out towards Mont Blanc, trying to settle – severally or separately – their respective affairs. Known for his works in science-fiction, fantasy, young adults’ literature or thrillers, Fabrice Colin, born in 1972, also occasionally writes graphic novels and radio plays. In addition,
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LITERARY FICTION



François d’Epenoux LES JOURS AREUH (The Goo-Goo Days) Anne Carrière, January 2016, 144 pages



On the other, tiny in his father’s arms, a baby whose whole life is in front of him; who sucks greedily between naps; who wriggles in his bodysuit, gurgling and groaning as though drunk, all the hungrier for life since he was born ‘in a state of apparent death’ and resuscitated after a 7-minute cardiac massage. In brief, a strange little fable to discover. A nursery rhyme, part-anecdote part-dream, funny and poetic, takes a look at the world and the awesome happiness of being a father. At 51, François d’Epenoux has published 9 books with Editions Anne Carrière, two of which have been adapted for the cinema: DEUX JOURS À TUER (by Jean Becker in 2008) and LES PAPAS DU DIMANCHE (by Louis Becker in 2012). LE RÉVEIL DU CŒUR, his ninth book, received the Prix Maison de la Presse 2014.



◊



François d’Epenoux is the father of three grown up children and a 3-year-old son born of his second marriage. This half narrative, half fiction, is inspired by his own experience.



◊



In this silent dialogue, which begins at the very real time when the bottle is due and ends in some timeless imaginary zone, all the paradoxes of a confrontation between a new born and a father who’s still young - but well on in life - and all the stakes and questions posed by the event are expressed.



3 o’clock in the morning. Sitting in an armchair in a halo of light from a lampshade, a 50-year-old man is bottle-feeding his 3-month-old son. Between them, half a century and 96 kilos. On the one hand a mature man, who still hasn’t got over this late paternity. Rejuvenated by new life, yet acutely aware of how his own life will now be measured, and suddenly projected into a distant future: he’ll be 80 when this child is 30. Confident in the hope this little being inspires, but also terrified at the idea of thrusting it into the flow of a tormented world. Ill at ease in the posture of the doting father, this man who was single just a few months before was feeding a baby as best he could in the night-time world. Proud of the new patriarchal roots, but sad at the idea of giving up travel, the unexpected, and to a large extent adventure, now that he is ‘settling down’. 50
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Julia Kerninon LE DERNIER AMOUR D'ATTILA KISS (The Last Love of Attila Kiss) Le Rouergue, January 2016, 128 pages



Julia Kerninon plots the developments of a love which is not merely passion but almost the art of warfare in what is theoretically an impossible relationship... considering the forces at work, memories of historic conflicts, the borders and boundaries to cross, the differences to overcome and compromises to make. Born in 1987 in the Nantes region, Julia Kerninon is a doctoral student in French Literature. Her first novel, BUVARD (Rouergue, 2015) won several prizes including the Prix Françoise Sagan. She was awarded the Lagardère du jeune écrivain grant in 2015.



“ This is no ordinary ‘girls meet guy’ story. Julia Kerninon blends historical memoir with intimate conflict in a masterly tale of nascent love.” — Air France Magazine « Dans une écriture fouillée, la jeune Nantaise mêle avec aisance et subtilité la petite à la grande Histoire. » — Le Télégramme 



◊



Awarded the Prix de La Closerie des Lilas 2016!!!



◊



Long-listed for the Prix Orange du livre 2016!



◊



A short and powerful novel that dissects precisely the mystery of love and feelings.



◊



Filled with tensions and antagonisms, Julia Kerninon enjoys opposing the contraries: the life instinct and the death instinct, masculine and feminine, light and shadow, youth and old age, wealth and poverty Hungary and Austria.



◊



A smart use of a specific historical background and of memory to illustrate the deep differences one has to overcome in order to love fully.



After the success of her first novel, BUVARD, awarded the Françoise Sagan Prize in 2014 Julia Kerninon takes us between Austria and Hungary to tell us about the birth of love between two people who might have nothing in common. At 51, Attila Kiss has left his wife, his children and his mistress, and scrapes a living with a night shift in a foie gras factory. He describes himself as “a powerless man in a country of powerless men”, with his native Hungary thrown open to Western tourists. A chance encounter in a Budapest café with 25-year-old Theodora Babbenberg from Vienna, and the ensuing romance will turn all his plans upside down. As she describes their affair, 51



LITERARY FICTION



Rachel Khan LES GRANDES ET LES PETITES CHOSES (The Big Things And The Little Ones) Anne Carrière, January 2016, 208 pages



to find an answer to her endless self-questioning, and to finally accept the richness of her biracial background. Born in 1976 to a Gambian father and a French bookstore-owning mother with PolishJewish roots, Rachel Khan is now an actress and a cultural counselor for the Paris region. As an elite athlete, she was the 1991 French 60-meter- indoor champion, and 80-meter vice-champion. In 1993, she joined the French national athletics team. She won the 4 x 100 meter relay at the 1995 France championship. LES GRANDES ET LES PETITES CHOSES is her début novel.



« Dans un premier roman très réussi, cette athlète de haut niveau évoque le racisme avec le punch d'une Angela Davis et l'humour juif d'un Woody Allen. » — L’Obs « Le parcours d'une adolescente déboussolée devenue, comme elle, athlète de haut niveau [Rachel Khan] évoque le racisme […] la violence […] mais aussi son combat pour incarner avec pudeur ces deux grandes tragédies: l'esclavage et la Shoah. » — L’Obs



◊



Long-listed for the Prix Maison de la Presse 2016!



◊



An endearing heroine with a unique biracial identity. Her search for her identity was inspired by the life of the author, who has been very successful at finding a place for herself.



◊



The story is very representative of today’s youth, which wants to look to the future and free themselves from the weight of the past.



Based on the author’s own life, this is the moving story of a biracial young woman with a richly varied background who searches for a way to define her own place in the world: running will be her answer. With a black father and a Jewish mother, Nina Gary, 18, doesn’t seem to fit into any social pigeonholes. Her racial heritage feels too heavy for this young woman, who just wants to get beyond the divisions. Track, and specifically running, will be her answer. When she runs, she forgets about her wounds and her family. She just feels alive. Readers will enjoy discovering her story, her misunderstandings, her heritage, and her endless switching between her Jewish culture, her African one, and the society where she actually lives. Running will allow her 52
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Éric Laurrent UN BEAU DÉBUT (A Beautiful Beginning) Minuit, March 2016, 208 pages



amateur photo-shoots with her boyfriend, she moves on to the big city – Paris – to try to become a professional model. The result is a subtle, insightful narrative that stunningly renders an emotionally deprived child’s unquenchable thirst for love and recognition. Eric Laurrent lives near Clermont-Ferrand. All of his work, from his first novel, COUP DE FOUDRE (Lightning Strike/Love at First Sight, Minuit, 1995), has an instantly recognizable style, which is often compared to Marcel Proust’s. His 2011 LES DECOUVERTES (The Discoveries, Minuit) won the Wepler Prize.



“A narrative borne aloft by Proustian phrasing.” — Télérama “The circumlocutions, humor and style of Eric Laurrent’s latest novel are all absolutely stunning.” — Les Inrocks



◊



Awarded the Prix Alexandre-Vialatte.



◊



A hard-hitting novel about a mad dash towards fame that takes root in a complete lack of affection received during childhood, and invites us to reflect on the foundations of the “star system”.



◊



A writing style filled with references to classic works of literature that make the author a veritable spiritual son of Marcel Proust. Laurrent’s fans will find the refined, elegant prose they have come to expect from him, and which he puts to use in all situations. Even – if not especially – the most trivial ones: portrayed in long sentences and sophisticated vocabulary; debauchery and drifting seem all the more dark, depressing and devastating.



◊



Characters who inspire both hatred and compassion. They are absolutely lacking in morals, yet overwhelmingly human: true mirrors of our times



A hard-hitting novel about an unwanted child who grows up to me be a nude model for girly magazines. Abandoned by her mother, Nicole, a well-behaved, devout child, is taken in by her grandparents in a provincial town. Raised in a chaotic home, as a teen, she becomes obsessed with her own image and an unconscious desire to attract attention. With centerfold girls her new idols, Nicole’s only goal in life is to become a star too. From 53



LITERARY FICTION



Olivier Maulin LA FÊTE EST FINIE (Party’s over) Denoël, June 2016, 230 pages



“In these times of general sullenness, the occasions are too rare to miss this one: a hilarious immersion into a small community of weirdos at odds with the consumer society.” – L’Express “Once more, Maulin’s method succeeds brilliantly in this portrait of a ‘lame era’.” – Lire “Olivier Maulin is the author of a ninth joyful, bawdy and subversive novel.” – Valeurs Actuelles “Stains, splashes, streaks, marks: talented in the art of literary happenings, Maulin is in his way an abstract painter.” – Le Figaro Littéraire “Extremely funny.” – Ouest-France “A novel that wakes the dozing souls and calls for some healthy anger, for laughter that disarms the stupid and the smug, for dreaming and for the enchantment that protects us from complete despair. Let the party begin!” – L’Opinion Indépendante



◊



“The funniest writer in France is back.” Le Figaro Magazine.



A sharp criticism of our contemporary world, and of the dehumanizing and naturedevastating impact of contemporary economics, yet mitigated with a highlycharged wit and gall: Olivier Maulin’s touch is unlike any other, and is easily recognizable. Victor and Picot are two friends living on the fringe. The former spends his days as a coach potato listening to Bach, while the latter works dead-end temp jobs. The two find jobs as night guards at a camper van park with two dogs they found in a dog shelter. The two walking failures fall asleep in a camper van that eventually gets stolen. When they wake up, they are near the German border, and decide to run away. They finally find a remote campsite in a valley in Alsace, where they meet a young girl and her father, who, along with a few friends, are awaiting the end of the world. The two friends share the life of the small community, and are trained to hunt and use weapons. But “Progress” soon threatens the peaceful valley: plans are being made to have a landfill and a 200- acrerecreation park take it over. The community decides to strike back... Olivier Maulin lives and works in Paris. He is the author of several novels, including EN ATTENDANT LE ROI DU MONDE, winner of the Ouest-France/Étonnants Voyageurs 2006 Prize. LA FÊTE EST FINIE is his 9th novel.
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“A hilarious book.” – Le Progrès “More outrageous and over-the-top than ever, Olivier Maulin goes full throttle with no helmet on! Those who love him will follow his lead!” —Livres Hebdo (on GUEULE DE BOIS) “In addition to grouches, reading GUEULE DE BOIS is not recommended for delicate readers, progressive liberals and overjoyed morons alike, in other words, all those who believe we live in amazing times.” — Le Point (on GUEULE DE BOIS) “In these times of global gloominess, opportunities like this are too rare not to be seized: a hilarious immersion into a small community of screwballs that has broken free from consumer society.” — L’Express (on BOCAGE À LA NAGE) “A shooting gallery whose verve is reminiscent of Michel Audiard’s, where no one, and nothing, is spared.Olivier Maulin shoots anything that moves, and dark humour reigns supreme. Irresistible.” — Le Figaro littéraire, (on LE DERNIER CONTRAT)
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Dominique Paravel GIRATOIRE (Traffic Circle) Serge Safran, January 2016, 197 pages



present some project for the developing of a new traffic circle. Pointless, laughable. Like the life she has been living for years. Reluctantly, Joaquin and Vivienne embark on a journey, which will lead them to affront their inner fears and desires, and, maybe, to stop running away. Dominique Paravel grew up in Lyon, and spent over twenty years in Venice. NOUVELES VÉNITIENNES, her collection of short stories received excellent reviews, strong support from booksellers and won several awards just like UNIQUE, her first novel. Both are about to be published in pocket format. GIRATOIRE is her second novel.



« Au diapason de son titre et de son élément central, le roman de Dominique Paravel mène le lecteur de surprise en surprise : ce qui devait être plié en quelques heures se dévoile au fil des fantaisies des personnages et ne se réalise qu'après bien des détours. » — Cosy Corner



◊



Longlisted for the Prix Cazes Brasserie Lipp 2016, Prix de la Page 112, Prix des lecteurs À la Page, Prix du Bazar't des Mots 2016.



◊



Rights preempted in Germany (Nagel & Kimche).



◊



Strong and genuine characters.



◊



Fast pace writing with universal themes of loneliness, fear and avoidance.



« Dans un texte en demi-ton, l'auteur joue sur la confrontation et les non-dits : à michemin entre comédie et drame, le récit est empreint d'un grand réalisme et ponctué d'éclats de vie. Le résultat est vif et (sur)prenant, à l'image des ronds-points du roman, empruntés comme autant de carrousels. » — Cosy Corner « C’est glaçant, désespéré, mortellement drôle. » —Encres Vagabondes « Intelligent, bien construit et doucement drôle » — Coup de Coeur de La Librairie Actes Sud



A modern tale about life and death, commitment and avoidance, risk and safeness, through the odd journey of two strangers in their way to present a new traffic circle design project at a local council meeting in the south of France. Joaquin is on an important mission. His company has trusted him with a significant project, the design of the embellishment of a new traffic circle for a small town in the south of France. This is his chance to finally show the world his talent and to prove his value to his employer. And he better do well, because times are rough and layoffs are to come. But Joaquin is confident. Everything should go as planned. As long as his disease does not ruin everything. And as long as the consultant from Paris who has pressed to come with him to the town council meeting finally shows up. Vivienne Hennesy is exhausted. She has had a short night and has been driving for hours to go pick up a random employee of the company she has recently inherited. Then, she is supposed to accompany him to a local council meeting where he would have to 55



LITERARY FICTION



Yves Ravey SANS ÉTAT D’ÂME (With No Qualms) Éditions de Minuit, September 2015, 128 pages



unmasked. To avenge his brother’s death, the American will shoot the Frenchman pointblank in the head. SANS ETAT D’AME has an unsettling, equivocal atmosphere. Spooling out over a background intertwining rural social issues and the history of World War II, the characters’ motivations are alternately concealed and revealed by Ravey’s always pitch-perfect plume. Yves Ravey, born in 1953, lives in Besançon, where he teaches literature and art at Collège Stendhal. A novelist and playwright, most of his work has been published by Les Editions de Minuit. His novels have been translated in several countries.



“Evasive, laconic, fond of ellipses, more concerned with geography than psychology, a portraitist of faceless characters, even Yves Ravey manages to disappear from his own text, leaving it to Gustave Leroy to tell his own story in a tired voice, with no qualms.” — L’Obs “Suspense that reveals the stakes ever so gradually, the importance of the background, the refined action and hairline precision in the writing all come together to give this tale an incomparable intensity and depth.” — L’Humanité ◊



As ever, Ravey offers his readers a perfectly dosed blend of emotional distance, subtle psychology and humor, with a concise writing style that creates constant tension.



◊



The background is more serious than you realize at first glance, touching on social and historical issues and involving characters who are not simple caricatures.



◊



A seemingly unassuming whodunit that actually grabs readers’ interest and doesn’t let go, maintaining just the right amount of mystery.



In his latest novel, Yves Ravey is back with another one of his misleadingly lighthearted police investigations that are actually a chance to paint a chiaroscuro portrait of rural France. Deeply in debt, about to be evicted, Gustave agrees to look into the disappearance of John Lloyd, the American fiancé of his childhood love, Stéphanie. In fact, Gustave is the culprit: he murdered John out of both jealousy and financial interest: he’s planning to use John’s credit card to pay off his own debts. Unfortunately for Gustave, when John’s brother Mike comes to France – on a trip that was meant to honor his grandfather who died as a soldier in France during World War II – it throws a monkey wrench into his plans. After a game of cat-and-mouse between Mike and Gustave, the killer will be 56
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Philippe Rahmy ALLEGRA (Allegra) La Table Ronde, January 2016, 192 pages



The day before the ceremony he finally remembers the event that brought him where he is: his darling daughter is no longer alive, and her death was his fault. That realization keeps him from setting off the bomb. Philippe Rahmy takes on a sensitive and terribly-up-to-date subject: the political and religious radicalization that can turn someone into a suicide bomber. He portrays the quick downward spiral that can lead to a desperate act – but one that his character will not in fact commit, because he happens to witness an ordinary scene that somehow manages to bring him back to real life. Philippe Rahmy is an Egyptologist with a degree in philosophy. He also contributes to the site www.remue.net. His narrative BÉTON ARMÉ (Reinforced Concrete), won several literary prizes, including LIRE magazine’s Best Travel Book of the Year award.



“Without turning his back on the charms of crime fiction, Rahmy has been brave enough to write authentic political fiction, proving that the pen is mightier than the sword.” — Livres Hebdo



◊



A main character in an unstable mental state wanders confusedly through space and time: as London’s frantic pace flows by, flashbacks from his childhood intertwine with the present.



◊



A whole gallery of characters, each more deeply trapped by poverty than the last: migrants, refugees and lost souls living on the edge of reality, on the margins of society



◊



A story that paints a violent picture of today’s world, where hopeless people left to their own devices can slide into chaos.



A book that describes the terrible collapse of a man who has lost everything – his family, his job – and is searching for himself in the midst of existential chaos.



“Phillipe Rahmy clearly knows his subject well; he manages to delve deep into a character who is tempted by radicalization, wallowing in denial almost to the extent of madness.” — From an article by Thierry Raboud. “ALLEGRA is the story of the brutality of our times, when empires strikes back; the psychological trauma of having to choose one identity over another […]. ALLEGRA is the story of the suffering that trauma can cause, and to what extremes it can lead.” Blog, Marie873 « Philippe Rahmy maîtrise son sujet, et parvient à creuser en profondeur ce personnage tenté par la radicalisation, plongé dans un déni qui épouse les contours de la folie. » « … un roman polyphonique, sombre, crépusculaire. » — La Liberté



London, 2012. Abel, a brilliant mathematician, is the son of Algerian immigrants to France. He works in London, where he lives with his wife, Lizzie. But their marriage has been on the rocks since their daughter Allegra was born. Step by step, Abel loses everything: his job, his wife and his child. Then he falls under the sway of Firouz, a dangerous, manipulative extremist who forces him to do something. Abel wanders through London with all his worldly belongings in a few shopping bags. The present intertwines with violent memories from his childhood as a second-generation immigrant in France. In a state of tremendous distress and absolute denial, he gets confused, and can no longer remember exactly what has happened to him. Trapped by Firouz, he has to plant a bomb and blow himself up during the Opening Ceremony of the Olympics. 57



LITERARY FICTION



Serge Revel LES GRANDES ÉVASIONS DE PAUL MÉTRAL (The Great Escapes of Paul Métral) Actes Sud/Rouergue, October 2015, 136 pages



Birds”, run by the authoritarian Hortense Tremblon, and he’s soon fostering wild dreams of escape. A sparkling, comic yet gently melancholic novel about the freedom to be yourself in old age. Born in 1946, Serge Revel was a senior lecturer at the Institut de la Communication Université Lumière-Lyon2. His novel LES FRÈRES JOSEPH (Rouergue, 2013) won the 2014 Prix Claude-Farrère des Écrivains Combattants. LE MAÎTRE À LA GUEULE CASSÉE was published in 2014.



◊



Funny at times, sweetly melancholic at other times, always endearing and brilliant. Life must have an end, but what kind of end is up to us to decide. And Serge Revel is perfectly fit to remind us such an elemental and precious truth.



◊



While Jonas Jonasson enchanted readers with his picaresque humor, Serge Revel’s humor is more teeth-grinding and cynical.



◊



The book offers both a comic situation and also an uncompromising portrait of the life of the elderly.



Serge Revel’s gleefully frenetic narrative follows Paul’s escapades as he is pursued by his niece, the manageress, the police, doctors, nuns... all people who want only the best for him. Repeatedly captured but still determined to escape, he manages – with the help of a few good Samaritans – to come up with increasingly daring exploits. Paul is eighty-nine, an inconsolable widow who lives alone in a house in the countryside, happy to have his garden, his chickens and his Savoie wine. But you think you’re immortal and eternally young, then along comes an accident and bang, old age trips you up and your only niece sticks you in a care home. A miserable Paul moves into “The 58
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Karine Silla AUTOUR DU SOLEIL (Around the Sun) Plon, January 2016, 228 pages



who is as attractive as he is mysterious, and who will shake up her convictions. This period of time will allow her to assuage the demons of her past and to make peace with the memory of her absent mother. After MONSIEUR EST MORT, Karine Silla continues to explore how family secrets echo and ricochet. Playwright, filmmaker and screenplay-writer Karine Silla is the author of MONSIEUR EST MORT, a critically acclaimed début novel published by Plon in 2014.



« D'une plume précise, Karine Silla décrit ses personnages avec la distance d'un astronome observant une galaxie lointaine, ce qui confère aux actions qui se déroulent page après page quelque chose de lumineux. » — Le Monde des Livres « D'une plume précise, aiguisée, élégante, Karine Silla nous donne à goûter cette histoire enivrante qu'on ne peut lâcher et qui continue de nous poursuivre longtemps, longtemps, longtemps. » — Librairie Lavocat



◊



Longlisted for the Prix Orange du livre 2016!



◊



A very insightful novel about the wounds of the past, that deals brilliantly with the difficulties of maternal and filial love.



◊



The text gradually weaves a gently warm and spell-binding atmosphere, guiding us from a Vietnam reminiscent of Marguerite Duras’s to the drowsy warmth of summer in the south of France.



◊



Female characters trapped by fate who attempt to resist their own desires.



« Karine Silla offre un très beau portrait de femme, d'épouse et de mère qui prend le temps de s'interroger sur ses sentiments, sur le désir, sur son couple, l'amour, la fidélité... mais aussi sur ces secrets qui façonnent et induisent des comportements, inexplicables si l'on en ignore la cause. » — onlalu.com « Un roman humain, empreint de sensibilité et d'authenticité, largement consacré à la nature humaine et à sa complexité. Avec un détachement quasi-chirurgical, Karine Silla dissèque les relations entre ces adultes et analyse avec intelligence et clairvoyance leurs tenants et aboutissants. Enfermés le temps d'un été, ces hommes et ces femmes s'étudient, s'aiment, se méprisent, se découvrent, ... sous nos yeux et nous rappellent toutes la complexité et l'irrationalité de nos rapports aux autres. Fascinant. » — Blog Psyché des Livres



In a novel filled with passion and desire, Karine Silla powerfully describes the torments of maternal and filial love and devotion, and the temptation to abandon everything in order to live intensely. Louise is married to a man she has never loved, with whom she has a young daughter. She leaves them both behind to follow the man of her dreams to Vietnam, where she starts her life over. Louise’s daughter, who believed that her mother died when she was very young, is so traumatized when she finds out the truth that the secret upsets the harmony she had managed to create within her own family. On vacation in the south of France, where they are visiting Georges Buñuel, a friend who is a spiritual father to her husband, Samuel, she gets to know Jean, a young man 59



LITERARY FICTION



Hyam Yared TOUT EST HALLUCINÉ (Everything Is Hallucinated) Fayard, January 2016, 440 pages



From the streets of Cairo in the 1990s to the Arab Spring, via the Lebanon War, readers will be drawn into the contemporary history of the Mashriq region, interwoven with the fate of a young Lebanese woman searching for her identity. Justine, a motherless child, was born at age five in Cairo. For when she came out of a coma, she could no longer remember her early childhood. In order to hide the truth and encourage Justine to be devout, her father, who restores icons, makes up a very faithfilled family history. Justine comes from a Christian family in a Muslim country on the cusp of political upheaval. She attends the Lycée Français, where her friends are teens like her, who seek refuge in books. At age 20, fed up with her father’s tales, and having found out by chance that she has roots in Lebanon, Justine heads off to that country. There she meets Dalal, a brazen young Palestinian woman who enlightens Justine on the subject of religion… and of and men. When Justine’s father dies – in the midst of the Arab Spring – she returns to Cairo, where she finally learns the truth about her own origins. Yared Hyam tells her tale in many voices – Justine’s, Dalal’s and their friends and relatives’, offering a composite, diverse portrait of several Arab countries, focusing in particular on their inhabitants’ relationship to politics and religion.



60



◊



Shortlisted for the Prix Ouest-France Étonnants voyageurs!



◊



Was short-listed for the Prix Roman France Télévisions.



◊



A book that presents the recent history of Lebanon, Egypt and Turkey through the prism of people steeped in Arab culture and who have lived– and sometimes suffered– through the founding events of these modern nations.



◊



The novel explores the ties between identity and family history, and investigates how an individual’s identity can be based on lies, and how they can survive or be reborn when they realize that.



◊



Writing that incorporates both Arab expressions and Christian parables, for a style as lush and dense as the lives of the characters whose voices we hear.



◊



A text that shows the importance of books, which can be both protective and revelatory, and of writing, which can help overcome suffering



Hyam Yared, who is Lebanese, writes in French. Her books describe her life in Lebanon, the war, and her relationship to traditions. Her previous book was LA MALÉDICTION (Les Équateurs, 2012).



« Un roman d’une intelligence rare qui fouette le sang et ouvre les yeux sur une région du monde en ébullition. » — Avantages « Du Caire à Beyrouth, une intimiste quête de soi et d’émancipation. » — Le Monde des Livres
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Lionel Stoléru LES IRIS JAUNES (The Yellow Irises) Anne Carrière, March 2015, 150 pages



She hasn’t actually killed any one, but her memory is playing tricks on her to distract her from deeper wounds: her husband’s suicide after his publishing house failed; her father, who turned Jews in during the Nazi occupation of France in order to steal their possessions; and above all, her mother, who murdered her sister in front of her eyes. Told by the doctor, this patient’s story makes us consider our memory’s potential, its secrets, and what it may be hiding from us even now. Lionel Stoléru is best known for his writing about the economy and about music. Although the doctor, a classical-music buff, will be familiar to the author’s faithful readers, with its colorful characters and its focus on psychoanalysis and memory, this book is a radical departure.



“Readers will devour this 150-page account of Mme. de Saint-Fulgent’s journey to her inner self. A lady who moved in the best circles, her portrait – so smooth at the outset – gradually cracks as she moves back in time in search of her memories.” — Actualité juive



◊



Rights sold in Estonia (Eesti Raamat).



◊



Strongly inspired by the work of Stefan Zweig, this book will grip readers till the very last page.



◊



A reader-friendly way to explore the world of psychiatry and the complexity of both our brains and our memories.



◊



The dialogues make the story very lively as the ending is totally unexpected!



When a stranger starts sending Madame de Saint Fulgent yellow irises, she doesn’t realize that she’s only half crazy. Her doctor enlists the help of a psychiatrist to try to recover the repressed memories that are at the root of her problems. Spoiler alert: the ending is totally unexpected!! Madame de Saint Fulgent is receiving flowers from a stranger, but she’s actually delivering them to herself; a man rings her doorbell to assess her paintings, but she never called for an appointment; then one day, she confesses: she is the culprit in her boss’s murder! Her doctor and a psychiatrist are keeping close tabs on Madame de Saint Fulgent. They even hire an actor in an attempt to help her recover the traumatic events from her past that are wreaking havoc on her now. 61



DEBUT NOVEL



DEBUT NOVEL Manu Causse LA 2CV VERTE (The Green Citroën 2CV) Denoël, March 2016, 256 pages



Isaac seems like an empty little boy. He is autistic. He has a body; he has eyes, but seems void inside. He only screams every now and again. Ever since he was born, his parents have ceaselessly destroyed one other with constant bitterness and guilt. The father, Éric Dubon, is exhausted and distraught. But when he inherits an old, beat up 2CV at the death of his uncle, everything goes wild. Behind the wheel of his little car, he decides to remove his son from the institution where he is confined, and to run away with him. Surrounded by ghosts and old memories, the two fugitives embark on a strange journey. What happened in Éric Dubon’s past, and what are his plans for his son? With the help of a moody teen-age girl, tracked down by a mushroom-loving cop and accompanied by an arrogant and talkative kitten, the father and son duo will hit the road to live a bewitching rite of passage. The strange ride in the green 2CV is tipped to be eventful. An original novel tapping into various genres – road movie, thriller, fairy tale – to tell a heartwarming family story. Manu Causse was born near Paris, but grew up in Aveyron. He worked as a cultural organizer and a teacher, before giving up teaching ten years ago to dedicate himself to writing and translating. He lives in Toulouse with his life partner, also a writer, and their kids.



« La galerie de personnages du roman n’obéit à aucun stéréotype tant on butine d’étonnement en étonnement au fil des pages. » – Madmoizelle.com



◊



Rights sold in Germany (Droemer) after auction, Italy (Nord/Mauri Spagnol), Greece (Utopia) and the Netherlands (Signatuur/AW Bruna).



◊



French pocket book rights sold to J’ai Lu after auction.



◊



An outstanding, poignant debut novel!



◊



Manu Causse uses a vehicle to speak about father-son relationships and family secrets, and also tackles themes like guilt, atonement, and how one can overcome dramas.



◊



A most touching tale, with original and endearing characters.



A most unusual novel that takes the form of an initiatory road-movie to better deal with subjects such as the relationships between fathers and sons, autism and family secrets in a witty, sweet and realistic way.



62



“This coming-of-age novel carried by a funny and poetic language, also has fairy tales elements, and like all fairy tales, enchants.” – Est-Éclair
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Yan Gauchard LE CAS ANNUNZIATO (The Annunziato Case) Minuit, January 2016, 125 pages



to do. Through the window of his cell, he notices that the attractive waitress he had met earlier woks nearby, and that he can talk to her. So he stays until the museum reopens and he is discovered, half-dead with hunger. After the surprise wears off, the police investigate him as a possible terrorist. Then he becomes the first official resident of Convent San Marco. He winds up leaving Florence before mysteriously disappearing in the northern Italy countryside. A first novel that plays with the codes of the genre, updating them through a resolutely current style. Yan Gauchard is a journalist. LE CAS ANNUNZIATO is his first novel.



“A first novel by Yan Gauchard, in which the plot’s twists and turns are well-served by a style that is as light as it is ironic.” — Livres Hebdo



◊



Rights sold in Romania.



◊



A wild and ironic adventure told with a caustic tongue



◊



The background of 21st-century history and politics lead to all sorts of unexpected plot twists: Berlusconi’s return to power, nationwide strikes and the manhunt for the Red Brigades Rouges, who our hero may have connections to



◊



Filled with literary and artistic references: the theme of retiring to a convent, which is so typical of 17th-century novels; LA CHARTREUSE DE PARME; Fra Angelico’s frescoes, which grace the walls of the Convent San Marco in Florence, and more.



During a politically troubled period in Florence, Fabrizio, a translator, manages to get locked into the same monastery where Fra Angelico once lived. Like a modern Fabrice del Dongo, over the course of his captivity, he will get to know an attractive waitress he can see from the window of his cell. Friday March 16, 2002, Florence, in the Convent San Marco Museum, Fabrizio Annunziato, a translator from Paris, falls prey to a practical joke. He lets a museum employee lock him into the very cell that Fra Angelico once occupied. Only everyone forgets he’s there. Fabrizio figures he’ll be let out by Monday, but the museum stays closed due to a strike. It’s actually pretty good timing, because Fabrizio has a translation 63



DEBUT NOVEL



Michel Moutot CIEL D’ACIER (Sky of Steel) Arléa, January 2015, 526 pages



nine months dismantling steel beams and rebar with a blowtorch, choking on toxic fumes, and bringing to light only pulverized body parts. But working at Ground Zero is also a chance to reconnect with his family history: Manish, his ancestor, started the tradition of Mohawk ironworkers; and Jack, John’s father, was the only casualty during the construction of the World Trade Center – his wrench remained somewhere in the walls of the North Tower... Michel Moutot is a journalist. Most notably, he was awarded the Louis-Hachette Prize for his coverage of the 9/11 attacks. CIEL D’ACIER is his first novel.



“Entre récit journalistique et roman chorale, CIEL D’ACIER offre quelques tranches d’Amérique bien saignantes. Un pave à déguster d’une traite.” — Paris Match “On sort de cette lecture pantelant, mais ébloui. ” — Le Parisien Magazine “ C’est un roman passionnant sur un sujet inédit. ” — L’essor “ Un premier roman haletant entre histoire et politique. ” — Page ◊



Awarded the Prix Gironde 2015!



◊



Pocket rights sold to Points Seuil.



◊



A stark and poignant tableau presenting America’s skilled laborers while recounting the history of Quebec and the Mohawks.



◊



Three men in three different eras, each one dealing with the historical and social realities of his own time.



◊



A fascinating novel that readers will become immersed in and learn from; it is the fruit of a tremendous amount of research.



North American history through the prism of the ironworkers, the Native American th construction workers who have been building America’s skyscrapers from the 19 century all the way to the World Trade Center, clearing Ground Zero and the edification of Liberty Tower. John is a Mohawk, a Native American from Quebec whose tribe has been providing the best, most fearless ironworkers who erect buildings to dizzying heights. On September 11, 2001, he is on a site in New York when the planes crashed into the World Trade Center. John realizes instantly that the towers will collapse and that the rescue workers will need ironworkers like him. He goes to volunteer on the site, and winds up spending 64



“Petit à petit, de ce texte touffu et extrêmement documenté naît un vrai plaisir de lecture.” — Télérama “ Un souffle épique à vous donner des frissons. Surprenant ! ” — Encres vagabondes
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Alexandre Seurat LA MALADROITE (Clumsy Girl) Le Rouergue, August 2015, 128 pages



has a breath-taking authenticity. It is a compulsive read, leaving us reeling. An extraordinarily necessary book. It all starts with a “Missing persons” announcement for an eight-year-old girl. Her former teacher realises immediately that she hasn’t been kidnapped but that her parents are responsible for her “disappearance”. One by one the powerless witnesses to this drama have their say, teachers, grandmother and aunt, doctors, half-brother, social workers, policemen. This chorus of voices lays out the events and gradually fills in the story’s blanks. They all anticipated this imminent crisis but could do nothing to stop it. Born in 1979, Alexandre Seurat teaches French literature in Angers. He wrote a thesis on general and comparative literature in 2010.



« Le premier roman d’Alexandre Seurat impressionne. Par sa capacité, justement, à ne pas jouer des ressorts ouvertement émotionnels que ce type de fait divers semble appeler. Il n’en est que plus terrible, sans doute, mais il a cette délicatesse des écritures respectueuses de leur sujet, cette façon d’en saisir l’essentiel sans le jeter de manière accusatrice à la figure du lecteur. » — Le Monde des Livres ◊



Rights sold in Slovenia (Modrijan), the Netherlands (Meridiaan) and Italy (Codice Edizioni), two books deal!!!



◊



20,000 copies sold!



◊



Winner of Prix « Envoyé par la poste », new literary prize rewarding a manuscript sent by post. Shortlisted for the Prix Régine Desforges.



◊



N° 8 in Livres Hebdo’s Top 20 of Booksellers’ favorite French novels/Fall 2015.



◊



Was long-listed for the Prix Femina, was one of five finalists for the Prix du Roman FNAC.



◊



The publisher chose to publish this debut novel by a complete stranger because they were convinced about the strength and necessity to address the difficult subject of child abuse.



◊



In a docu-fiction way, the author chose to give voice to all the witnesses: teachers, family, police, social services; all left powerless and horrified as they only speak up after the final tragedy. An efficient, fact oriented, straight-to-the-point read that opens to debate and discussion.



« LA MALADROITE est un texte qu’il faut lire, quelles que soient ses appréhensions. On en sort étonnamment réconforté par la puissance des mots et de la littérature, qui savent donner corps, esprit et vie à tous ceux que d’autres nient. » — Le Monde des Livres « La force de ce roman choral : reconstituer une mécanique mortelle en juxtaposant sans commentaires les voix de ceux qui ont vu et n’ont rien pu faire, de ceux qui n’ont pas voulu voir. » — Livres Hebdo « Entre effroi et malaise, on lit ce roman poignant en apnée, avec la sensation de faire face à une force venimeuse, contre laquelle on ne peut rien. » — Elle « Une charge magistrale, un récit saisissant dont on sort bouleversé. » — L’Obs



Based on a true event, this first novel is written in a style utterly free of artifice and 65



DEBUT NOVEL



Pascale Pujol PETITS PLATS DE RÉSISTANCE (Small Recipes of Resistance) Le Dilettante, August 2015, 256



magnate, together with his hopeless son and his wheeler-dealing right-hand man, who is doing all he can not to go out of business. From blackmail thanks to family secrets and a hearing at a commercial court which turns into a boxing match, this multi-voiced novel plays with the worst clichés and preconceived ideas to better ridicule them. With caustic humour, invigorating characters and an unbridled pace, Pascale Pujol turns the unemployment curve around, settles the illegal immigrant problem and solves the press crisis. À must-read for our politicians at the Élysée! After frenetically buying books for several decades, Pascale Pujol decided to reverse the trend and sell them until her dying day. For added security, she has now chosen to slip under the covers and write them herself”.



“Love, family secrets, economic and social hardship, employment benefit frauds, […] you’ll devour this colourful, tantalizing first novel with relish.” — Le Télégramme ◊



Ongoing auctions in Spain.



◊



Rights sold in Italy (E/O), World English rights (Europa Editions).



◊



Pocket rights sold to Livre de Poche.



◊



With its abrasive sense of humour, it feels good to make fun of our fellow men, of society, of ourselves.



◊



A gallery of endearing characters with an assortment of off-thewall adventures and humour on every page keeps us going till we can get back to our book in the evening



◊



A caustically hilarious novel, which uncovers the unembellished but delightful quirks of our world.



In contemporary Paris, Sandrine, who works for an employment agency, decides to reduce the unemployment figures in her own way! A wonderful cook, she has a flair for finding skivers, especially men! She never runs out of energy and has a talent for coming up with new ideas to activate idlers.   Sandrine wanted to be a cook? She’s a consultant in an unemployment agency in the 18th district in Paris, and she hunts down the "winners of the first stage of the Unemployment Tour de France". For example Antoine Lacuenta, an ultra-qualified antiglobalist who lives in a workers’ hostel. In the evening, she cooks up little dishes for her husband, an ex-rugbyman who rips off newspaper kiosks, her fashion-victim daughter, and her mother-in-law, a former Pigalle celeb. Then there’s Marcel, a press 66



“It’s intelligent and original, funny and fiery but, beyond the artful, facetious exercise, it is also the observation of a society in crisis and the ability of those who suffer the consequences to invent new solutions, driven by a principle based on ingenuity and solidarity that this unconventional bunch cooks up in its own special way. Realism and fantasy seamlessly intertwine by relying on the observation of the little things that make up our daily lives, on credible protagonists even if they do go overboard at times, a well-crafted tale and a very plastic style that sleekly adapts to all the different spheres and contexts, not to mention her Audiard-style witticism, all for a show worthy of a clown who laughs at everything for fear of crying.” — Encres vagabondes
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WOMEN WRITING Fabienne Moreau DANS LES SECRETS DE MADAME CLICQUOT (The Intimate World of Madame Clicquot) Plon, May 2013, 240 pages



◊



guided by her unquenchable curiosity. Fascinated by wine, in love with this countryside where she had not grown up and where life took on the rhythm of the seasons, Barbe pursued her initiation to the trade all by her- self. After studies in literature and history and a first novel, Fabienne Moreau was put in charge of the patrimony of Veuve Clicquot, Krug, and Ruinart, three Champagne houses of the LVMH group. In July 2010, she took part in the discovery of 47 bottles found in a ship that had been wrecked off the coast of the Aland archipelago, in the Baltic Sea, sometime between 1825 and 1830! It was the beginning of a grand adventure, rewarded with the unforgettable moment when she tasted the Champagne created by Madame Clicquot in mid-19th century, a moment that inspired her to write this novel.



Foreign Sale — Italy (Skira) Russia (Knijnyi Klub)



The true story of the Widow Clicquot (1777–1866), the famous businesswoman who lent her name to a Champagne that enjoys international renown and prestige. It was a dare, and she found the courage to take it up. In 1805, fol- lowing the death of her husband, the young Barbe Clicquot—just 28—decided to take over the bu- siness in Rheims rather than sell out, as was customary for a young women of the times at the begin- ning of the 19th century. The re- volution had transformed the wor- ld, and the economic landscape under the empire of Napoleon was profoundly changed. Barbe Clicquot was determined to turn it to her advantage. Surmounting all the crises, she opened new routes to the East and spread her commerce to all the courts, of the great North, Germany, or Russia, revealing her considerable diplomatic skills at a time when France would soon be primarily known as the enemy. For Champagne enjoyed an unreserved vogue, and demand for it flowed in. Soon, secrets blossomed in the interstices of her remarkable work. In this lively and captivating novel, Fabienne Moreau recounts with verve the life of this woman, who managed her own daring to the greatest advantage and whose instinct was 67



WOMEN WRITING



Jeanne Benameur OTAGES INTIMES (Intimate Hostages) Actes Sud, August 2015, 208 pages



War photographer Étienne has always gone as close as possible to danger, to bear witness. While reporting from a war-torn village he is taken hostage. When he is eventually freed, the full scope of what he has to relearn plunges him into a different dizzying torment, another kind of danger. Back with his mother in the village where he grew up, he tries to rebuild the cocoon he once knew. It is the familiar but uncompromising wildness of nature that allows him to revisit the images of chaos at last. And as he progressively finds peace, a longstanding trio reconvenes with his quiet, woodworking, cello-playing friend Enzo, and Jofranka, now a lawyer in The Hague, who helps female victims of war put into words what they have suffered. The three of them meet up and relive a friendship suspended in the past as they address the urgent fundamental question: how much of a hostage is there in each of us? Benameur explores, from its fury to its silence, the loneliness of liberated hostages. She traces the path to true freedom that no one can find without reaching his or her most intimate self.



◊



Rights sold in Spain!



◊



30,000 copies sold!



◊



Awarded the Prix des lectrices Version Femina.



◊



Selected for the Prix des lecteurs de L'Hebdo (Switzerland) and the Prix du Style.



◊



Was long-listed for the Prix du roman FNAC.



◊



A novel that draws on a current topic, hostages, exploring the physical and psychological trauma of violence in today's world.



◊



The reader is moved both on the intimate and the universal aspects as the main character encourages us to reflection, questioning and introspection.



◊



The author manages to write about contemporary and serious subjects through an emotional, delicate style that sound genuine.



Based on the story of Stephen, war photographer kidnapped, released in the first pages, Jeanne Benameur weaves the return to life of a damaged person and his slow mental and physical reconstruction. 68



Jeanne Benameur lives in La Rochelle and devotes most of her time to writing. She has written eight novels, first published by Denoël, then by Actes Sud. LES INSURRECTIONS SINGULIÈRES (2011) and PROFANES (2013, prix RTL-Lire) enjoyed remarkable critical acclaim and success.



“L'écriture crystalline de Jeanne Benameur fait paradoxalement de la lecture de ce roman intense et tendu une experience apaisante et pleine de douceur” — Le Monde des Livres “La finesse de l'écriture, la force de ses phrases ciselées, les personnages attachants et la sensibilité de cette histoire nous épatent.” — Version Fémina “Jeanne Benameur a le don de traduire les sensations et sentiments les plus intimes. Sujets profonds, récits lumineux, elle touche ce qu'il y a de plus pur en chaque lecteur.” — Ouest France “Dans ce roman à la fois sombre et lumineux, elle porte un regard sur notre monde contemporain, sa violence et nos tourments intérieurs.” — Le Parisien Magazine
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Rachel Corenblit QUARANTE TENTATIVES POUR TROUVER L’HOMME DE SA VIE (Forty Attempts to Find the Love of Her Life) Le Rouergue, April 2015, 208 pages



This portrait of a woman looking for love could be depressingly predictable, but Rachel Corenblit knows how to tease fierce humour and devastating truths out of every situation. This “extension of chat-uplocations”, and its reworking of the common aspects of contemporary loneliness and man-woman relationships, is told with comedy, cynicism and sometimes despair. Rachel Corenblit teaches literature in Toulouse. She is the author of numerous novels for young adults. QUARANTE TENTATIVES POUR TROUVER L’HOMME DE SA VIE is her first novel for general readership.







◊



Rights sold in Germany (Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt).



◊



A novel like a mirror held up to a generation that is re-considering the whole notion of being single: a choice, an imposition, or a phase?



◊



The 40 shades of solitude of Lucie, who will soon turn 40 in a mix of hope, disillusionment and socio-biological pressure.



◊



A scathing style, that is both terribly clear-eyed and truthful.



The portrait of a woman looking for love powdered with humour and devastating truths out of every situation. The author successfully reworked the common aspects of contemporary loneliness and man-woman relationships, and tell it with comedy, cynicism and sometimes despair. Lucie, a primary school teacher from Toulouse, has lived alone for three years, since deciding to leave her partner. Loneliness weighs heavy on her and, as she nears forty, she tries to find a new partner by taking every possible opportunity to meet men. We follow her on her forty attempts from the most traditional to the on-line: Lucie looks for a man at the supermarket, at the swimming pool, on the bus, at the doctor’s, on a special singles holiday in Tunisia, etc. Lucie tries it on with her best friend’s ex, tests the theory that men with children are “good in bed” 69



WOMEN WRITING



Anne-Marie Garat LA SOURCE (The Source) Actes Sud, August 2015, 384 pages



we make of these tales delivered by this assiduous storyteller who has never left the area and may simply be dreaming up the secrets of an exotic parentage which she forcibly entrusts to the narrator? Where do stories start and where do they go once they’ve been told? And as the narrator listens to old Lottie, does she know what light will be shed on her own destiny? Anne-Marie Garat is a very high-profile author and winner of the 1992 Prix Femina for her novel ADEN (Le Seuil). She is most known, in recent years, for her substantial trilogy – DANS LA MAIN DU DIABLE (2006), L’ENFANT DES TÉNÈBRES (2008) and PENSE À DEMAIN (2010) – published by Actes Sud.



◊



Rights sold: World – Spanish (Navona Editorial).



◊



A write to the rich and detailed phrases that espouse the thoughts and feelings of the characters and translate the details and atmosphere of the place.



◊



A work in which intertwine reality and the world of fairy tales and fantastic stories that are told in the evening, the fire.



◊



The intermingling of lives associated with a place, the Mauduit, which collects and divides, a true breeding ground of their destinies.



The narrator, a woman haunted by a dark enigma in her family’s past, travels to a small village to consult the archives of this non-descript French backwater. She doesn’t know that she will have a fateful meeting with the tough, intimidating nonagenarian Lottie, now the sole occupant of the Ardenne family’s huge house, built on a bend in the river down below the village. With no hotel in the village, the old woman agrees to host the visitor and regales her with the history of the estate where she arrived as a child maid at the dawn of the Twentieth Century. But can she really, as she claims, be speaking for the ghosts who once lived here, or left for Africa, Tonkin or the forests of the Yukon? And what should 70
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Kaoutar Harchi À L’ORIGINE NOTRE PÈRE OBSCUR (In the Beginning Our Dark Father)



Born in Strasbourg, Kaoutar Harchi specialises in socio-anthropology. She has taught at the new Sorbonne and at Poitiers University. She now lives in Paris. In 2011, she published her second novel, L’AMPLEUR DU SACCAGE.



Actes Sud, August 2014, 176 pages



◊



A personal and moving reflection on women, the father figure and how to define oneself inside a group.



◊



A cruel, incandescent fable spelling out in blood the need to break away as a vital condition for survival.



◊



The author spent two years shooting films and collecting stories from women of all walks of life (mothers, prostitutes, feminists) in order to build her very own corpus that she then used as a starting point to this novel.



A powerful and feminine (if not slightly feminist) novel dealing with family, the ravages of lovelessness and the inner exile to which it condemns. Locked up from an early age in the "house of women", where husbands, brothers and fathers put in solitary confinement their wives, sisters and daughters, a young girl is raised by her mother. But her mother is indifferent to her, living only for the hope that the man who abandoned her will deliver her from this place. Looking for love and recognition, the girl attempts to finally join her father that she has been dreaming about her entire life. But in the darkness of the father's house, she faces another nightmare: oppression & family delusions. She has no choice but to break free from her tribe in order to understand what love is. The author explained that: “The characters in my novels are always undergoing deep transformations. Violence is a starting point and love, for oneself, for the others and for life in general is what I’m aiming at, for myself and for the readers”. 71



WOMEN WRITING



Catherine Kalengula KEEP CALM AND LOVE ME Bragelonne, 30 October 2015, 208 pages



◊



An endearing heroine who women readers will identify with, and a dreamboat of a male character.



◊



The erotic dimension makes this novel somewhat daring.



◊



Smoothly written and bursting with humor, in a similar vein to Lauren Weisberger and Sophie Kinsella.



A young novelist goes to nurse her broken heart in London. There she meets a diabolically sexy Irishman who initiates her into eroticism. When Lina heads to London, she’s hoping to get back together with her first boyfriend, Jaimee, who now runs a small theatre. But she hadn’t counted on her handsome new neighbor, Swann, who she enlists to help her write an erotic novel. It doesn’t take long for the writing to turn into reality, and their relation helps heal their wounds, even if they seem like an odd couple. Their love takes them to the top of the best-seller lists. Catherine Kalengula has written a novel inspired by the best AngloAmerican chick lit. After several years in London, Catherine Kalengula came back to France to dedicate herself to her first love: writing. She is a fan of Ango-American fiction, which inspires her own modern and dynamic tales. She has published a large number of children’s books and YA novels at Hachette Jeunesse.
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Agnès Martin-Lugand LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFÉ ((Happy People Read Books and Drink Coffee) Michel Lafon, June 2013, 256 pages



settles down in a cottage owned by a nice and colourful couple, whose nephew Edward lives right across the street. When the two meet, the immediately hate each other. Slowly, Diane and Edward lower their gard, and love is right around the corner. But when Diane runs into Edwards' unfaithful wife, she is completely broken. When Edward finally realizes his love for Diane, she has decided to move on. She goes back to Paris, ready to move on and to start a new life, even if in means accepting the unacceptable. With this first novel, Agnès Martin-Legrand's dream becomes true. Initially selfpublished online, this novel has become a best-seller. Working as a psychologist, she masters in describing the complexity of the human soul and the ability to face the harshness of life. A publishing success-story. “A realistic intrusion into a woman's private life. How would we react if we had to experience the death of our loved ones? A good read, and characters we would like to have a drink with.” Comment on Babelio



◊



Rights still available in Albania, Croatia, Macedonia, and Slovenia.



◊



Rights sold: UK (Weinstein Company publishing), Russia (Corpus), Norway (Cappelen Damm), Germany (Random House), Italy (Sperling&Kupfer), Spain (Alfaguara), Portugal, China (Simplified), Taiwan (complex), Estonia (Tanapaev), the Netherlands (Mistral), Israel (Kinneret), Poland (Wielka Litera), Latvia (JLV publishing), Czech Republic (Motto), Slovakia (Motto Slovakia), Lithuania (Baltos Lankos), Bulgaria (Era Publishing), Hungary (Libri), Serbia (Laguna), Sweden, Romania, Greece, Ukraine, Canada, Australie, Korea, Turkey.



◊



28,000 copies sold of the English translation.



◊



Movie rights sold (Weinstein).



◊



An author who has been praised by the critics and has benefited from a tremendous word-to-mouth.



“To laugh until one cries, this masterpiece takes us into Diane's intimate universe. Moving, lovable character who tries to start a new life. Once started, it is impossible to stop. We love it.” Amazon “Agnès Martin-Lugand is giving us a powerful story, full of a rare sensitiveness in a first novel.”Blog Bon-livre.net



This heartbreaking and disarming novel by self-published author Agnès MartinLugand is about Diane, whose life has been crushed in an instant by the death of her husband and daughter. Unable to cope with her sorrow, she decides to run away from her past. When her husband and daughter die in a car accident, Diane is filled with sorrow and remorse. She decides leave for a small Irish town, abandoning her whole life behind. She 73



WOMEN WRITING



Agnès Martin-Lugand LA VIE EST FACILE NE T'INQUIÈTE FAIS PAS (Don’t Worry, Life is Easy) Michel Lafon, June 2015, 336 pages



Then one day, she runs into Edward. He tells her that his Aunt Abby, who had been Diane’s landlady, is seriously ill. Abby’s death shakes up Diane’s peaceful new life. She goes back to Ireland, where she is overwhelmed by her feelings: for Edward, for his young son, and for her adoptive family. Upon her return to France, she breaks up with Olivier, and decides to sell her bookstore-bar and go live with Edward in Ireland. A touching tale with the same main character as LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFE. Trained as a psychologist, Agnès Martin-Lugand self-published her first novel, LES GENS HEUREUX… It was so successful, that Michel Lafon bought the rights and republished it and it is now sold in 26 languages. LA VIE EST FACILE NE T’INQUIÈTE PAS is her third novel.



◊



Rights sold in Slovakia (Albatros Media Sk), US (Weinstein Books), Bulgaria (Era), Russia (Corpus), Latvia (SIA JLV), Czech Republic (Albatros Media), Romania, Spain, Greece, Hungary (Libri), Ukraine, Germany, Portugal.



◊



Agnès Martin-Lugand’s first novel, LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFE, sold over 170,000 copies, was translated in 20 countries and will soon be adapted for the screen.



◊



Like a Parisian Bridget Jones, the heroine, with her mix of strength and grief, will appeal to women readers.



A grief-stricken young woman has to choose which path her life will take: Paris, where she has an attentive and reasonable boyfriend, or Ireland, where a grand passion could reawaken feelings she thought had been buried forever. Having lost her husband and her daughter, Diane tries to start over by opening a bookstore/wine bar in Paris. She has turned her back on Ireland, where she had gone to heal herself and had a turbulent affair with Edward. In Paris, she meets Olivier, a caring and attentive man who accepts her refusal to have any more children. Because Diane knows that the wound of losing her daughter will never heal. For her, motherhood is a thing of the past, but with Olivier, she can glimpse the possibility of a future.
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Agnès Martin-Lugand ENTRE MES MAINS LE BONHEUR SE FAUFILE (Happiness Runs Through my Fingers) Michel Lafon, June 2014, 336 pages



But Iris was bitten with the fashion bug young, and has never completely abandoned her dream of making her passion her profession – despite the well-meant advice of everyone she knows. So she decides to take her life into her own hands, and to go to Paris to get to know the world of fashion and design – and the power of women in stiletto heels. She finally finds her element, but can she balance her dream and her marriage, which is coming apart at the seams? The portrait of a woman searching for her own identity, this book draws readers into an adventure that is so devilishly lush that, like the heroine, you’ll find it hard to drag yourself away.



◊



Rights sold to: Russia (Corpus), Italy (Sperling&Kupfer), Germany (Random House), Spain (Alfaguara), Portugal (Guerra e Paz), Romania (Trei), Korea and Ukraine.



◊



Agnès Martin-Lugand’s first novel, LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFE, sold over 170,000 copies, has been translated in 26 countries, and is soon to be made into a major motion picture.



◊



A very feminine and thoughtful novel that makes us think about the choices we make in life.



◊



The glamorous and pitiless world of Parisian haute couture is reminiscent of the recent film about Yves Saint Laurent.



◊



A strong heroine who takes her life into her own hands and isn’t afraid to make painful choices in order to make her dreams come true.



Agnès Martin-Lugand’s new novel invites us into the luxurious world of Parisian haute couture, in the wake of a woman whose fate is to live her dream… no matter what! At age 31, Iris has everything: a happy marriage, a lovely house, friends with similar life styles, an uncomplicated family life… the perfect middle-class existence. 75



WOMEN WRITING



Agnès Martin-Lugand DÉSOLÉE JE SUIS ATTENDUE (Sorry, Someone’s Waiting For Me) Michel Lafon, April 2016, 387 pages



changes. With the help of Marc, for whom her feelings are growing, she gets back in touch with her carefree old self. Once back in Paris, their love will take time to blossom, because Yaël falls back into her lifestyle of the past few years. But her concerns about being abandoned by Marc once again will help her understand that in order to really enjoy both her professional success and her love for Marc, she needs to strike a balance between her personal and professional lives. This is a novel that invites readers to reflect upon life’s most important decisions. Agnès Martin-Lugand is a novelist and a psychologist. DESOLÉE, JE SUIS ATTENDUE is her fourth novel published by Michel Lafon, after the success of LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFÉ (Happy People Read and Drink Coffee).



◊



Rights sold in Russia (Corpus), Bulgaria (Era), Czech Republic (Albatros Media), Slovakia (Albatros Media).



◊



Readers, who accompany Yaël throughout the book as she gets back to her youthful carefree attitude and energy, will feel tremendous empathy for this new heroine.



◊



Like can give us trials, but reading this book makes you feel stronger, and reminds you that happiness is within everyone’s reach.



◊



The novel’s structure – short chapters in each character’s voice in turn – draws us in and makes reading a pleasure.



In 10 years, Yaël has gone from being a carefree party girl to an ambitious career woman who lives for her job. When her first love suddenly shows up on the scene once again, her fragile equilibrium is threatened. Yaël is an interpreter for a big international agency; this 35-year-old woman hardly ever sees her old friends any more. When her best friend, Marc, suddenly and inexplicably disappeared 10 years ago, Yaël threw herself body and soul into work. Then one day, she bumps into Marc, who now owns an antique shop. She goes on vacation in the south of France with Marc and their old friends. In just a few days, her whole outlook on life 76
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Céline Curiol LES VIEUX NE PLEURENT JAMAIS (Old People Never Cry) Actes Sud, January 2016, 346 pages



VOIX SANS ISSUE (2005), was published in translation in nearly 20 countries. She has lived abroad for over ten years, mostly in New York.



« Bien loin des romans qui ricanent devant le troisième âge ou feignent de s'en extasier, celui-ci, signé Céline Curiol, accompagne une authentique héroïne dans sa dérive, ses angoisses et ses instants de renaissance. » —Télérama « Souvent exclues de la littérature, les personnes âgées sont au cœur du roman de Céline Curiol, qui démontre qu'on peut en tirer un roman sexy. » « Ce nouveau texte, elle l'a construit comme un roman à l'américaine en mêlant humour, intrigue et émotion. » — Les Inrockuptibles « Fort d'une langue vive et souple … Les vieux ne pleurent jamais fait plus qu'interroger avec une belle empathie ce que signifie être vieux dans un monde voué à la consommation ardente. » — Le Monde Des Livres



◊



Selected for the Marie-Claire reader’s prize 2016 and longlisted for the Prix de la Closerie des Lilas!



◊



Céline Curiol depicts with humour the paradoxes of old age and the mysteriously enduring connections between people, whether they are friends, siblings or lovers.



Seventy-year-old Judith Hogen now lives alone. As a retired actress she has stopped gracing the New York theater stages and makes do with the company of her neighbor, Janet, a capricious and mischievous woman the same age as herself. Browsing through a Louis-Ferdinand Céline novel one evening, Judith finds an old photograph between the pages and is transported back fifty years. Confronted with the face she loved for so long, she finds herself questioning the choices she once made. At this point Janet suggests they go away, taking a bizarre, farcical package tour during which they develop a happy companionship beyond the usual propriety of the elderly.



« Le passage du temps permet les retrouvailles. Elles sont nombreuses et donnent au roman ses plus belles scènes ; à cette fiction sur la vieillesse, son prix. » — Libération « Céline Curiol pose un regard d'une précision glaçante sur l'angoisse et le dégoût condescendant que le grand âge inspire à une société vouée au culte de la jeunesse éternelle. » — L'Obs Miroir impitoyable du réel, l'écriture sait rendre la présence, au fond de l'être, d'une inquiétude muette” — Le Matricule Des Anges “Les Vieux ne pleurent jamais, qui démarre comme un road-trip américain entre vieilles dames pour se métamorphoser en émouvante fresque sur l'attachement.” — Exit Mag



Back in Brooklyn, Judith realises she can no longer bear being passive, sensible and socially-acceptable. She decides to make another journey, to her native France that she left in the 60s, the place where this man – the one from the photo, the hero – still lives. Céline Curiol is the author of six novels and of the personal account UN QUINZE AOÛT À PARIS. HISTOIRE D’UNE DÉPRESSION (Actes Sud, 2014). Her first novel,
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WOMEN WRITING



Bérangère de Chocqueuse UNE QUESTION D’HARMONIE (A Question Of Harmony)



Alex Cartier MOVIE STAR Deauville Belfond, March 2016, 528 pages



Belfond, April 2016, 336 pages



◊



The encounter of a lifetime can come at any age...



Achieving harmony is not a question of age but of meeting the right person. This is the story of a wonderful friendship between two individuals who may be separated in age by half a century but who have so many things to learn from each other... She is Julia, and she is 25. He is Paul, and he is 80. She enjoys going out with her friends, spending the weekends at her parents’ and studying art history, but she often finds herself wondering exactly what she’s going to do with her life. He is a former musician in the National Orchestra of France, enjoys locking himself away in his apartment with just his double bass for company, his parents have been dead for many years and every day he pines for a love of yesteryear. Each time they meet, she tries to find out a little more about him. He keeps his feelings tightly under wraps, and yet he never misses a single one of their meetings. Bérengère de Chocqueuse lives in Paris. For many years she worked as a freelance journalist and editor while continuing to dedicate herself to creative writing. UNE QUESTION D’HARMONIE is her first novel.
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◊



Over 15,000 copies sold!



◊



A spicy female character who is not afraid to follow her dreams



◊



Welcome to the hot and glamorous world of Hollywood icons, and the fantasies that they inspire!



Ophélie is a young press officer working in film industry. She is 25 and is leading a quiet life in Paris, spreading her time between her boyfriend Christophe, her best friend Laure, her cat Roméo and her parents. A perfectly unremarkable life… Until one day she manages to persuade her boss to send her to the Festival of Deauville to work as Cate Blanchett's press officer. Once there, Ophélie comes face to face with Michael Brown, one of Hollywood's most bankable and sexy actors. He has been the object of her fantasies for years… Michael does not seem entirely immune to her charms, as he immediately gets rid of his own press officer to make way for Ophélie. It is the start of a torrid and dangerous love affair… For twenty years, Alex Cartier worked for a film studio in the United States and Europe
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Ondine Khayat LES PETITS SOLEILS DE CHAQUE JOUR (Every Day’s Rays of Sunshine) Michel Lafon, April 2016, 256 pages



Readers will spend the summer with Colline and Clélie, a summer filled with the little girl’s serious questions about life and Clélie’s attempts to answer them, with the help of the other people in the building. There’s Théodore, an elderly philosopher who’s hooked on meditation; Rose, a former French teacher who’s a serious film lover; an opera diva, and a young couple that’s deeply in love. Each in their own way, they will all help Colline. Thanks to the attention and love she will receive all summer long – precious tools that will help her feel secure – Colline will learn to enjoy life’s simple pleasures and to feel like a child once again. A tender and moving novel that describes an inter-generational friendship. Born in 1974, Ondine Khayat has Lebanese, Armenian and French roots. Very committed to humanitarian causes, she is also the author of LUCINE, (Bernard Pacuito, 2007), Henri-Verneuil Prize, and PAYS SANS ADULTES (Anne Carrière, 2011). LES PETITS SOLEILS DE CHAQUE JOUR is her fifth novel. Fascinated by psychology, she has also trained in the helping relationship and as a therapist in humanist psychologist Carl Rogers’ person-centered approach.



◊



Realistic and endearing characters, an inter-generational tale, a setting that attracts millions of people a year (Paris).



◊



The reflections on the meaning of life and the world as seen through the eyes of a child invite us to enjoy life’s little pleasures fully every day.



◊



The two heroines, Colline and Clélie, have a touching and, most importantly, a mutually beneficial relationship: both of them draw new strength from it



◊



Paris is pictured as a warm and welcoming village with friendly and thoughtful neighbors: who wouldn’t want to live on Place des Ternes after reading this book!



A little girl who has lost her zest for life since her parents’ divorce spends the summer with a wise and creative older woman who helps the girl feel like a child once again. Colline is 9 years old, and her parents are getting divorced. What would be an ordeal for any child is particularly hard on Colline, a “glass” child, who feels emotions very deeply. To help her get her zest for life back, a friend of the family, 69-year-old Clélie, takes her in for the summer. Clélie’s apartment building is inhabited by a rogue’s gallery of offbeat but complementary characters, neighbors most of us can only dream about. 79



WOMEN WRITING



Marie-Sabine Roger 36 CHANDELLES (36 Candles) Rouergue, August 2014, 224 pages



In addition to Paquita, a former wannabe prostitute who still dresses like one, and Nassardin, the Algerian man who is looking for the best possible coffee recipe, we also meet Jasmine, the eccentric dog-groomer who had an affair with Mortimer before she decided to try her luck in New York. Marie-Sabine Roger also offers us a sincere lesson about life, urging us not to turn down the joys it has to offer. Mortimer and Jasmine’s getting back togather — as well as the touching couple that Paquita and Nassardin make — remind us that love is the greatest of those joys. Marie-Sabine Roger first achieved literary acclaim with her novel LA TÊTE EN FRICHE, published in 2008:• 70,000 copies sold in France alone Movie adapted by Jean Becker with Gérard Depardieu in the starring role Foreign rights sold to Germany (Hoffmann & Campe), Italy (Ponte alle Grazie), Spain (Duomo), Castillan (Galaxia), Norway (Pax), Sweden (Oppenheim), Korea (GimmYoung), Turkey (Kirmizi Kedi) and UK (World English rights/Pushkin Press)



◊



Rights sold in Germany (to Hoffmann & Campe).



◊



Marie-Sabine Roger has a huge success in Germany, where her previous novel, LA TÊTE EN FRICHE sold 70,000 hardcover copies and over 660,000 paperbacks!!!



◊



• This novel – in which all sorts of wild and crazy things happen – reminds us to enjoy life right away.



◊



• With her usual verve and humanity, Marie-Sabine Roger shares an upbeat, optimistic view of life.



◊



• Endearing and colorful characters crop up throughout the book.



The madcap and gratifying tale of Mortimer Decime, who, in accordance with a long- standing family tradition, was supposed to die on the very day and at the precise moment he turned 36. When he eventually realizes that it hasn’t happened, he tries to understand why not... and to learn to live. This entire 200-page book is a vibrant and lively tale in which Roger cleverly describes the Decime family’s deaths – each more hilarious than the last, as well as a range of other colourful characters. 80



She then published VIVEMENT L’AVENIR (2010): • Foreign rights sold to Germany (Hoffmann & Campe) & Norway (Pax) ...followed by BON RÉTABLISSEMENT: • Express magazine Readers' Prize Movie adapted by Jean Becker to be released on September 17th Foreign rights sold to Germany (Hoffmann & Campe), Italy (Salani), Netherlands (Meulenhoff Boekerij), Norway (Pax forlag), Spain (Duomo ediciones), United Kingdom (world-English rights/Pushkin Press)
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Suzanne Roy APRES L’ORAGE (After the Storm) Bragelonne, July 2015, 299 pages



◊



Rights sold in Russia (Hemiro/FLC).



◊



Charlotte’s story is very touching: can you find happiness after a terrible loss?



◊



A happy ending that women readers will love.



◊



A feel-good book in the same vein as Agnès Ledig, Agnès MartinLugand and Anna Gavalda.



life is short, and you have to grasp at every chance to find happiness that comes your way. A very touching story that you won’t want to put down. Suzanne Roy is a professor of digital media and a novelist. She lives in Quebec.



When her fiancé dies suddenly and his family invades Charlotte’s life, she doesn’t realize that they will help her find the happiness she thought she’d lost forever. Charlotte had just found out that she was pregnant when her fiancé, Alex, is killed in a motorcycle accident. Alex’s mother and brother, Carl, recently arrived in Montreal from London, suggest an arrangement that would make it easier for her to keep the baby and for them to be a part of the child’s life: she should marry Carl. Charlotte very quickly comes to feel like part of the family and even falls in love with Carl. Happiness is within her reach. Then she loses the baby, is overwhelmed with guilt and cuts off all contact with Alex’s family. But after a few months of the blues, Carl’s mother has a heart attack and Charlotte realizes that her happiness lies with them. By reconnecting with them and helping Alex and Carl’s mother get back on her feet, Charlotte comes to understand that 81



CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS



CONTEMPORARY UP-MARKET COMMERCIAL TRENDS Émilie Devienne TRUFFES ET SENTIMENTS (Truffle And Feelings)



◊



Rights Sold: France (Pygmalion, Flammarion Group)



Able to assess human nature and to philosophize, Gibus depicts a moving realistic picture of human relationships. When love hopelessly fades away from a relationship, when discord and lack of understanding develop, how can you deal with a crisis without it costing you your coat? No worries, Gibus has more than one trick up his paw. Émilie Devienne is a life coach and she has written 20 books about mindfulness and career development. After spending many years in Quebec with her first husband, she now lives and works in France with her second husband. So she is an expert on the matter.
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Baptiste Beaulieu ALORS VOILÀ LES 1001 NUITS DES URGENCES (A Thousand and One Nights in the ER) Fayard, October 2013, 380 pages



A twenty-seven-year-old intern tap dances up and down the corridor of a hospital ward to amuse his patients. He is particularly fond of the patient in room 7, in the terminal phase of cancer: her son, whose flight has been canceled by the ash of an Icelandic volcano, is not at her bedside... So Baptiste decides to take on the Death, in a race for time. Like Scheherazade, he begins to tell the dying woman the funny and tragic tales of life at the hospital. The days go by. The patient in room 7 is failing. And the young man doesn’t quite understand why she suddenly means so much to him... A deeply moving, exuberant chronicle of life at a hospital, inspired by the real-life situations of either the author or his colleagues. Baptiste Beaulieu is a twenty- seven-year-old intern who works at a hospital in the southwest of France. In November 2012, he launched his blog “So, this is it”, a blog for students of humanity, “to reconcile the caregiver with the care receiver”. It was an immediate success. He was awarded the Alexandre-Varney Prize. His blog has been viewed by over 2 million visitors.



◊



German translation available!



◊



36,000 copies sold in France.



◊



Rights sold in Italy (Rizzoli), Castilian (Grijalbo Mondadori), Russia (AST Publishers), Sweden (Sekwa), China (Lumiere Publishing), Poland (Amber), Korea (Book21), Israel (Hakibutz Hameuchad), Germany (Fisher), Japan (Hayakawa Shobo) Latvia (Zvaigzne), English (India) and Hindi language (Rajpal & Sons).



◊



Baptiste Beaulieu distills his poignant and humorous hospital chronicles with skill, humor and sincerity. Nothing like the clichéfilled hospital series on TV, this volume has the ring of truth.



◊



A warm and touching relationship between the main character and one of his women patients runs through the book.



◊



This series of bitter-sweet anecdotes is a veritable ode to life, filled with happiness and tears. A joy to read.



“ C’est une pépite d’humanité ; une façon de raconter, comme nulle autre pareille, l’incroyable quotidien de l'hôpital. C’est drolatique, pathétique, tragique. Baptiste est aux services hospitaliers ce que Martin Winckler, avec LA MALADIE DE SACHS (POL, 1998), fut au médecin généraliste : le révélateur d’un quotidien qui nous concerne tous et que nous redoutons tous.” — Le Monde “ Un interne en médecine auteur d’un blog à succès choisit Fayard pour le publier. Dans ses histoires, le jeune médecin décrit les situations, vécues par lui ou l’un de ses collègues, d’une manière particulièrement humaine. ” — Livres Hebdo



Born in 1985, Baptiste Beaulieu is an intern. In January, 2013, he won the Prix Alexandre-Varney for his blog, “Alors voilà,” which aims to reconcile care-givers and patients, and which quickly became popular with both the press and the public alike. ALORS VOILA: LES 1001 VIES DES URGENCE is his first book.
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Émilie de Turckheim POPCORN MELODY Héloïse d’Ormesson, August 2015, 208 pages



◊



A timeless tale that offers readers a new perspective on our consumer society, and alerts us to the disappearance of Native American culture.



◊



A precise, modern writing style that offers pride of place to the characters and their experiences.



◊



Madcap characters whose quirks will make you laugh.



In a small Midwestern town in the middle of nowhere, Tom, a sensitive, atypical hero, tries to escape his fate, and will manage to win out through his writing. Everyone in Shellawick aspires to the same thing: getting a job at the local popcorn factory, the only employer around. Everyone but Tom, the narrator, who runs the town’s grocery store. He’s not like everybody else: he writes a haiku for every client who enters his store, and they pour their hearts out to him. Which is how an Indian comes to ask him to write a song called Popcorn Melody, which will be a hit. It is also how Tom winds up writing a novel set in his store, which he knows won’t survive once a huge supermarket opens across the street. The chronicle of a sunbaked town where everyone meekly accepts their fate. Having created an atmosphere comparable to ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE, the author highlights the emotional and material poverty that Tom manages to escape thanks to his sensitive feelings. 84



POPCORN MELODY is prize-winning novelist Emilie de Turckheim’s fifth novel published by Héloïse d’Ormesson. Earlier ones include CHUTE LIBRE (Prix de la Vocation, 2009) and HELOISE EST CHAUVE (Prix Bel Ami, 2012).



“D’une plume savamment rock’n’roll, la romancière anime une belle gallerie de personnages frondeurs et rend homage aux Indiens de la Plaine.” —L’Express



Lester Agency / 2016 Fiction Backlist Catalogue about their families, their childhoods and their own lives. This is a captivating novel and the plot is revealed with great craft.



Hélène Gestern EUX SUR LA PHOTO (The People in the Photo)



Hélène Gestern is 40 years old. She lives and works in the city of Nancy. EUX SUR LA PHOTO was her first novel. Her second novel PORTRAIT D'APRÈS BLESSURE, was released in September 2014.



Arléa, August 2011, 288 pages



Genuinely affecting … a tightly-controlled, well-paced and, at times, heart-wrenching read' The Independent 'Enchanting … ultimately uplifting … Gestern reassures us that the pain of one generation need not carry over to the next' The Spectator 'This first novel has won a slew of prizes in France, and it's easy to see why – with its clever use of a letters format (updated to include emails and texts), the expertly developed search for hidden family truths, the interweaving of the past and present and the correspondents' friendship … This is an admirably thoughtful and sensitive work.' Daily Mail ◊



Rights sold in UK Kupfer/Frassinelli).



(Gallic books) &



Italy (Sperling &



◊



In this first novel Hélène Gestern managed to build a whole story around the mystery behind a single picture.



◊



Winner of more than 30 literary awards (click to see the complete list) and with highly praising reviews this dark yet moving drama deftly explores the themes of blame and forgiveness, identity and love.



A magnificent reflection about family secrets and the specific memories that photography preserves. A small ad in a newspaper – like a message in a bottle. Hélène is trying to find out the truth about her mother, who died when she was three. Her only clues: two names and a photograph found among some family documents that shows a happy, carefree young woman, with two men that Hélène doesn’t know. An answer arrives: Stéphane, a French scientist who lives in England, has recognized his own father. So begins a long correspondence studded with clues. Hélène and Stéphane patiently work backwards through time, digging into family archives, gazing at photographs, searching through their own memories. Their stories gradually begin to call out and respond to each other and to overlap at times, generating a tale that is not like the one they had always been told. Their unexpected discoveries lead them to reexamine their own points of view



'This book hasn’t won almost 20 awards for nothing – it’s an addictive read' The Sun 'A beguiling and compelling love story' Sunday Times 'Hélène Gestern's debut novel is a success. Breathing life back into the epistolary genre, The People in the Photo is an elegant investigation into the workings of identity and history.' 4.5 stars The Bookbag 'Satisfying … prompts us to consider identity and memory, and how the two are warped through time.' Financial Times 'Every note of the characters' correspondence rings true' Le Nouvel Observateur 'A wonderful book about the archaeology of memory' Le Magazine Littéraire
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René Guitton MÉMOIRES FAUVES (Fauves’ Memories) Calmann-Levy, August 2015, 270 pages



childhood that he pours out into his diary, before being assassinated upon his return to Paris. An ode to literature with musings about the conflicts in the Middle East, MEMOIRES FAUVES is a sophisticated novel with complex characters who are as high-strung as the big cats that inhabit the imagination of the singer, whose stage name pays tribute to them. René Guitton is an activist, prize-winning author whose books include: SI NOUS NOUS TAISONS (If We Keep Quiet, Calmann-Levy: Prix Montyon de l’Academie Française, Prix Liberté and Prix Lyautey de l’Academie des Sciences) and CES CHRETIENS QU’ON ASSASSINE (The Christians Who Are Being Assassinated, Flammarion: Human Rights Prize). He was made a Chevalier of the French Order of Arts and Letters in 2013.



“An ardent tale, and an immersion into the secrets of some revolting practices.” — L’impartial de la Drôme



◊



Long-listed for the Prix Interallié.



◊



A mystical main character whose life story addresses issues like being uprooted and other childhood traumas.



◊



The love triangle set in Paris and Beirut, Jerusalem and Alexandria, offers a chance for the author to address current EastWest relations, a burning issue.



◊



The novel strikes a perfect balance between exciting adventures and intimate diary entries, blurring the borders between reality and fiction.



Rene Guitton intertwines exciting adventures and diary entries to portray the heartbreak of a love triangle between Fauves, an activist rock star; Aurélie, a mischievous reporter, and Michel, a Parisian talent scout for a major music label. Franco-Lebanese Michel spends more time with books than music, his profession. He meets Fauves, a world-famous rock star who was raised in Alexandria and Beirut. Fauves lives with Aurélie, a journalist. When Michel starts to work with the couple on a record project, he and Aurélie start an idyll that moves from Paris to Jerusalem. He and Fauves share a deep concern for the conflicts in the Middle East, where they both spent their childhoods. In Egypt, the rock star has to ward off memories of sexual abuse in his 86
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Séverine Werba APPARTENIR (Belonging)



Journalist and documentary producer Séverine Werba currently writes for the Canal + crime series, Engrenages. APPARTENIR is her first novel.



“APPARTENIR fits perfectly and with remarkable elegance into this quest for memory, meaning that it maintains an ideal empathetic distance from its subject.” Livres Hebdo



Fayard, August 2015, 260 pages



“A troubling tale that forces us to ask ourselves the same question as the narrator asks herself. What does one life represent within the onslaught of history? What good can it do? What trace can it leave? Séverine Werba has managed to weave a strong and striking first novel out of these dizzying questions.” Libération “This quest will lead to a difficult investigation, a journey to the land of spirits that will enhance her own life with the lives of those who preceded her and those she precedes. This is how identity is forged; and a remarkable book as well.” Marie Claire “Haunted and obsessed, the author gives the disappeared their identities back. And is irrevocably one of them. It’s incredibly moving.” Psychologies magazine ◊



A personal family investigation, genuine with its little victories and moments of doubt and also obsessive in finding the truth on those who are gone.



◊



From a Ukrainian village to Poland and an empty apartment in Paris the author keeps on questioning how much one life can be worth among the many lives and the many departed history has known.











By digging into the past, asking questions, taking trips and encountering death, the narrator attempts to resuscitate past ghosts. It is a senseless quest, perhaps even a fool’s errand, but nonetheless a fundamental journey: to no longer be at odds with herself, to discover an identity. Boris, the narrator’s grandfather, never talked about the war, about the deportation and deaths of the people he loved. Though everyone knew about his past, the subject was never mentioned. Then Boris died. Ten years later, after becoming a mother, the narrator feels the need to fill the void, to take up the family story where it had left off, with Boris. For her, it is not a question of putting together the pieces of a tragedy: It is about reinventing the lives of people gone missing; to rediscover the former working class streets of Paris where Rosa, Boris’s sister, had lived with her daughter Lena, deported in 1942; to see the remote village her grandfather had left in hopes of a better future; to hear the rushing water of the Ukrainian river where he had ice skated as a child. To get a feel for the places where her relatives had lived – and been murdered. 87



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL 



« L'écriture de Daniel Arsand emporte, hoquète parfois, affine les sensations, tournoie. Ses phrases sont lestées de l'impérieux besoin de témoigner. » « Daniel Arsand trouve un sujet qui lui donne une raison d'écrire. »



Daniel Arsand JE SUIS EN VIE ET TU NE M’ENTENDS PAS (I’m Alive and You Can’t Hear Me) Actes Sud, March 2016, 272 pages



« À chaque page, ce roman hurle la nécessité absolue d'exister et d'être lu. Poésie et colère pour ne pas être oublié. » — Les Inrockuptibles « Un hymne à la fraternité dans une langue qui sonne tout le temps juste. » — Le Magazine Littéraire « Daniel Arsand réussit I'infiniment rare : donner corps et voix à un silence.» — Transfuge



◊



A breathtaking ode to love, life and freedom.



◊



The history of a pink triangle Nazi camp survivor.



When Klaus Hirschkuh alights at Leipzig station one day in November 1945 he gradually discovers a devastated city. The young man walking through the ruins is himself broken. He has just spent four years in Buchenwald. Because he is homosexual. He is exhausted, a shadow, a ghost. Yet scandalously alive. And he has plenty to atone for. An arresting chronicle of an everyday difference, I’m Alive and You Can’t Hear Me is written with a bracing and explosive combination of abruptness, anger and luminosity. By tackling what is still a burning issue and by putting his own hand into the fire, Daniel Arsand writes literature and there is a nakedness, an intensity to his writing, a ruthless precision true to the challenge that drives him, as it does all of us. Renowned author Daniel Arsand has written a dozen books including DES AMANTS (Stock, 2008) and UN CERTAIN MOIS D’AVRIL À ADANA (Flammarion, 2011).
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Anouar Benmalek FILS DU SHÉOL (Son of Sheol) Calmann-Lévy, August 2015, 414 pages



genocide. Through his own family’s history, Karl becomes an eyewitness to the extermination of two peoples; two histories whose parallels reverberate like a warning for future generations. Anouar Benmalek was born in Casablanca in 1956. A writer, poet and journalist who teaches random models as applied to biology in a Parisian University, he was one of the founders of the Algerian Committee Against Torture. His books, including AMANTS DESUNIS (Calmann-Lévy, 1998), LE RAPT (Fayard, 2009) and TU NE MOURRAS JAMAIS DEMAIN (Fayard, 2011) have won many awards.



“Looking back over the 20th century and allowing a dead person to speak, Anouar Benmalek’s novel weaves ties between two genocides.” — L’Avenir “Anouar Benmalek has written an edgy and wonderfully well-documented historical novel that reads like a thriller. A real page-turner that keeps the suspense going all the way to the very end.” — Jeune Afrique



◊



Rights sold to Algeria.



◊



An unusual and gripping novel from the Franco-Algerian author whom critics have compared to both William Faulkner and Albert Camus.



◊



The sincerity in the writing, which never turns away from horror, and manages to create almost unbearable tension.



◊



Poignant and realistic characters that will have to choose between love and loyalty, betraying their people and saving their own lives.



“Three generations, three tales of love over a backdrop of war and genocide. An unusual and surprising novel that will leave no one indifferent.” — Lire Supplément “A poignant, tender novel that will choke you up as you read.” — Diva



Anouar Benmalek’s heart-breaking novel takes readers on a journey back through time, involving three generations, three love stories and two genocides. The story of one German-Jewish family allows the author to denounce man’s cruelty to his fellow man over a span of several decades, from the conquest of West Africa to Nazi Germany. During the Nazi era, Karl, a 13-year-old Jewish boy from Berlin, is deported to Poland where he is gassed to death upon arrival. Sent to Sheol, the abode of the dead, Karl will wander through the world of memory, accompanied by his invisible “double”. Throughout this journey through time, Karl helplessly observes the past: first his parents’ lives, as they fall prey to the tide of hatred that washed over Germany in the late 1930s; and then his grandfather Ludwig’s, who is a soldier in Africa during the Herero 89
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Christian Garcin LES VIES MULTIPLES DE JEREMIAH REYNOLDS (The Multiple Lives Of Jeremiah Reynolds) Stock, January 2016, 180 pages



escapade, after he had convinced the President of the United States himself to finance the expedition. He set off for the then unexplored Antarctic, and was probably the first man to set foot on the continent. He then became a colonel in Chile, commander in chief of the Mapuche armies, undertook a half circumnavigation of the world, worked as a lawyer in New York, befriended a young journalist called Edgar Allan Poe – who would remember him in his Adventures of Arthur Gordon Pym – and in 1839, twelve years before Melville’s book, wrote an account of a whale hunt called Mocha Dick, imagining the events based on the accounts of a sailor he had met in Chile. He died unrecognised at the age of 58, in a small cottage in the Bronx, just as the Poe novel he inspired was published in France in its translation by Baudelaire. Christian Garcin is the author of many books (novels, novellas, essays, travelogues…) including LA PISTE MONGOLE (Verdier, 2009), DES FEMMES DISPARAISSENT (Verdier, 2011), LES NUITS DE VLADIVOSTOK (Stock, 2013) and SELON VINCENT (Stock, 2014).



◊



Longlisted for the Prix Orange du livre 2016!



◊



Half fiction, half historical document, an evocation of 19th century scientific expeditions and exploration of the North Pole via the real life of Jeremiah Reynolds.



◊



In line with the Russian myth of Sannikov Land (Земля Санникова), we discover the wealth of fantasies the North Pole has created both in science and literature.



◊



The name of Jeremiah N. Reynolds probably does not ring much a bell to anyone. However the man really existed and he also most probably had some influence on two of the greatest novels written in the 19th century: The Adventures of Arthur Gordon Pym by Edgar Allan Poe and Moby Dick by Herman Melville.



This is the story of the adventurous life of Jeremiah Reynolds, born fatherless in th Pennsylvania at the very end of the 18 -century. At 20 he met a captain who longed to test the theory he had that the earth was hollow, probably inhabited under the surface, and that this underworld could be reached through openings at the poles. Reynolds’s love of adventure and exploration drove him to attempt his first great 90



Pouvant se lire comme un roman d’aventures, LES VIES MULTIPLES DE JEREMIAH REYNOLDS est un récit palpitant, qui révèle aussi en filigrane à quel point la vie d’un homme parmi d’autres, modeste et resté relativement anonyme, peut jouer son rôle dans le cours de l’Histoire. Une grande réussite ! » — Cannibales Lecteurs
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Sylvie Gibert L’ATELIER DES POISONS (The Chamber of Poison)



Sylvie Gibert is the author of three novels published by de Borée. She lives and works in Toulouse.



Plon, March 2016, 352 pages



◊



Elegantly written, this novel exposes two fascinating realms: the daily life of a police station and the art world in the age of impressionism.



◊



At the end of the 19th-century in Paris, women were attempting to make a mark on the art world – and on the world itself. In the wake of the charming Zélie Murineau, here is a fascinating investigation.



Paris, 1880. The Académie Julian (now Penninghen School of Art) is the first to open its doors to women. Yet, life is not easy for them. Learning the trade of a painter is an arduous, long and expensive process. Only talented – and persistent - young ladies will overcome the obstacles along the way. Zélie Mourineau does not lack talent, nor character. In the past, she proved that she was up for anything, and unveiled a real talent for pastiche. When Alexandre d’Arboug, the Police Chief of the Palais Royal station, hires her to paint the portrait of his goddaughter, Zélie’s confidence is shaken: Is she threatened? Does this order masks somber intentions? No matter the risks, she cannot refuse the assignment of the handsome Police Chief. From shady public houses to upper class receptions, she will help him discern what only the great master painters are able to see: the truth hidden behind appearances. 91



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL



Eve De Castro NOUS, LOUIS, ROI (Louis –The Sun King and The Sinking Sun) L’Iconoclaste, August 2015, 224 pages



◊



Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Brana).



◊



Film rights sold to: FRANCE Albertine Productions



◊



Longlisted for the Prix Interallié.



◊



Louis XIV without his wig, without his make-up, without his public face.



◊



The international series “Versailles” sold in UK, Germany, Spain, Scandinavia, Poland and Bulgaria.



The confessions of the Sun King. He thought he was God. He discovered he was a man. On 20 August 1715. His doctors had diagnosed sciatica and made no mention of gangrene, but deep down, Louis knew the truth. The countdown had begun. A dozen more days, at best. Time for the final reckoning. Time to settle the accounts. With his fellow men. With God. He knows he is the king. The monarch without compare, the sun of his century. The divinity immortalised by painters and poets. But under this mask of Apollo, beneath this armour of Jupiter, who is the real Louis? He has ten days left to find the answer. Ten days to accept that he is not a God but a man. 92



With all his imperfections, his weaknesses, his transgressions, his despair, his passions and his solitude. A mere man, who finally hears the beating of his own heart and says: pardon me, thank you, do not forget me. Eve de Castro was born in 1961. She is a writer and film-maker, and the author of the successful historical novel LE ROI DES OMBRES (Robert Laffont, 2012).
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Michel Bernard LES FORÊTS DE RAVEL (Ravel’s Forests) Table Ronde, January 2015, 208 pages



TRANCHÉE DE CALONNE in 2007 (Prix Erckmann-Chatrian), he published at la Table Ronde, LA MAISON DU DOCTEUR LAHEURTE (2008, Prix Maurice Genevoix), Le Corps de la France (2010, Prix Erwan Bergot de l’Armée de Terre), POUR GENEVOIX (2011), and LES FORÊTS DE RAVEL (2015, Prix du Festival de Musiques de Deauville).



“Superb, rich and abundant prose.” – Le Figaro littéraire “Bernard’s novel is engaging from start to finish in its delicacy, its melody and its luminosity.” – Livres Hebdo



◊



Prix de la ville de Deauville 2015



In parallel with the publication of DEUX REMORDS DE CLAUDE MONET, La Table Ronde re-issue Les Forêt de Ravel in its pocket collection La Petite Vermillion. In March 1916, not long after having composed his Trio en la majeur, Maurice Ravel joins the army as a volunteer and goes to Bar-le-Duc, then to Verdun, near the battlefront. He is 41 years old. As an ambulance driver he is in charge of transferring the wounded soldiers to the field hospitals. Michel Bernard evokes this pivotal moment in his life and follows his difficult return to society. With this vivid portrait of both the man and the artist, he imagines how the “great concerto of the front” would continue to echo forever in the soul of Maurice Ravel. The fascinating narrative of Maurice Ravel’s life is carried by Bernard’s delicate prose, revealing the reserved man behind the genius composer in the context of the First World War and the Golden Twenties. A work that immerses us in the artist’s creative process and captures his precise and sensitive observation of the world around him. Michel Bernard was born in Bar-le-Duc. A civil servant, he is the author of MES TOURS DE FRANCE (L’Âge d’Homme, 1999, La Petite Vermillon, 2014) and COMME UN ENFANT, a fictionalized biography of Charles Trenet (Le Temps qu’il fait, 2003). After LA
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Hervé Le Corre APRÈS LA GUERRE (After the War) Rivages, March 2014, 528 pages



◊



Rights sold in Italy (Edizioni E/O), the Netherlands, Greece and World English (MacLehose Press).



◊



Prix Le Point du polar européen 2014.



◊



30,000 copies sold.



Bordeaux, 1950. World War II is still vivid in everyone’s memories, yet a new conflict has already broken out: the Algerian war. Daniel knows that he too, will have to go. An orphan who lost his parents in the camps, Daniel, now a mechanic, spends most evenings at the movies. One day, a stranger comes to the garage to get his motorcycle repaired. He seems to cast a shadow that poisons the atmosphere even after he’s gone. The man didn’t go there by chance. A series of violent incidents takes place. A high-school girl is mugged by someone who threatens her. She is the daughter of Albert Darlac, a police commissionaire who had had no qualms about arresting Jews during the Occupation, and who now rules the city with an iron hand. A short time later, the bar that is Darlac’s unofficial headquarters gets blown up. He gets drawn into a spiral of violence just as Daniel ships out to Algeria. After several novels in the série Noire, Hervé Le Corre’s acclaimed L’HOMME AUX LÈVRES DE SAPHIR (2004, Italian rights sold (Piemme)42,000 copies sold in France) - a hit with critics and readers alike - won the Mystère de la Critique Prize. His next novel, LES
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COEURS DÉCHIQUETÉS (2009, English world rights sold to Machlehose Press, Italian rights sold to Piemme and 20,000 copies sold in France), won him the Mystère Prize yet again, as well as the Grand Prix de Littérature poliicière.



“ This a dark despairing novel, enlivened with flamboyant bastards, shoot-outs, ambushes and dialogues that crackle under a masterful pen.” — Le Point
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Denis Lépée LE LOUP ET LE LION (The Wolf And The Lion) Plon, February 2015, 408 pages



part in shaping the future of France. By chance, along the road, he meets the children of the Duke of Guise, Marie and François, and saves their lives. He is engaged as master of arms to François, a close friend of the Guise family. In the turmoil of Paris, Gabriel finds himself propelled to the center of the power struggle. An exciting coming-of-age novel along with a gripping reflection on power, somewhere between Robert Merle for its historical substance and Game of Thrones for its power games and violent intrigues. Denis Lépée has published four novels, reissued in paperback and translated in more than ten countries, as well as several biographical essays. His previous novel, LE CHEMIN DES FAUX-SERMENTS (The Way of False Oaths) was published in 2010.



◊



Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Brana).



◊



Somewhere between Robert Merle for its historical substance and Game of Thrones for its power games and violent intrigues.



◊



A classic and effective style, a well-documented narrative, a suspenseful plot, likeable characters and the imaginative twists Denis Lépée is known for.



A troubled period in the history of France. We meet its main protagonists (Henry III, Henry of Navarre, Catherine de Medici, the Duke of Guise, etc.), the kind of characters who have come back into fashion with the success of Game of Thrones and the French mini-series LES ROIS MAUDITS (“A Cursed Monarchy”) 1588. The crown worn by Henry III is about to topple and with it the kingdom of France: the next king could be a Protestant, Henry of Navarre. The Duke of Guise, head of the Catholic League, is fighting to avert this intolerable prospect and to prevent another civil war from engulfing towns and countryside. Meanwhile the queen mother, Catherine de Medici, is scheming to protect both her son and the kingdom, relying on the influential sorcerer Cosimo Ruggieri. Not to mention the strange Naussac, a mysterious adventurer whose influence seems limitless. In these troubled times, the young squire from the province of Auvergne, Gabriel Lespéron, has only one dream ̶ to leave his family’s estate, ride to the capital and take 95



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL



Olga Lossky LE REVERS DE LA MÉDAILLE (The Other Side of the Coin) Denoël, January 2016, 195 pages



However, Pal never receives the prize he was awarded because of his Jewish origins. As Hitler’s troops invade Austria, Pal resigns himself to leaving Erzsebet, his family and his country to move to Italy, where he hopes his talent will be recognized. Years go by... Fast forward to the post WWII years: the artist now lives in London, and has, with the help of his faithful wife Nicky, become one of the leading medal artists of his time. Prominent musicians, painters and political leaders have solicited his talent since the Queen of England commissioned him to immortalize her crowning. It is now the Pope’s turn to call upon Pal. The medal artist is reluctant to accept, as he fears to be confronted with distant memories he wishes to forget if he has to stay in Rome. During the last days of his life, Pal has come to terms with the loss of most of his abilities as an artist, and now looks at his career retrospectively. But things take an unexpected turn when a young boy appears in his life. What if a surprising answer was to be found in his facial features, strangely reminding him of someone?



◊



Longlisted for the Prix Orange du livre 2016 and Prix Jean Giono 2016.



◊



From Budapest to Rome and London, three pivotal moments in the life of a gifted Jewish Hungarian artist who cannot free himself from a haunting memory.



◊



A fascinating insight into the creative world of numismatics and engraving.



◊



A touching story that resonates with the thousands of families torn by the tragedy of WW2.



◊



The author was inspired by the life of her own great-uncle, medallist and coin designer Paul Wincze.



Olga Lossky’s beautiful and captivating writing style is one of the major assets of this novel. After Lebanon in LA MAISON ZEIDAWI, she now plunges the readers into the destiny of an exceptional man, marked by his time. In the late 1930s, Pal is a young Hungarian artist studying at the Budapest School of Fine Arts. In search for a model for a medal project, he makes the acquaintance of a young piano player, Erzsebet. Fascinated by her beauty, he uses her features for his medal project, and wins the prestigious contest organized by the Budapest City Council. 96



After REQUIEM POUR UN CLOU (Gallimard, 2004), LA RÉVOLUTION DES CIERGES (Gallimard, 2010) and LA MAISON ZEIDAWI (Denoël, 2014. Rights sold: Romania/Adantis, Israël/Keter), LE REVERS DE LA MÉDAILLE is Olga Lossky’s fourth novel.
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Norman Ginzberg OMAHA Héloïse d’Ormesson, May 2014, 320 pages



Norman Ginzberg is the son of an American soldier who landed at Omaha Beach on DDay. A journalist for many years, he now runs a communication consulting company.



« Loin de l'Histoire officielle et de tout manichéisme, un grand roman qui nous plonge au cœur du débarquement et nous interroge sur notre identité. – À Mots ouverts « La guerre sale et sans concession, Ginzberg la décrit avec précision, les mots sont bien trouvés et même sans aimer les livres d'histoire, difficile de s'en détacher. [...] À lire sans aucun doute. » Nice Matin « Il peint deux frères ennemis sur la formidable toile de fond qui oppose les Alliés aux Allemands le 6 juin 1944, dans la plaine de Caen. […] Mais foin de manichéisme. Ginzberg s’évertue à brouiller les pistes. » Le Point



◊



A rich, dense novel that weaves human drama into an informative, historically accurate and action-packed war story.



◊



An immersive text, intense yet nuanced, that shows readers the dilemmas faced by ordinary men who must confront both the horrors of war and their own paradoxes.



◊



A writing style that draws on empathy, as well as on meticulous historical research, to serve humanity’s duty to remember.



◊



The parallel tales of two soldiers – brothers who find themselves on opposite sides of the conflict during World War II.



« Norman Ginzberg [...] a traité ces heures décisives avec un réalisme saisissant, poignant souvent et sansconcessions. De chaque côté, il y a des lâches et d'autres qui se conduisent bien mais il n'existe pas vraiment de beaux rôles dans ces terribles combats. » Télé Z, Bruno d'Epenoux



A novel with rare dramatic intensity in which readers see the ineluctable advance of fates destined to confront each other. Set in WWII, it shows two armies, two world views, two formerly close-knit brothers... 6 June 1944, Omaha Beach: Walton and Karl Zimmermann are brothers who are opposite in every way: both of them were born in America of German parents, but while one has just landed in Normandy with the Allied troops, the other is marching towards the battlefield at the head of an SS regiment. Both powerful and subtle, the author makes excuses for no one, but shows that nothing is either black or white. There are cowards and heroes, ogres and good men on both sides. This book is a necessary exploration of the notion of war crimes, of the orders we choose to obey… and how they change us. 97



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL



Gaëlle Nohant LA PART DES FLAMMES (The Flames’ Share) Héloïse d'Ormesson, March 2015, 560 pages



Raezel, who has been rejected by the society ladies since the death of her husband, and Constance d'Estingel, a pious and altruistic young woman. When a fire breaks out in the bazaar, the catastrophe will seal the two women’s fates. Constance, deeply affected by the accident and physically marked by the fire, will gradually emerge from her traumatized state thanks to Violaine’s friendship and determination. Gaëlle Nohant has written a well-documented and well-written historical novel with something for everyone. A clever and enjoyable blend of history and romance that provides fascinating information about the era. Gaëlle Nohant is a scholar and a writer. LA PART DES FLAMMES is her second novel.



◊



Paperback rights sold to: Le Livre de Poche.



◊



90,000 copies sold.



◊



Awarded the Prix des Lecteurs du Livre de Poche 2016.



◊



Was nominated for 5 prizes: BFM TV, Palatine roman historique, Maison de la presse, Prix Horizon, Prix de la Closerie des Lilas.



◊



An author who skillfully intertwines fiction and reality, in a style reminiscent of Alexandre Dumas.



◊



Female characters struggling to find a way to find their place and to make something of themselves, despite the codes of high society at that time.



◊



A novel based on actual historical events and real characters: the Charity Bazaar Fire, the early days of psychoanalysis, and the Duchess of Alençon



Inspired by an actual historical event, the Charity Bazaar Fire of 1897, Gaëlle Nohant has written a novel that draws readers into the lives of three women of the Parisian aristocracy whose lives are overturned by the tragedy. Paris, 1897: All the high-society ladies are getting ready for THE spring event: the Charity Bazaar. Everyone wants to volunteer at a stand and be seen. Among them are two high-ranking women who don’t usually participate in the social whirl: Violaine de 98
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Michel Quint FOX-TROT Héloïse d'Ormesson, October 2015, 336 pages



Michel Quint blends genres, offering readers a book that is a historical and political novel, a coming-of-age tale and a detective story, all at once. The cleverly composed plot is a real page-turner, with a touch of subtle humor as well. Michel Quint, who was born in 1949 in the Pas-de-Calais region, lives in Lille. He has written over 30 books, which have been published by Fleuve Noir, Joëlle Losfeld, Rivages, Gallimard, Stock and Perrin, among others. He won the Grand Prix de la littérature policière in 1989. His novel EFFROYABLES JARDINS (In Our Strange Gardens), published by Joëlle Losfeld in 2000, was a huge success and was adapted for the cinema by Jean Becker in 2003.



◊



The dialogues accord each character their own phrasing and style of speaking.



◊



The plot intertwines actual historical events – the Stravisky Affair; the rioting and violence in 1934 Paris, Roger Salengro’s suicide etc. – with fictional characters and investigations.



◊



A portrayal of 1930s Lille’s small but heterogeneous society, in which people from all different walks of life interact and connect with each other.



In a similar vein to EFFROYABLES JARDINS (In Our Strange Gardens), Michel Quint is back with a new novel that reprises his favorite themes: history, politics and police investigations. It all adds up to a noir tale that will immerse readers in 1930s France. Paris, February 1934. In the midst of the Stavisky Affair, Lisa Kaiser, a cabaret dancer, ducks into the Hotel Crillon to get away from a riot. A man dies right before her eyes. On the body, she finds two mysterious envelopes addressed to a man in Lille. She goes to that city, and is killed a few days later. That murder is added to the long list of violent acts perpetrated in the city, where an atmosphere of criminality is maintained by farright political leagues. Charles Bertin, a young left-wing school-teacher, gets roped into infiltrating the Croix-de-Feu, a particularly virulent league, by his police commissioner cousin. Bertin investigates all of the league’s crimes, but especially the murder of Lisa, the woman he loved. The various plot lines are gradually resolved, and some league members get caught during a faked terrorist attack. 99



HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL



Isabelle Stibbe BÉRÉNICE 34-44 Serge Safran, January 2013, 316 pages



Breaking with her family, the young woman, whose name would seem to have predestined her for the stage, begins her theatrical training in Louis Jouvet’s class, thanks to the help of Madame de Lignières, who offers Bérénice her last name. Bérénice de Lignières is gifted, hard-working and passionate. Her days are now filled with learning the great roles from the classical repertory. In 1937, she is accepted into the Comédie Française, the theatre founded by Molière. The rise of fascism in Europe, political tension in France, professional rivalry, complicated love affairs… nothing affects Bérénice’s joy in rising to fame as an actress. Early in the Nazi Occupation of France, even before the racial laws have been passed, the Comédie Française expels Jews from the company. The beautiful actress’s past is catching up with her. Being discovered, Bérénice leaves the Comédie Française and gets involved in the Résistance without forgetting her true and unique passion, acting. When she finally gets to meet Jean Vilar she is arrested and deported, dying as she lived dramatically.



◊



Awarded the Grand Prix du 1er roman 2013.



◊



Prix Littéraire des Grandes Écoles 2013.



◊



Prix Simone Veil 2013.



◊



Premier Prix du Conseil Général de l'Ain 2013.



◊



Premier Prix du Salon du Premier Roman de Draveil 2013.



◊



A first novel that demonstrates impressive maturity. Through the prism of one exceptional destiny, the story takes us behind the gilded scenes of the Comédie Française during the most troubled period in the venerable institution’s long history.



◊



A captivating artistic path that pays tribute to those whose destinies were shattered by the murderous madness of World War II.



The destiny of a young Jewish woman who is a brilliant and promising comedian at the National Theatre Comédie-Française, and how it is shattered by History. 1934. Bérénice Capel, a Jewish teenager, has just been accepted at the French Drama Conservatory in Paris, against her father’s wishes.
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Isabelle Stibbe was born in Paris in 1974. She was the head of publications, first at the Comédie Française, then at the Grand Palais. She has been an opera critic, and is currently General Secretary at the Athénée Théâtre Louis-Jouvet. She also teaches at the Institut d’études théâtrales de l’Université Paris-III. BÉRÉNICE 34-44 is her first novel.



« Les personnages de fiction – notamment l’ami du couple, l’avocat-poète Alain Béronévoluent dans une troublante relation avec les acteurs réels de cette période, côtoyant les administrateurs de la Comédie-Française, les comédiens. Son roman, non content de documenter un pan de la vie culturelle française sous l’Occupation, communique aussi la ferveur passionnée de son auteure. » Livres Hebdo « Serge Safran a le flair des grands éditeurs. Il donne sa chance à une jeune romancière à la plume étincelante. Isabelle Stibbe signe avec BÉRÉNICE 34-44 sa première fiction. On a pourtant l’impression de lire l’œuvre d’un écrivain chevronné, notamment dans sa manière de mêler ave maestria faits vrais et fiction. » Le Figaro « Le talent d’Isabelle Stibbe est d’avoir su entremêler avec une force dramatique vibrante et un sens du suspense captivant le réel et la fiction, l’amour du théâtre et la cruauté de l’Histoire, d’avoir su dépeindre avec précision et authenticité l’irruption de la folie nazie et des bassesses humaines dans ce destin de femme et d’artiste vénérant le théâtre. C’est cette flagrante antinomie entre la ferveur et le génie artistiques, rejoignant l’universel, et l’absurdité meurtrière des lois raciales, broyant l’individu avec acharnement, qui donne au livre tout son intérêt. » La Terrasse
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Eric Vuillard TRISTESSE DE LA TERRE UNE HISTOIRE DE BUFFALO BILL CODY (Sadness of the Earth A History of Buffalo Bill Cody) Actes Sud, August 2014, 176 pages



François Busnel in Lire magazine defines this hybrid novel as a "great book" adding that "Eric Vuillard manages to tell the story of America, a story already told a thousand times, in a sensible and captivating way, describing how a nation was built on lies, turning slaughters into victories, inventing show-business and substituting carnival to history. It's simple and moving, captivating and poetic. " A writer and film-maker born in Lyon in 1968, Éric Vuillard won the 2010 Ignatius J. Reilly Prize for CONQUISTADORS (2009), then the 2012 Franz-Hessel Prize and the 2013 Valery-Larbaud Prize for CONGO and LA BATAILLE D'OCCIDENT (2012). The rights for the latter two have been sold in Germany (Matthes & Seitz).



« Un livre bref et brillant.» Le Soir « L'un des plus attachants et des plus surprenants, des plus émouvants aussi. » France Culture « Stupéfiant récit. Un style sec et des chapitres aussi brefs que saisissants. » Lire « C'est triste et flamboyant, grotesque et mélancolique.» Le Monde des livres ◊



Was long-listed for the Goncourt Prize.



◊



Was long-listed for Wepler-Fondation La Poste Prize.



◊



Was long-listed for Le Monde’s Prix littéraire.



◊



Rights sold to: Germany (Matthes & Seitz)



◊



Each chapter starts with an archive photo, that the author uses as inspiration for his next chapter.



Through the story of Buffalo Bills' life and the fate of Native Americans this halfnovel/half document offers a sensitive reflexion upon our modern world and the end of traditions.



« Un petit livre nerveux comme comme un mustang. Eric Vuillard déploie sa maîtrise du récit et de l'emploi du futur pour raconter les choses du passé. Et la tristesse du monde. » L'Express« Un magnifique anti-western. Eric Vuillard délivre une remarquable allégorie de notre société du spectacle. Un texte comme une indélébile et magnifique empreinte. » Inrockuptibles « Eric Vuillard peaufine ici son art tendu et ironique de la narration, son écriture qui mêle les registres… le résultat est détonant. » Livres Hebdo



We think of reality shows as the ultimate avatar of mass appeal productions. Think again. They were initially created by Buffalo Bill who directed the famous Wild West Show which took the harsh reality of western life and glamorized it into an appealing show for Eastern audiences and helped to permanently preserve the legend of the Wild West. TRISTESSE DE LA TERRE, with its razor-sharp, unfailingly inventive writing, tells this story and unravels the reality behind the theater curtains. 101



Patrick Weber LES NOCES ASSASSINES (The Murderous Marriage) Plon, February 2016, 336 pages



The State Police, Socialist terrorists, beautiful strangers and even his own mother: suddenly everybody wants something from Claudio – from keeping an eye on his Socialist brother, to joining in a terrorist attack, via marrying a young woman from the country. Patrick Weber has penned a lively historical novel with high-spirited dialogues that offer an intimate glimpse at the mentalities of a complex era, before anyone realized that war was about to break out. It is a fascinating backdrop for a coming-of-age novel in which a cowardly young man will learn to stand up to those who weren’t expecting it, motivated by the desire to protect his loved ones. Trained as an art historian and an archeologist, royalty specialist Patrick Weber has presented RTL Belgium’s royal chronicle since 2011, as well as hosting daily debate shows on Bel RTL. He is the author of numerous historical novels and books of non-fiction, as well as writing screenplays and comic books. He divides his time between Brussels, Paris and Rome.



◊



A historical novel plus a coming-of-age story, with romance, espionage and political plotting woven in too.



◊



A journey through 1930s Italy, a land torn between zealous supporters of Il Duce, opportunists, opponents willing to resort to terrorism, and those who just want to be left alone to go about their business.



◊



Colorful characters who do verbal battle in lively, high-spirited dialogues.



On May 6, 1938, Hitler paid a visit to Mussolini in Rome, to celebrate the union of Fascism and Nazism. Taking this actual historical event as his starting point, Patrick Weber presents a political coming-of-age story with a fast-paced and intriguing plot. Claudio Rocchi, a naïve but opportunistic young archeologist, is the least remarkable member of the Rocchi clan, a family of country bumpkins that has recently moved to Rome. When he is chosen to be the guide for the tour of Rome that Hitler is being given as a sign of friendship between the two dictatorships, he suddenly finds himself in over his head, being drawn into all manner of plots.
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COMMERCIAL FICTION Angélique Barbérat BERTRAND ET LOLA (Bertrand & Lola)



a distant country. But despite their decision, each is still obsessed with the other. And even if they might be strong enough to live their lives apart, fate seems to take a wicked pleasure in throwing them together… until the day Bertrand is captured and held hostage by an armed group while reporting from Africa. So do they have the slightest chance of being reunited one day? A seductive novel, the story of memorable and moving moments, it is how two people can never really be apart when love has stroke.



Michel Lafon, February 2015, 528 pages



◊



Rights sold in Bulgaria (Era).



◊



A new novel by Angélique Barbérat after the highly successful L’INSTANT PRÉCIS OÙ LES DESTINS S’ENTREMÊLENT (more than 20,000 copies sold in bookstores and over 30,000 by the France Loisirs book club).



◊



The emotional story of an impossible love affair.



An unexpected love affair brings together Lola, the married woman with Bertrand, the solo-photographer: a beautiful and impossible love story. Why did Lola ring that doorbell? Why did Bertrand let a stranger in? And how can you fall madly in love with someone in just a few seconds? Life would never be the same after that hot June day. For a few blissful, carefree hours, Bertrand and Lola forget all their other concerns: Lola, that she is getting married in a week; international reporter and photographer Bertrand, that he refuses to be tied down. Finally, in spite of their sudden overwhelming passion, they make the most cautious and worst decision possible: to go their separate ways and return to their former lives. So Lola gets married and continues to work as a flight attendant, while Bertrand flies off to 103



COMMERCIAL FICTION



Angelique Barbérat LOLA OU L’APPRENTISSAGE DU BONHEUR (Lola Or Learning To Be Happy) Michel Lafon, March 2016, 512 pages



◊



The sequel of Bertrand and Lola, the emotional story of an impossible love affair which sold more than 30,000 copies.



◊



Readers will be delighted to discover Bertrand and Lola’s evolution.



◊



Getting through daily events and hard times, the characters are living an outstanding love story.



One day, truth comes to light. Will Bertrand and Lola find a way to live together despite their indelible scars? Bertrand has been hold hostage in Africa and Lola got divorced. But both want to forget about the past. Still deeply in love with each other and willing to form a family, they decide to move in together. But Bertrand is haunted by what he has been through, he cannot stop having nightmares and little by little feels depressed. Lola is trying to do her best but Bertrand is hiding his feelings from her and she cannot perceive how deep is his despair. Angélique Barbérat brings to life a beautiful novel, highlighting the delicate border between trust and destruction, silence and truth, passion and love. 104



Raised by a Russian grandfather that told her fairy tales throughout her childhood, Angélique Barbérat writes since she’s a child. After the success of L’INSTANT PRECIS OÙ LES DESTINS S’ENTREMÊLENT and BERTRAND ET LOLA, she offers a new and beautiful novel.
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Luc Blanvillain NOS ÂMES SEULES (Our Solitary Souls) Plon, August 2015, 336 pages



happy and in love. Clément gradually changes without realizing it; he gives up his freedom and sacrifices everything to become a big man in the skyscraper. A realistic novel about the sacrifices young people make to cope with the endless hardship of the world of work. Luc Blanvillain has written several well-received YA novels. He is a professor of French and literature, and lives in Morlaix, Brittany.



◊



A novel that effectively portrays the fears of today’s youth: not finding a job, or losing it. As unlikeable as Clément seems to be at times, he is a reflection of the fear that has become ingrained in today’s young adults.



◊



An exploration of the psychology of a typical young man of our times, torn between losing out at work and losing out on love; a character with depth, who we soon become quite attached to.



◊



An easy-to-read book with a story that keeps you wondering how it is all going to turn out right to the last page.



At Vogal Software, a high-tech company on the thirteenth floor of a skyscraper overlooking Paris, ambitious Clément has been managing his career skillfully. But everything is overturned the day he meets Meryl, the boss’s daughter. Hyper-adaptable, hyper-connected, Clément analyzes, stocks, sorts and takes advantage of the slightest sign of weakness to surge past his rivals. His girlfriend, Myriam, is the perfect ally in his struggle for power, but their relationship has been on the rocks lately. She wants more – a child – and he isn’t ready. That’s when Clément meets Meryl, a strange and sensitive young woman. She has been damaged by life but has incalculable power. A strange new alliance is created between them. It is a Faustian contract: she is the boss’s daughter, and her father wants her to be 105



COMMERCIAL FICTION



Gavin’s Clemente Ruiz COMMENT PAPA EST DEVENU DANSEUR ÉTOILE (Daddy is a Prima Ballerina) Fayard, January 2016, 160 pages



will Lucien and Luigi’s father-son bonding moment upset the balance of Lucien’s own family? Who exactly is this man? Will Lucien be able to win his father’s affection by getting the lead role of the ballet? A hilarious and heartfelt family comedy. Gavin’s Clemente Ruiz was born in 1978. He travels and writes for the Guide du Routard. COMMENT PAPA EST DEVENU DANSEUSE ÉTOILE is his first novel.



◊



French Pocketbook rights sold.



◊



A contemporary story with reality TV show capable to highlight a more classical leisure such as classical dance.



◊



A very interesting and fresh point of view on the entire story.



◊



Humorous experiences that will make the reader smile throughout the book.



Gavin’s Clemente Ruiz offers a hilarious and heartfelt comedy that will surprise the readers. Welcome to the Minchellis. Forty-seven-year-old Lucien, unemployed, has been lounging on the couch for an entire year. His wife Sophie can’t take it anymore. Suddenly he decides to get up – in hyperactive mode, and starts to run. He even signs up for his daughter Sarah’s ballet class. The teenager is mortified. Paul, the youngest, takes refuge at his grandmother’s, which one is a former lead dancer at the Bolshoi Theater, abandoned by her husband when she had announced she was pregnant. Lucien finally explains that he has spotted his long-lost father, Luigi, on a reality TV show. Luigi is a ballet producer famous for staging performances with pot-bellied dancers. And he is in Paris holding auditions for his new show! Lucien would do anything to get to know him, even if it means slipping on a pair of ballet slippers. But 106
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Marie Dô LES DUNES SAUVAGES (Wild Dunes) Plon, March 2016, 224 pages



his doubts and his regrets. To make things worse, he has to comply with his new neighbors: a guru that speaks to his defunct wife; a cougar artist plagued by self-doubt along with her abandoned husband and a young, pretty and mysterious yoga teacher... This bittersweet novel, fun and moving, filled with gleams of sunshine, exposes a self quest against the backdrop of a midlife crisis. It also tells the story of an attempt to escape from the hubris of individualism in order to find new horizons. Marie Dô is a dancer, choreagrapher, and a comedian. Her former novel FAIS DANSER LA POUSSIÈRE, was adapted into a movie and met a wide audience. It sold 20,000 copies in France, and was translated to Italian by Piemme.



◊



A delicious novel, both light and humorous, with endearing characters and outlandish situations.



◊



The main character is going through an existential crisis that readers can relate to.



◊



A novel that addresses contemporary issues: the gap between intense urban life, reconnecting with nature, spiritual focus, choosing between individualism and altruism.



A funny and moving novel echoing to our lifelong quests for meaning, and our attempts to free ourselves from the contemporary individualist hubris. Sebastian is an extremely busy 40 something. He goes fast, travels far, and works a lot. Too much? Since he divorced Tess, nothing works out. Neither drunken nights nor sleeping pills can shut down his regrets, his guilt, and his arising existential crisis. The alarming diagnosis of his doctor is unquestionable: he needs a vacation. However, the catastrophic state of his bank account leaves no room for extravagance. Ironically, he will have to stay in a bungalow at camp Robinson, one that he bought to his wife ten years ago to make up for his recurring absence – and in which he never set foot in. When he gets there, a big surprise awaits, Sebastian is appalled: Camp Robinson is in fact a naturist camp! A nightmare for this control-freak, obsessed by his appearance. Among the dunes in his birthday suit, Sebastian is at odds with the ghost of his ex-wife, 107



COMMERCIAL FICTION



Monica Rattazzi COMME UN POISON ENTRE NOUS (Like a Poison between us) Scrinéo, February 2016, 350 pages



◊



A striking novel about the slow erosion of a couple, triggered by a frightening child…



◊



A feminine point of view with great aptness.



Julie has everything she always dreamt about : her husband-Pierre- and two lovely little girls whom she raises in the suburbs. So why does she struggles so much to fit this life? Why isn’t she happy? When Hadrien, 14, moves in the house which faces theirs, with his mother everything changes… Monica Rattazzi was a translator on many broadcasts music and cinema. She is now a writer and was awarded the the noir novel SACD prize for the script of STADE ULTIME. COMME UN POISON ENTRE NOUS is her first novel.



“A tremendous and captivating novel ! What could have been a plain story about a love story which collapses is becoming a terrifying yet surprising « behind closed doors » story […] An intense novel!” — Chroniques de Madoka
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CRIME AND SUSPENSE NOVELS Anne-Laure Beatrix & Francois Xavier Dillard AUSTERLITZ 10.50 Belfond, March 2016, 272 pages



◊



Paris and its iconic places are the background to this cross novel between dystopia and noir genre.



◊



The authors play with the reader’s fears and expectations bringing a story that could happen.



become one long nightmare. He is struggling on with his job in a city where life has lost all meaning. Up until the day when a string of sordid murders starkly revives his nightmare, in the very heart of the Louvre - a museum that has become a symbol around the world, and from which even the Mona Lisa has disappeared… Following on from two novels published by Fleuve Noir, UN VRAI JEU D'ENFANT and FAIS-LE POUR MAMAN (25,000 copies sold in hardback), AUSTERLITZ 10.5 is the first François-Xavier Dillard novel to be published by Belfond.



Imagine a world where the Mona Lisa has disappeared… A fascinating novel that takes us into a secret Paris, into the wings of the Louvre and into the murky corridors of power. In 1810, the River Seine reached its highest level during the Great Flood of Paris: 8.62 metres on the hydrometric scale at the Pont d’Austerlitz. Cut to the present day, and it has been raining in the capital for four days. The electricity has been cut off, the city is in total blackout and panic is starting to spread among its inhabitants. As the first buildings begin to collapse and a massive wave of mud spreads across the city, Parisians are seized with a collective hysteria and terrible abuses are committed in the name of survival… Beneath the Pont d’Austerlitz, the water has reached a record level: 10.5 metres. And now one year on, people realise that Paris will never be the same again. For police officer François Mallarmé, who lost his wife and daughter in the disaster, life has 109



CRIME AND SUSPENSE NOVELS



Emmanuel Grand LES SALAUDS DEVRONT PAYER (The Bastards Will Pay) Liana Lévi, January 2016, 380 pages



remembers the days when the Berga factory employed nearly a thousand workers.A time of full employment and the great union struggles, it was also the setting for violent clashes and dramatic accidents. Berga shut down at the start of the 80s and the abandoned site has become a revolving door of serious drug trafficking. Perhaps the shadows of the villains of the past are crossing paths there with the murderers of today? Emmanuel Grand was born in 1966 and lives in Colombes in the Paris region. His first thriller, TERMINUS BELZ (Liana Levi 2014 and Points Seuil 2015), was selected for, among others, the 2015 Best Thriller Prize, and was sold to Germany (Aufbau) and Spain (Salamandra). He has already won three prizes and is in the running for the SNCF Thriller Prize. An unpublished short story appeared in the summer collection of the «Petits Polars Le MondeSNCF.»



« Roman policier et roman sur la violence du monde de l'entreprise, la trame est la désindustruialisation que subissent les personnages du livre. Perte d'un paradis perdu, de repères, les plans sociaux qui ont des conséquences sur les gens des dizaines d'années plus tard. » — France 3 “His incandescent thriller brilliantly rekindles the flame of the social crime novel.” — Paris Match



◊



On the bestseller’s list (n°9).



◊



Rights sold in Germany (Aufbau)!



◊



Rights preempted in Italy (Neri Pozza).



◊



Pocket rights sold (to Livre de Poche) after a heating auction!



“A somber crime story superbly written.” — Biba



◊



At times a social novel with troubling overtones, at times a fastpaced thriller, The Bastards Will Pay is a machiavellian story of vengeance and redemption.



“Half-thriller, half-social novel that, from many points of view, is in the same vein as certain titles by Didier Daeninckx.” — Les Echos



Emmanuel Grand here confirms his skill at interweaving devilishly well-paced and effective scenarios. Between Douai and Valenciennes, Wollaing is one of those little northern French towns beleaguered by unemployment. The good Doctor Antoine Vanderbeken treats some of his patients free of charge. The less charitable Freddie Wallet works in strong-arm debt recovery on behalf of an illegal credit operation. So when Pauline Leroy, a young addict whom Vanderbeken had taken under his wing and who owes money to Wallet, is found murdered, the locals give free rein to their anger. Wallet is the designated guilty party and the bastard must pay—and all the other bastards along with him. Yet behind the murder of little Pauline, police captain Erik Buchmeyer and Lieutenant Saliha Bouazen will discover other grudges linked to the industrial past of the town. Here, everyone 110



“Emmanuel Grand confirms the hopes placed in him in this excellent social thriller; a gripping tableau of a France gone adrift.” — Onlalu



“Emmanuel Grand knows how to create atmospheric novels. Midway between Didier Daeninckx and Fred Vargas.” — France Culture “The rhythm is sustained, the language and style of formidable effectiveness.” — Metro
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◊



Salomon de Izarra NOUS SOMMES TOUS MORTS (We Are All Dead)



Salomon de Izarra CAMISOLE (Straitjacket)



Rivages, May 2014, 144 pages



Rivages, February 2016, 112 pages



The irreversible mental and moral breakdown that follows a storm gradually leads the men on board into murder, cannibalism and madness.



Like a cross between Robert Louis Sevenson and H.P. Lovecraft, this incisive and mesmerizing tale perfectly captures the tragic fate of a man whose geographical and mental shipwreck confront him with the living mirror of his own fears. The young second mate Nathaniel Nordnight and a crew of picturesque characters, leave Norway on the Providence, a whaling ship under the command of the charismatic Captain Sogarvans. When the ship gets trapped in ice after a rough storm, the voyage turns into a nightmare. This is his log. “Born in 1989, Salomon de Izarra has signed a stunning first stab at literature. (...) The way he builds suspense and keeps things under wraps cleverly leads his readers astray and keeps them in a state of panic from cover to cover. A name to watch out for.” — Livres Hebdo



◊



Playing with Lovecraft’s narrative codes – the better to subvert them – with this incisively written novel and its hard-hitting plot, Salomon de Izarra introduces us to a troublingly complex world, one that naturally lends itself to disturbing leaps of imagination.



◊



The nightmarish version of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.



A young accountant finds himself trapped by a storm, and by the inmates of an asylum, who take advantage of the storm to stage a rebellion and murder the staff. Then they force Griffith to climb from floor to floor to discover the horrors – each more unbearable than the last – the asylum metes out to them. Pray that the some of the madmen never leave the asylum. Ever. At age 25, Salomon de IZARRA is writing a thesis at the University of Tours on narratives of confinement as well as playing in a symphonic black-metal group. Camisole is his second novel. His first, NOUS SOMMES TOUS MORTS (We Are All Dead), received unanimously excellent reviews.
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CRIME AND SUSPENSE NOVELS



Franck Calderon and Hervé de Moras LA PRÉTENDUE INNOCENCE DES FLEURS (The Alleged Innocence of Flowers) Scrinéo, May 2015, 384 pages



masked ball. At the time, the young woman had lured him into an intriguing treasure hunt that had led him to read botanist Jules Calas’ The Language of Flowers, to help him decrypt her messages. But the young woman he had fallen madly in love with had died. So what do the flowers mean now? From Nimes to Venice, in a gleaming Facel Vega, the authors lead us on an unusual adventure. Masks fall in this novel in which reality is either upended or is hardly black and white, for readers’ greater enjoyment. What starts out as a breathtaking thriller turns into a tale of passionate love. But Marc Ferrer, haunted by his ghosts and straitjacketed by his vision of justice, won’t realize that until he reaches the end of his quest. Franck Calderon is a screen-writer and producer for the main television stations, and Hervé de Moras is a teacher.







“Past and present intertwine smoothly and are tuned in perfect unison to the Concerto in G major by Maurice Ravel, the casting is incredible, the ending much unexpected, and the style more than efficient – short sentences, dialogues drawn in straight lines” — L’Express ◊



Movie rights sold (French-American production)



◊



Pocket rights sold to Livre de Poche!



◊



A book that can’t be pigeon-holed; a unique combination of love story and psychological thriller.



◊



The two authors transport us straight to the heart of their plot, creating enormous suspense and offering surprising plot twists when we least expect them.



◊



An endearing main character that readers will enjoy seeing evolve, learn to doubt himself and finally remove his judge’s mask to learn to live.



◊



Addictive and well composed, with plot twists that lead readers to an ending they will truly not have seen coming.



A first, four-handed novel, LA PRÉTENDUE INNOCENCE DES FLEURS combines crime and romance for an explosive bouquet! Marc Ferrer, a brilliant judge, is constantly confounding a charismatic but sulfurous “underworld lawyer”. Then he receives a bouquet of purple iris, white lilies and wild hyacinth. No note. Marc is stunned: he had received an absolutely identical bouquet eight years earlier, during a brief encounter with a mysterious belle he had met at a 112



Grégoire Delacourt, author of the 2012 best-seller LA LISTE DE MES ENVIES (adapted for the cinema in 2014) adored it: “LA PRÉTENDUE INNOCENCE DES FLEURS” (what a great title!) is like a many-hued, many-scented bouquet composed from a lush purple love song, a poison-filled thriller, thorny judicial intrigue, rough friendship, a wisteria-scented path to redemption, a giddy concerto, a treasure hunt in which truth is the treasure, and a painful pardon garbed in rose yellow. The whole – which might seem to be a motley mix – is actually a composition of exceptional virtuosity with the scent of a truly great tale trailing through its pages.”
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Sonja Delzongle QUAND LA NEIGE DANSE (Dancing Snow) Denoël, April 2016, 350 pages



Equipped with her pendulum, Hanah realizes that someone in Crystal Lake has been attacking children for a very long time. Does this person keep them as hostages? Are they still alive? A multi-convicted criminal could be an ideal culprit, yet Hanah, Eva and Joe are convinced that the police are on to the wrong man. Sonja Delzongle is a former journalist and graduated from the Beaux-Arts of Dijon. She lives in Lyon, and has a great interest in Africa. She was born in 1967 to a French father and a Serbian mother, and was raised in both cultures. QUAND LA NEIGE DANSE is her second novel, following DUST, also published by Denoël.



About DUST : “Disturbing and powerful: Dust is to be read urgently.” Le Monde “Guaranteed chills.”— Cosmopolitan “An unusual thriller, at once dark and captivating.” — Le Progrès



◊



With a breathtaking cold and frozen scenery as background, Sonja Delzongle delivers a relentless story with many unexpected twists and turns.



◊



The answer lies in the past, as the storyline inexorably builds up to a terrifying finale.



Four little girls have gone missing in Crystal Lake, a small town near Chicago paralyzed by a blizzard. Hannah Baxter is on the case. The winter of 2014 is the coldest Crystal Lake has ever known. The peaceful town near Chicago seems petrified, but the snow and the blizzard are not the only ones to blame for it. Four young girls have disappeared in the last four weeks. The locals are in shock. One morning, as he gets ready for yet another search through the woods, Joe Lasko receives a parcel. Inside it, he finds a beautiful doll with long ginger hair, like his missing daughter Lieserl. To make things even worse, the doll is dressed exactly like Lieserl on the day of her disappearing. On the same morning of February 2014, all the families of the missing girls also receive a doll... That is the last straw for Joe. Lieserl is the only thing that matters in the life of recently divorced Joe. He decides to start his own investigation, with the help of Eva Sportis, a private eye he was secretly in love with years ago. Eva quickly understands the case is too complicated for her, and asks the famous and charismatic profiler Hanah Baxter, who once was her professor at university, for help. 113



CRIME AND SUSPENSE NOVELS



Iain Levison MINDREADER Liana Lévi, October 2015, 250 pages



Dyer to investigate. Oddly, Brooks can’t read the thoughts of this young woman... At the end of their interview, Terry makes Brooks a very tempting offer: to accompany her to the UN to assist in negotiations between an African head of state and the American government. In exchange, his life will be spared. It’s surely too good to be true, but Brooks gives it a go... Through the unexpected fate of his characters, Iain levison denounces the manipulation and surveillance, at the highest levels of state, of anonymous citizens, who could, almost, be you or me. Iain Levison was born in Aberdeen, Scotland. His first novel Since the Layoffs (Soho Press ; more than 50.000 copies sold) attracted much attention. His last novel ARRÊTEZ-MOI LÀ ! (Liana Lévy 2011, more than 30.000 copies sold) is turning into a movie for 2015 and is directed by Gilles Bannier, and awaits selection at a film festival... Rights of his previous novels sold to: Germany (Matthes und Seitz and Hanser/Deuticke), Italy (Feltrinelli), Netherlands (De Geus), UK and USA (Bitter Lemon Press).



◊



Original English manuscript available!



◊



Rights sold in Germany (Deuticke) and the Netherlands (De Geus).



“It's dark, grotesque, caustic, irresistible.” — Le Point



◊



Film rights sold! (Coffee and Films directed by Didier Jacob).



◊



Selected for the Elle reader’s Prize.



“A convoluted intrigue, intelligent, surprising, with farcical scenes, unexpected implications, and characters that constantly surprise us.” — Mediapart



◊



States secrets, manipulations, murders... In-between science fiction and thriller, this novel will not give you a rest.



◊



A double-sided character, The Agent Terry, whom real mission is to exterminate all mind readers, a complex and fascinating lady.



◊



Reading minds, an aptitude that have fascinated for centuries and still do nowadays.



For a few days now, Snowe, a cop, has been aware of a strange power: he can read people’s minds. It was while arresting a junkie that he first realised it and, since then, arrests and investigations have taken a much more positive turn for the police. Meanwhile, in another part of the country, Brooks Denny, a prisoner on death row, is experiencing the same phenomenon. The government has noticed that his prowess in jailhouse poker is putting a tidy sum in his prison bank account. They send Agent Terry 114



“A delight of an action novel, combined with a subtle thoroughgoing demolition of covert video surveillance. “— Lire



“One of those rare books that happily marry an unstoppable plot you can't put down with intelligent subject matter—all spiced by a good dose of humour. Excellent.” — Encoredunoir.com “Formidably effective!… For anyone who enjoys a thriller/humour cocktail with a hint of the bizarre, a new Iain Levison is a real treat.” — Elle
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THRILLERS 



After a session of hypnosis intended to overcome his insomnia, Thomas falls prey to visions. Through the eyes of somebody else, he sees himself torturing a young woman... Convinced that a murder really is in the process of being committed, he sets out in search of the victim. The nightmare is only just beginning...



Sire Cédric AVEC TES YEUX (Through Your Eyes) Presse de la Cité, October 2015, 560 pages



Sire Cédric is the author of seven novels and two collections of short stories. He won the Prix Masterton for his novel L’ENFANT DES CIMETIÈRES and the Prix Polar (Festival of Cognac) for his thriller DE FIÈVRE ET DE SANG. His books have been translated into English, Polish and Turkish.



Sire Cédric LA MORT EN TÊTE (Dead Ahead) Le Pré aux Clercs, November 2013, 504 pages



◊



The author has already met a large audience, selling around 15,000 of all his previous books, translated into English, Polish (rights reverted) and Turkish.



◊



A gripping thriller that will give you the goose bumps: anxiety, hallucinations, tracking, killing spree, Sire Cédric definitely does not go easy on the reader!



◊



A solid, incisive, fluid writing, with terribly endearing characters, al the ingredients to a great read!



The master of suspense and horror, is back with a disturbing thriller which takes us beyond the realm of the rational... Thomas, a young thirty-something, is going through a difficult period. His girlfriend Sophie, who he had been living with for years, has just left him out of the blue and his career is going nowhere. As if this were not enough, for some time now he has been having terrible dreams. Really awful dreams which are waking him up with a start, further aggravating his insomnia. Unfortunately, it doesn't stop there.



It all begins with the death of an 8-year-old child undergoing an exorcism carried out by a phony priest. At the crime scene, Eva Svärta, a homicide profiler, believes that the police are suspicious of the wrong man. Eva senses that she is being followed but convinces herself that it's simply fatigue from being pregnant. But her suspicions are confirmed when she becomes the target of a psychopath driven by vengeance. Eva and her partner Inspector Vauvert, also the father of her child, get caught up in a hellish chase. Nothing nor no one seems to be able to stop the madman who is dead set on killing them...
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THRILLERS



Sire Cédric LE PREMIER SANG (The First blood)



Sire Cédric DE FIÈVRE ET DE SANG (From Fever and Blood)



Le Pré aux Clercs, March 2012, 516 pages



Le Pré aux Clercs, March 2010, 456 pages



◊



Full English translation available!



◊



Rights sold in Poland (reverted, Polish translation available) and in Turkey (Dogan).



A race against time to defeat a deadly force in this fast-paced, supernatural thriller This terrifying, supernatural thriller begins at the end of an investigation. Inspectors Vauvert and Svärta, an albino profiler, solve a series of sadistic, ritual murders and the supposed culprits, the Salaville brothers, are killed in the stand-off. However, one year later, the killings start all over again, but this time in Paris. All forensic evidence point to the brothers, but how can that be? Their investigation leads Svärta and Vauvert to Judith Saint-Clair, the deathly ill patient of a mental institution that also housed the Salavilles. They discover the incredible truth: Saint-Clair had manipulated the Salavilles into killing young women in order for her to accomplish magic rituals to stave off death. Nothing and no one will stop her from reaching her goal of eternal life...death is not an option.
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◊



Full English translation available!



◊



Rights sold in Poland (reverted, Polish translation available) and in Turkey (Dogan).



A captivating sequel to DE FIÈVRE ET DE SANG, which takes the reader into a singular world, somewhere between nightmare and reality... As Eva Svärta - a crime profiler - assists her colleague Erwan Leroy with a murky drug affair; they find the burned body of a cocaine dealer. However, they discover that the case is more sordid than expected-- someone cut off the victim's tongue and tore out his heart in a procedure echoing the punishment reserved for witches in the Middle Ages. But even worse, when seeking clues in the victim's apartment, they discover the dead body of a newborn baby... This dark investigation reminds Eva of her own tragic past having witnessed the murder of her twin sister at the hands of her own father when she was meremy 6. In fact, she was in the midst of trying to find her father just as she becomes fully involved in this new case. She discovers quickly that there are similar murders in other French towns. With the help of Commissioner Vauvert, Eva tries to resolve this strange murder investigation linked to sorcery, black magic, the sacrifice of the first born...and her own dark past.
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Sandrine Collette SIX FOURMIS BLANCHES (Six White Ants) Denoël, January 2015, 288 pages



Sandrine Collette’s book weaves alternating voices and events: readers discover Mathias’s story in his voice, alongside the hikers’ adventures as told by Lou. The interwoven plots help build suspense, maintaining tension all the way to the final pages of the book. Sandrine Collette is a Ph.D. in political science, and a writer. Her first novel, DES NŒUDS D'ACIER (Steel Knots), won the 2013 Grand Prix de littérature policière. SIX FOURMIS BLANCHE is her third novel.



About DES NOEUDS D'ACIER: “For her debut novel, Sandrine Collette doesn’t hold back, and delivers a nightmarish and brutal huis clos. This fine captivity thriller (...) is a dead ringer for classics of the genre, and most particularly Stephen King’s Misery.“ Le Figaro Magazine About UN VENT DE CENDRES:



◊



The main character, Lou, is a determined young woman who overcomes her phobias, staying focused on getting out alive.



◊



The high-altitude setting of snow and ice will bring thrills and chills to readers, who will feel like they’re trapped in the avalanche along with the characters.



◊



A land filled with evil spirits, where people believe in spells: a terrifying atmosphere that will affect the hikers’ mindsets and excite their imagination.



“Sandrine Collette resoundingly confirms that she has all it takes to be an accomplished writer.” L’Express “Sandrine Collette plays with the codes of the Thriller and Fairytale genres, as if Charles Perrault met Patricia Highsmith.” Télérama



A dream of a hiking trip in the Albanian mountains turns into a nightmare when the hikers get caught in a snowstorm. They’ll have to fight to survive, and they won’t all make it out alive Lou; her boyfriend, Elias; and six other French people win a hiking tour of the Albanian mountainside: a long weekend of hiking in an enchanting setting. But the hikers soon realize that nature is hostile there, or even truly evil, if the locals are to be believed. Over the course of a snow storm, the hikers get separated and die, one after the other. Lou and Elias wind up alone with the guide, Vigan, a suspicious character who hasn’t managed to lead them to safety and who they instinctively dislike. They are terrified to learn that Vigan isn’t his real name and he’s not really a guide; his name is Mathias, and he’s actually a sacrifier – a man whose role is to fend off the evil eye. Mathias is on the run, and he takes the couple hostage. All three of them manage to get out alive, dodging bullets on a frozen lake. 117



THRILLERS



Emmanuel Grand TERMINUS BELZ Liana Lévi, January 2014, 368 pages



and there’s not enough work to go around. When a man is viciously murdered, the police lock the island down in order to interrogate everyone. But if they interrogate Marko, they’ll find out that he’s an illegal alien, and he’ll be deported. Once he has hidden from the police, he has to continue to lay low. Other strange events ensue, and fishermen’s superstitions crop up. Marko feels trapped between the demons of his own past, a threatening community, the police manhunt and the Rumanian mafia. Masks finally fall, and having faced down both his fear of the sea and of death, Marko is welcomed into the community. In this masterful tale, Emmanuel Grand’s Marko is captive to a hopeless situation and a police investigation on an island whose closets are filled with skeletons, where the madness and supernatural events evoke David Lynch’s Twin Peaks. Born in 1966, Emmanuel Grand spent his childhood on the Atlantic coast. TERMINUS BELZ is his first novel.



◊



Awarded the Prix Polar SNCF 2016



◊



English sample available!



◊



Rights sold in Germany (Aufbau) and Spain (Salamandra).



◊



An unsettling tale in a magnificent and menacing natural setting that is the only true master of sailors and other men’s fates.



◊



Human folly and superstition, as well as small-town gossip, make for a threatening atmosphere.



◊



The plot weaves social commentary in with themes like illegal immigration and sailors’ difficult working conditions.



Marko, an illegal alien with the Rumanian mafia on his trail, is hiding out on the island of Belz, in Brittany, where he works on a fishing boat. He is confronted with a world steeped in superstition. A thriller with a threatening atmosphere and relentless suspense. Marko has decided to leave Ukraine for France, illegally. But the trip doesn’t go as planned: the two guides rape the young woman who is traveling with them. The men step in, take their money, and slip away. With the Rumanian mafia on their trail, they part ways. Marko heads west, eventually finding a job on a fishing boat on a small island called Belz. What seemed like a perfect situation quickly turns into a nightmare: everybody on the island knows everybody else, fishermen live in miserable conditions, 118
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Joseph Incardona DERRIÈRE LES PANNEAUX IL Y A DES HOMMES (They Are Men Behind The Signs) Finitude, April 2015, 278 pages



disappeared from a rest area. He lives there, and never leaves. He’s still searching for the detail that will allow him to know, to understand. He’s patient. When the same bank holiday comes around again, another little girl disappears: for her parents, it’s the end of the world; for the police, it’s a tricky case; for Pierre, a stroke of luck. It all depends on your point of view. Joseph Incardona: 45, is Swiss with Italian roots. The author of nine novels, and of both comic strips and films, recently directed his first feature film. Derrière les panneaux, il y a des hommes is his most unusual, ambitious and accomplished novel.



“This breathtaking, ambitious novel written in a fast-paced, incantatory style is an uncompromising portrait of a microcosm where ‘tragedy is more common than happiness’.” – La Croix “Both a detective novel and a contemporary tragedy. […] The poetical writing and unrelenting rhythm give this dark novel even more power.” – Télérama ◊



Winner of Grand Prix de Littérature Policière 2015.



“Chilling, burning hot, surgical.” – La Librairie francophone



◊



Was shortlisted for the Prix Polar Michel Lebrun 2015.



◊



Rights sold to: Italy (NNE).



◊



Pocket rights and Film rights sold.



“J. Incardona’s writing is sharp and quick, it has a knack for creating images, smells and a palpable unease. You can’t help thinking of some of Michel Houellebecq’s books.” – Le Courrier



◊



Vengeance, suffering and death: a father is capable of anything when his daughter has been taken.



◊



A raw, brutal and cutting tone that sucks you into the depths of human nature.



◊



Exposing the dark side of motorway rest areas, which hide plenty of secrets behind their cheerful, holiday journey façades.



“A metaphysical detective novel.” – Action-Polar



The style is no flab, it’s as dry as bone, and very visual, how else can you describe a child murderer and a father, willing to do eveything to find him, kill him and destroy him. A motorway on a summer bank holiday weekend: a specific time, a specific place. A whole microcosm: the owner of the snack shop, lorry drivers, servers, prostitutes, police officers etc., spends time there, watching thousands of cars drive by. A perfectly organised micro-society exists between two rest areas, one that has its codes and its habits. Invisible people who the holidaymakers don’t even see, except as part of the boring scenery. But Joseph Incardona introduces an element a disruptive element: Pierre. He has been roaming this motorway for six months now, ever since his daughter 119



THRILLERS



Elena Sender SURTOUT NE MENS PAS (No Lies Allowed) XO, September 2015, 352 pages



◊



50,000 copies sold of her two first novels!



◊



“Elena Sender […] has made a big splash into the exclusive circle of French trillers authors[…] A staggering grasp of suspense.” – Elle



◊



A scientific novel which uncovers the terrifying possibilites of sciences.



She is a virtuoso cellist. He is a famous Icelandic scientist, specialized in the brain. Laura and Erik livein Paris. A united, passionate and admired couple. th



Until the party that was thrown for Erik’s 40 birthday. He is found unconscious, hanging from a barbed wire. Suicide? Attempted murder? Everything was going right for Erik, who had recently isolated a revolutionary molecule that affects the brain. Laura’s world falls apart. What was Erik working on exactly? She discovers that he had some strange acquaintances. She is being followed. Someone is tracking her through the streets of Paris. Her life is in danger. Around her people are being killed. In her quest for the truth she finds herself immersed in a world of terror. Before falling into a coma Erik had written a text message to Laura: “It is no longer possible to live a lie....” 120



Elena Sender is a scientific journalist at Science and Avenir and has written several documentary films (Canal Plus, Arte). She is the author of two highly acclaimed novels: INTRUSION (2010) and BLOOD OF THE BLACK DOLPHINS (2012). NO LIES ALLOWED is her third novel.



Regarding her previous work: “Elena Sender (...) has made a big splash into the exclusive circle of French thriller authors (...) A staggering grasp of suspense” — ELLE
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Niko Tackian QUELQUE PART AVANT L’ENFER (Somewhere Before Hell), Scrinéo, October 2015, 320 pages



change the lives of both herself and her loved ones. In an appalling car crash, Anna faces a near-death experience (NDE) in which a man reveals that he’s going to kill her. When she wakes up, she is desperate to know what really happened to her that day. She is still having nightmares about it. In order to see more clearly, she contacts a doctor specializing in NDE. Nicolas Tackian is a screenwriter, director and comic-book author. The series on which he worked as a screenwriter with Franck Thilliez, "Alex Hugo" has been incredibly popular last September (nearly 5 million viewers on French TV channel France 2). QUELQUE PART AVANT L’ENFER, his first novel, won the 2015 Prix Polar du Grand Cognac Cognac at the Cognac Crime Novel Festival. Audiovisual rights have already been sold to Capa TV.



“Suspense-filled chapters that will leave you holding your breath, a fast-paced plot, and a completely unexpected outcome: all in all, a new addiction.” Avantages “A breathless psychological thriller. [...] A very successful debut novel.” Ici Paris ◊



Prix Polar du Grand Cognac 2015.



◊



Was longlisted for: Prix du Festival Sang d’encre, Prix polar de Montigny les Cormeilles and Prix Anguille-sous-Roche (Festival de Saillans) 2015.



◊



Rights sold to: Diogenes (Germany) and Czech Republic (Albatros Media/XYZ).



◊



TV rights are sold to Capa TV.



◊



French Pocket rights sold (Pocket) French Book-club rights sold (France Loisirs).



◊



A breath-stealing, psychological thriller that handles the mysterious and fascinating topic of near-death experience perfectly.



◊



An endearing main character, suspicious secondary characters… until the very end when everything the reader thought they knew is turned upside down, for the greater pleasure of both author and reader.



◊



A perceptive, intuitive and cinematic writing style.



“An excellent thriller. Very scary!” France Inter











When a young woman with a dark past lives through a horrific near-death experience, little does she know that her quest to learn its meaning will forever 121



FANTASY & SF



FANTASY & SF Paul Beorn LE SEPTIÈME GUERRIER-MAGE (The Seventh Warrior-Mage) Bragelonne, April 2015, 575 pages



Although at first Jal has no intention of honouring his promise, the discovery of this valley miraculously spared by the war calls to mind the land of peace he has been seeking ever since he abandoned his life as a soldier. But he won’t delude himself, a handful of villagers stand no chance at all against an army capable of crushing whole cities and entire civilisations. Soon, violent nightmares are disturbing the young soldier’s sleep, dredging up the memories of twelve hitherto forgotten years of his life, and with them, some unexpected abilities... His oath might just allow him to discover who he really is. Paul Beorn vowed, when he was five, to become ‘the most exciting writer in the whole wide world’. Since then, he committed to keep that promise and has already written several adult fantasy, YA and middle-grade novels which have earned him numerous awards.



‘Fast-flowing, spectacular and entertaining fantasy. A honey-trap for readers, impossible to put down’ Librairie Mollat



◊



Prix Imaginales des Lycéens 2016.



◊



Sample chapters available in English.



◊



A quest to recover a lost identity, a troubled past, and a last chance at redemption.



◊



A tale enhanced by the strong voice of a cynical yet charismatic hero.



◊



A talented author awarded numerous awards for the young-adult novel 14-14, co-written with Silène Edgar



Jal is not only a thief, but also a deserter. Pursued by his former fellow soldiers, he escapes death by a hair. He is rescued by a woman who asks in exchange that he swear to defend her village against the conquering army he has just betrayed. An army led by the most powerful of the warrior-mages. 122
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Alain Damasio LA HORDE DU CONTREVENT (The Counterwind Hord) La Volte, 2004, 700 pages



The novel is narrated according to situation by various members of the Horde, always in the first person. Each character is given a unique symbol which is their personal identifier on the written page. It is a complete, consistent universe, a philosophy in motion where the perceptions of the mature, unconventional characters are transcribed in a style appropriate to each of them. It offers guts, violence, action, a language fully adapted to the needs of the story and a totally original imagination at work. Step into this fantasy, the tale of a human quest told through poetic and innovative writing, and brimming with ambition at the crossroads between genres. Alain Damasio, 35, was born in Lyon. He devoted three years to the writing of La Horde before undertaking socio-economic studies. His readings of Deleuze and Nietzsche are a major source of inspiration. His first novel was The Zone Outside, a work of literary, political science fiction.



◊



Grand prix de l’Imaginaire 2006, the most prestigious French award as far as speculative fiction is concerned. Previous winners include Pierre Bordage, Jean-Pierre Andrevon, Fabrice Colin, Maurice G. Dantec and Francis Berthelot in the French fiction category and Robert Charles Wilson, Ursula K. Le Guin, Graham Joyce, Christopher Priest and Jeffrey Ford in the foreign fiction category.



◊



Rights sold in Italy (Nord).



◊



100,000 copies sold in France!



◊



Animation movie rights sold



◊



Sample chapters available in English.



“A striking novel that grips you from the very first page and won’t let you go before it comes to a conclusion, and even for a long time afterwards (...). Alain Damasio has taken on every kind of challenge and won his bet: La Horde du Contrevent is a masterpiece.” Le Monde “In this novel one finds a style of writing, an ambition, an unfettered freedom that has been missing from French science fiction these past years.” Télérama “The kind of book that can only flourish at the margins of science fiction. (...) This brilliant, disturbing allegorical text, at times difficult to access, is totally mindboggling.” Le Figaro “A protean work, an experimental book-universe, both ambitious and seductive.” Libération



Damasio has created a world in which the wind is omnipresent and its divine character is alluded to several times throughout the book In a devastated world, living to the rhythms of the unbearable winds which rule it, an organization selects, raises and trains children from a very young age so that they will become the next horde. A Horde of adventurers is formed to travel across the world against the prevailing air current, in the hope of discovering the origin of the great wind. Twenty-three remarkable members trained from the youngest age to perform 23 specific functions within this 34th Horde of the Counterwind; without a doubt, the best Horde of all time. 123



FANTASY & SF



Silène Edgar ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA REINE MARGOT (Adele and Queen Margot's Wedding) Bragelonne, April 2014, 290 pages,



A 13-year-old girl has to read a very long novel for school: Alexandre Dumas’s Marguerite de Valois. To her own surprise, she winds up getting into the book… literally! She becomes a character in the plot, which is set in the 16th century. Adèle is like most girls her age: her parents just don’t get it, she’d rather hang out with her friends than study… So when she finds out that she has to read a whole, long book over her vacation, she’s furious! The offending item is La Reine Margot, Alexandre Dumas’s Marguerite de Valois. But little by little, Adèle gets so caught up in what she’s reading that the story works its way into her dreams, and then into her life! What Adèle sees when she closes her eyes is so much more exciting than her life as a 21st-century middle-schooler that she’s getting less and less motivated to wake up. Until one day, she just doesn’t. Her whole family gathers at her bedside – even her grandmother, who passed away 6 months earlier – to urge her to come back to the real world, which she eventually agrees to do.



◊



Sample chapters available in English!



◊



Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Albatros)!



◊



ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA REINE MARGOT gets its main character’s feelings just right. With a touch of humor too, it’s sure to please middle-schoolers.



◊



A novel that intertwines 16th-century history and the daily life of a 21st-century teenaged girl, through the prism of a French literary masterpiece: Alexandre Dumas’s MARGUERITE DE VALOIS.



◊



Life at court in the Louvre in 1572, as seen through the eyes of a modern-day tween girl: parallels and contrasts between the two eras (social mores, religion, medicine and more) make for all sorts of interesting situations.



◊



A light-hearted, up-to-date style that echoes today’s teen slang and addresses tweens’ issues.



What happens when a 13-year-old girl has to read a very long novel for school (Alexandre Dumas’s LA REINE MARGOT)? To her own surprise, she winds up getting into the book… literally! She becomes a character in the plot, which is set th in the 16 century. 124



Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for middle school teachers. She was awarded the Prix Gulli 2014 for best novel, along with her accomplice Paul Beorn, for 14-14, a novel for middle school readers (ages 10 years and up), whose rights are sold in Korea (Prunsoop) and Taiwan (Eastern)
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Laurent Kloetzer VOSTOK Denoël, March 2016, 400 pages



◊



The great solo come back of Laurent Kloetzer, after the success of Anamnèse de Lady Star, which received the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire Award.



Located in the same future era as in Anamèse de Lady Star, Vostok tells the incredible story of a very young woman, Leonora, who is condemned to leaving the last remains of her childhood in the great white desert. Vostok in Antartica is the most inhospitable and coldest place on Earth, with temperatures as low as - 90°c. The Russians built a permanent base there, in 1957, which is perched on top of a 3500-meter- thick-glacier. They then did not know that right there, underneath the ice, a vast lake sealed since the tertiary era was to be found. They drilled the ice for decades, one pit, two pits... up until five of them, perhaps searching for new, unknown life forms. Nobody had ever drilled that deep before. Twenty years after the base was shut down, a team of men and women land there illegally. They plan to warm up the frozen and asleep body, and awaken the ghosts within. They intend to find out the secret of the lake. If they fail, they will not make it back home alive. Laurent Kloetzer is the author of memorable novels like LE ROYAUME BLESSÉ. He is also the author of two novels written in collaboration with his wife, under the pseudonym L.L. Kloetzer: CLEER and ANAMNÈSE DE LADY STAR.
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FANTASY & SF



Olivier Paquet STRUCTURA MAXIMA



light and shadow, in the steam of the furnaces or in the magnitude of the girders? Or are they to be found behind the scenes, on the other side of the dome wall?



L'Atalante, 368 pages, June 2015



As well as being a Doctor in Political Science and a specialist on Czechoslovakia, Oliver Paquet is fascinated by science fiction, Japanese animated productions and mangas. He is a radio journalist on France Culture's “Mauvais genres”, and regularly makes broadcasts on his preferred subjects. He also wrote LES LOUPS DE PRAGUE (Prague’s Wolves, 2011), the MELKINE trilogy (Prix Julia Verlanger 2014) and BLEU ARGENT (Silver Blue, 2014)



“The main attraction of this book lies essentially in the world created by Olivier Paquet. Those lucky enough to have seen the stunning animated film LE CHÂTEAU DANS LE CIEL will recognise its legendary city, as well as the myth of Laputa. The author guides us through a strange world of metal we would like to wander around at once. The characters are engaging and quite finely drawn. Of course, we're told that in the end survival depends on the understanding of others, but why not state the obvious, when it's done so well here.” — Claire Bauchat, Actusf



◊



Before the successful MELKINE series, STRUCTURA MAXIMA is Olivier Paquet's début novel, published first in 2003. It was joint winner, with LES FABLES DE L’HUMPUR by Pierre Bordage, of the Prix Imaginales des Lycéens.



◊



A spectacular steampunk universe, inspired by the works of Miyazaki, Jules Verne and Fritz Lang.



◊



A bilgdungsroman that plays with the codes of futuristic novel and YA literature, in line with Divergente or The Hunger Games.



◊



A rich and immersive work that invites to reflection while plunging into an exciting adventure!



The structure is a breathtakingly dizzy world of girders and levels, where a civilization, whose origins are lost in the mists of time, has evolved. Now this civilization has reached its point of rupture. War is brewing between the Steam, the community that produces electricity from magma, and the Girders, who, in the name of their god, forbid the opening of the dome covering the city. In this suffocating atmosphere, Victor Mégare and his son Jehan are looking for a different destiny. Victims of the Steam and the Girders, they are searching for the sources of this antagonism. What are the Girders protecting with their divine prohibitions? What goal are the Steam trying to achieve by encouraging the entire Structure to overturn old stability? And where are the answers to be found? Between 126



“Right from the start, Olivier Paquet knows how to create a world of metal and light, steam and noise that is reminiscent of Metropolis. The plot provides structure to an extremely well-written text.” — Mes imaginaires
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Pierre Pevel LES LAMES DU CARDINAL (The Cardinal’s Blades) Bragelonne, June 2009, 300 pages



utterly merciless, and wielding a dark and powerful sorcery. Their plans contain little room for the lives or freedom of men. With war on the horizon, Cardinal Richelieu turns to the only person who can counter the dragons’ insidious plot: Captain La Fargue, an exceptional swordsman, devoted officer and brilliant leader. With his legendary company of swashbucklers and rogues, only he can have a chance to defeat the enemies of the Crown. They’re the Cardinal’s Blades. It’s the biggest challenge yet for them – and they’ll need to be sharp... ‘A stunning English-language debut with this breathless, swashbuckling tale of intrigue, spying, and swordfights.’ Publishers Weekly – starred review



◊



Teen Choice award 2009.



◊



Imaginales Prix des Lycéens.



◊



David Gemmell Legend Award 2010 for best newcomer.



◊



English edition of the whole trilogy available!



◊



Movie rights sold!



◊



Rights sold in UK (Orion Gollancz), USA (PYR), Germany (Heyne),Netherlands (Mynx),Spain (Edhasa), Czech Republic (reverted, Albatros), Russia (reverted, Geleos), Estonia (reverted, Varrak), Finland (Gummerus), Poland (reverted, KDC), Croatia (Algoritam, Turkey (reverted,, Tekin Yayinevi), Bulgaria (IztokZapad), Italy (Mondadori).



◊



Exceptionally commercial concept – this is Dumas with dragons: huge appeal for fans of historical as well as Fantasy novels.



Paris, 1633. The streets are filled with intrigue, duels, spies and adventure. Dragonnets are exotic pets, wyverns are high-class riding mounts, and drac thugs are the coarsest of mercenaries. But the power rising from Spain and its Court of Dragons is anything but mundane; there the deadly Black Claw cult draws on dragons as they once were: ancient, terrible, 127



FANTASY & SF



Pierre Pevel LE PARIS DES MERVEILLES (Paris Of Wonderment) 1 - Les Enchantements d’Ambremer – (The Enchantments of Ambremer) 2 - L’Elixir d’Oubli – (The Elixir of Oblivion) 3 - Le Royaume Immobile – (The Immobile Kingdom) Bragelonne, 2015



respected – making the investigations even trickier and more exciting. The investigations of a gentleman-magician and a pixie-burglar – in a Belle Epoque Paris where winged cats rub shoulders with fiery dragons and laughing willows – can get awfully complicated, especially when they turn out to be mixed up with political machinations from another era. Louis Denizart Hippolyte Griffont, a magician renowned for his skills as a detective and for his knack for getting into trouble, has been asked to help resolve one of the greatest mysteries of a 20th-century Paris that has been transformed by the magic of the Otherworld – the land of fairies, pixies and sprites, which is connected to the French capital by a magical metro line. Alongside Aurélia, his enchantress-burglar- spy of a wife, and with the help of his own powers and the police force, he will do his utmost to preserve a fragile peace that is threatened by an evil conspiracy. A trilogy of gripping stand-alones filled with humor and fantasy, set in an idyllic, but still dangerous Paris. Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost writers of contemporary French fantasy. The author of nine novels, he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the David Gemmell Morningstar Award 2010 for The Cardinal’s Blades, published internationally.
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◊



Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Albatros/Fragment) and Bulgaria (Iztok Zapad)!



◊



English detailed summaries for the three volumes of the awarded trilogy available.



◊



A sort of Sherlock Holmes in Wonderland that is utterly unique. The use of real places and characters (Paris, Voltaire and more), alongside magical ones (Merlin, pixies, and more) is clever and unusual.



◊



The humorously ironic tone creates a light, easy-to-read style and makes the characters all the more endearing.



◊



Both the historical context (political situation in Europe), and 20th-century habits and technology are scrupulously
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Carina Rozenfeld LA QUÊTE DES PIERRES DE LUET (The Quest For The Luet Stones) L’Atalante, February 2015, 223 pages



When all five stones are together, it becomes possible to time travel. In the wrong hands, that power could allow the Swallower of Worlds to return and to destroy, not only Cheberith, but its saviors – before they are even born! Once again, Carina Rozenfeld and her inseparable threesome embark on a thrilling new adventure combining detective work, archeology and travel. Carina Rozenfeld was born in Paris in 1972. An award-winning author from her very first novel, LUCILLE ET LES DRAGONS SOURDS (2004 Prix du Lutin d’Or and 2006 Prix du Mélusine), her specialty is young adult literature and science fiction. Her trilogy, LA QUETE DES LIVRES MONDES (The Book Worlds, 2008), won the Prix des Incorruptibles (2010), the Prix Littéraire d’Issoire (2010) and the Prix Imaginales des Collégiens (2009). LA QUETE DES PIERRES DE LUET features the same characters, allowing readers to return to their fantasy world.



◊



A reader-friendly style, combining spoken language and lush description, makes it easy for readers to identify with the heroes and enter their world.



◊



A planet with fascinating and unusual details, including winged natives and a purple sky.



◊



Funny characters with a sense of humor, and a range of different, endearing personalities.



◊



A multi-facetted plot intertwining detective work, archeology, travel and adventure.



Zec, Eden and Louis seem like ordinary teens: after their high-school graduation, they’re going on vacation… only they’re going to Cheberith, the planet they saved in LA QUÊTE DES LIVRES MONDE. But a mysterious pink stone is discovered in the Etlal desert, and with it, an ancient and dangerous power. If it falls into the wrong hands, the planet and its saviors could wind up back at the mercy of the Swallower of Worlds. Having saved Cheberith from the Swallower of Worlds, Zec and Eden, Cheberian teens who were raised on the planet Earth, are going to Cheberith on summer vacation with their high-school friend Louis. Their plans to relax and have a good time are totally disrupted by the discovery of a gigantic pink stone in the Cheberian desert of Etlal, under mysterious ground drawings that are strikingly similar to those in Nazca, Peru. Secret organizations that had been dormant reappear when the stone is discovered. It seems that five of these stones were hidden in different places 3,000 years earlier. 129



FANTASY & SF



Laurence Suhner QUANTIKA Cycle Volume 1: VESTIGES / L’Atalante, April 2012, 576 pages Volume 2: L’OUVREUR DES CHEMINS . L’Atalante, October 2013, 464 pages Volume 3: ORIGINES L’Atalante, April 2015, 464 pages



Having left Earth with the Archéa mission, supposedly for the sake of scientific exploration, Ambre will have to meet a lot of challenges head on before she winds up, along with several of her fellow explorers, drawn into a vessel-world called the Great Arch, which is orbiting Gemma. Through the personal quest of this exo-biologist, who is guided by mysterious voices in VESTIGES, then saved by an extra-terrestrial who opens the doors to her past for her in L’OUVREUR DES CHEMINS, Laurence Stuhner brings a modern feel to a genre that is often somewhat formulaic. The Hindu mysticism that is the key to the main character’s personality takes the plot beyond commonplace politico-economic conflicts to achieve a philosophical dimension. With scientific writing worthy of Kim Stanley ROBINSON or Ben BOVA, the QUANTIKA trilogy offer a uniquely personal style that Frank HERBERT would surely have approved of. Skilfully alternating high-octane action scenes and more intimate passages, the suspense never lets up.



◊



English samples available!



◊



Christopher Priest signed the foreword to the last book of the trilogy.



◊



A text that will appeal both to fans of hard sci-fi and to those who enjoy mystical worlds.



◊



An interesting take on Hindu traditions.



◊



Both volumes alternate action-packed scenes with more intimate or philosophical ones without losing their rhythm.



◊



A masterful analysis of the difficulties inherent in communicating with extraterrestrial cultures.



The plot of Quantika takes place 300 years in the future on a frozen but inhabitable extrasolar planet of the Altamira binary system: Gemma, a snow-ball Earth, as the astronomers call it. In pure hard-sci-fi-saga style, QUANTIKA blast us off to Gemma, a terra-formed glacial planet, with Ambre Pasquier.
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A long-term fan of both science fiction and physics, Laurence Suhner first comic book was published when she was still a teenager. From there she moved on to short stories, including TIMHKÂ, published in 2009 by the prestigious sci-fi magazine Galaxies. Suhner has followed up on the 2013 Bob Morane and Futuriales Prizes for VESTIGES with L’OUVEUR DES CHEMINS, while her fans clamour for the final volume of the saga.



“Avec le brio que la critique a su lui reconnaître dans l'écriture de Vestiges, Laurence Suhner nous replonge dans les destins entremêlés de tous ses personnages, les fait évoluer, s'épaissir, révèle leurs mensonges, leurs faux semblants et leurs impostures, sur fond de musique indienne lors de pauses réflexives bercées par les tablas de Mumbai et l'enfance d'Ambre en toile de fond terrienne.”
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YOUNG ADULT / CROSS OVER 



settled down in Provence and started a family. In 2012, she starts writing new songs. She writes, performes and multiplies artistic’s adventures as far as contemporary art.



Emma Daumas SUPERNOVA



◊



No fake suspense in this story: the violent extinction of fame is planned from the very beginning.



◊



We are dealing with the initiation of a teenager to the adult world in the most cynical and exciting way. An accelerating formation that inevitably leads to the death of illusions.



This is the story of Annabelle, sixteen years old, a lovely singer from the country and her avatar- Bella - born from her participation to Starcatcher, a famous TV show which helps teenagers to promptly become famous. Love and seduction, narcissism and self-respect are confusingly close. In such a world, how will Annabelle succeed to find the path to true light, her inner light? In 2014, Emma Daumas met editor Jean-Paul Arif. He urged her to start writing a novel which would be based on her personal experience of reality-tv. SUPERNOVA comes from a long thought about the consequences and effect of what had been such a disruption of her entire life. In 2002, Emma Daumas participated in « la Star-Academy », a music contest’s tv-show. Then, three albums came out at Polydor. She also published a disk-book for children. She finally
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YOUNG ADULT / CROSS OVER



Andoryss Mel L’ARCHITECTIVE (The Architective) Bragelonne, June 2016, 350 pages



secret organization, and a suspicious new classmate, and the worries have only just begun! Armand has no choice. He is the only one able to find traces of the lost relics everyone covets. So to hell with normal! Andoryss Mel is a devoted fan of imaginary worlds that inspire her: Miyazaki, Clamp, Michael Ende, Lewis Carroll and J.M. Barrie. She began her career writing scenarios for bande dessinée and has now published several middle-grade and YA novels.



◊



An investigation traveling through centuries in search of mysterious relics.



◊



An original and fascinating power: the ability to see the soul of places.



◊



Adventures, conspiracies, and a secret brotherhood, all against the backdrop of family, friendship, and teenage stories.



◊



A cross between Sherlock Holmes and Darkest Powers by Kelley Armstrong.



Knowing the history and secrets of a house simply by entering it doesn’t make him weird... Or does it? Everyone can tell you that Armand, age fifteen, is like any other teenager. Clever, headstrong, and perhaps a bit shy, but not weird. And yet, Armand has inherited a gift from his father. When he enters a house, he can dive into the soul of the building, reading its memories, injuries, hidden rooms, and every last secret. The walls remember, and they tell their story to those who know how to listen. The life of an Architective is far from being restful, so between two investigations Armand tries to lead a normal life at high school. But add to that an absentee father, a 132
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